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N 0 TIC E. 

The present volume of the MEMOIRS OP THE GEOLOGICAL SUB.VBY 

o:r bmI.A contains papers relating, as will be seen, t.o widely separated 

portions of' this immense Indian Empire. The many confused, and t.o a 

large extent contradictory statements regarding the follBiliferous and other 

rocks of the North-Western Himalaya, will be found here reduced, by 

Dr. St.olicdm1s exertions, t.o order and symmetry, each successive group 

taking its established place in the general series. The geological .truc

tnreof Bombay on the Western Coast has been elucidated by Mr. Wynne; 

vln1e carefully prepared details are also given with regard t.o the Coal

.field of Jherria, not far from the Eastern Coast, in Mr. Hughes1 report. 

It will thus be seen that detailed investigations of the geological structure 

of the country are steadily progressing in various parts of this country, 

all yielding results of varying but high interest and value. 

CALCUTTA, i 
September 1866. 5 

THOMAS OLDHAM, 

S"pt., Geological Surve!I of India, 
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INTRODUCTION. 

TBEBE are few parts of India, which oft'er so many difficulties 

to the scientiic traveller, as that elevated tract 
DifBculties of country. 

of mountains which borders the North-west 

of British India.-the North-western Himalaya. Several portions 

of this country, being partly ·independent or protected states, have 

rarely, if ever, been visited by any European traveller. And such 
visit.a as have been made have usually been in great haste, . for the 

resources of the country do not generally admit of any long stay 

in one place. As a result of these great difficulties, we do not u 

yet know much of the natural wealth of this portion of the Himalayan 
ranges, although probably more of this, than of the more Eastern 
part.a of this great system of mountains. 

It was not until 1851, that the first Geological section acroes 

Strac:bey'• obaervatiom, the Himalaya, based on actual obsenation and 
1851. research by the able Captain (now Colonel) R. 

Strachey, was published.• This was a vast step, and every one inter-

• Qaar. J01U, GeoL Soc. Lond. vol. VII. p.192, 
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eat.eel in Himalayan Geology must greatly regret, that the author 

baa not since found time to make fully known to the public his 
investigations, which, no doubt, have been since 1851-54 considera

bly extended and corrected. 
The Geology of the Himalaya had not, however, been altogether 

neglected by previous travellers. The w"rke of 
<>&her tnTellen. 

Moorcroft and Trebeck, of Herbert, Gerard, 
Jacquemont, Thomson, Cunningham and others, contain several notes 

of much Geological interest. Such notes, however brief they may be, 
will always be of high value, while they are baaed on unaffected and 
natural observations. Besides these cursory notes, I may also mention 
othu papers treating more particularly on that portion of the North
weatem Himalaya, which we are about to describe more fully in the 
following pages,-we mean, the Spiti valley. 

Dr. Gerard's" Observations on the Spiti. valley" were published in 
the Asiatic Researches (VoL XVIII pt. 2. p. 238). 

Gerard, 1881. 
This paper contains only a few notes, on the last 

pages, regarding the occurrence of Ammonites in the Spiti valley. 

The author was apparently not much acquainted with Geology, and 
does not go much into Geological questions. 

Captain Thomas Hutton's " Geological report on the valley of 

Button, 18-&l. 
Spiti," &c., appeared in the Journal of the Asiatic 
Society of Bengal, 1841. p. 198. This report, 

so far as it is baaed on Capt. Hutton's own observations, and not on the 

authority of others, will, I think, always be found useful by any sub
sequent traveller along the same route. With regard, however, to his 
ideas or theories, we would simply quote the words of the editors of the 

Journal "for the views contained in this paper, the author alone is 

aD&werable." Indeed, no one who himself feels bound to progress in 

natural science, could be made answerable for theories such as are laid 
down in this paper, with an assumption of infallibility. 
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The Report on the valley of Spiti by Captain W. C. Hay (Journal 

Asiatic Society, Bengal, 1850,· p. 429) contaia1 
Wm. Ba1, 1850. 

a chapter on Geological f ormatione (loo. cit. p. 
434,) the observations in which would have been of much greater value 

bad the author not been so positive in hie identificatioaa of the Spiti 

strata with known European formations. Such statements, if not 

. at least approximately correct, are very delusive, and prevent the reader 

from drawing hie own conclusions, which otherw.ise he might do from 

any well-observed facts if correctly stated. 

Mr. Wm. Theobald, Junr., published in 1862, "Notes on a trip 

Theobald, 1862. 
from Simla to the Spiti valley," (Jou.r. Aaiat. 

Soc., Bengal> 1862. p. 480). This paper doee not 

contain any Geolegical llOtee. The author, however, mentions that they 

will appear with the examination of the foBSile collected, at some future 

period, and I must state here, that I have had the va.luable collections 

brought down in 1861, by Messrs. Theobald and Mallet, at my disposal, 

(with their notes on the district), and this collection added greatly to 

the number of foBBils observed during our visit to the Spiti valley. 

I will have ooeaaion several times to refer to this collection. 

The moat recently publiahed paper on Himalayan Geology is 

that by Mr. H. B. Medlicott.-" On the structure 
Jiledlicott, 1864. 

and relations of the Southern portions of the 

Bimalayan ranges between the rivers Ganges and Ravee."• This paper 

will, we hope, be still fresh in the memory of the read.era of our memoirs; 

its object wu to elucidate the Geologi9al structure of the Southern por

tion of the North-western Himalaya, between the rivers mentioned. 

That which bas a special interest in connection with our present purpoee 

is the part between the plains and the Sutlej ; the Geological structure 

of this portion of the hills is represented on the sections given by Mr. 

Medlicott, pp. 18, 24, and 32. These three sections give au insight into 

• Kem. Geol Surv. of India Vol, IIL l't. 2. 
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the relations of the rocks between the plains on the South, and the 
Hatu Mountain near Narkanda to the North-east, of Simla. When 
Mr. Medlicott'a reporfwas published, the contrast between the Geologi
cal structure of the Southern portion of the Himalaya, and that of the 

Northern portion, so far as then known, must have been noticed by 

every reader. It was, therefore, of the highest interest to ascertain, 
if possible, the connection between these, chiefly metamorphic, rocks of 

the more Southern elopes, and the foasiliferous rocks of Spiti; which, 

since the time of Gerard's first discoveries, have been several times 
uamined. The stratigraphical relations of these fossiliferous rocks in 
Spiti had not, however, been successfully traced out; and even Mr. 
Theobald'a and Mr. Mallet's collections of 1861, gave no sufficient ex
planation, showing clearly a mixture of fo88ila from difFerent formations. 

Such being the case, it was almost unavoidable to repeat, the attempt 
to trace out the stratigraphical positions of tbe Spiti rocks. It is the 
object of this paper to give the results of this attempt. 

Charged with the reconsideration of these questions, to which 

Stoliczka and :Mallet, I have just alluded, I proceeded with my friend 
18"· and colleague on the Geological Survey, Mr. 
F. R Mallet, in the beginning of June 1864, from Simla to the 
North-east, through Biasahir to the Spiti valley, crossing the Bhabeh 
Pase. The rocks in Spiti were submitted to a general examination, 
so far as it was possible to accomplish this during the short time of 
&ar Suvey. From Spiti we proceeded across the Parang Pass to 

Bonte. 
Rupshu and so through the Para, Taomoriri and 
the Puga valleys as far as the Indua. After 

two days march along the lndus, we turned near Ronggo, through 
the Hanle valley to Hanle, and returned from this by a difFerent 

route to Spiti, crossing the Tagling Pase. The Western and North
western parts of Spiti were somewhat more carefully examined, 
and we took our way back through Lahoul and Kulu. Thie route 
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enables us to give a few sections acroaa the country we have ex

amined. 
The small outline map (Plate I,) will be found very convenient 

Map. 
by those who are not versed in Indian or Tibetan 
Geography. On this map we have not attempted 

to give any Geological detail, indicating nothing more than the limited 
extent of the Jurassic ellipse (see below). The localities of fossils have 
been especially marked. The position of the sections previously pub
lished by Mr. H. Medlicott is shewn by a dotted line in the South
west corner of the map: that of our own sections ia also shewn, and 
our routes are indicated by a broken line. The sectioue are ahown 

·on Plate II. They begin at the Wangtu Bridge in Bisaahir, and may 
be regarded as a continuation of the sections I have already mentioned 

Sectiona. 
from Mr. Medlicott's paper; and taking these 
together the reader will be able to obtain a 

general idea of the Geological structure of this portion of the 
N Orth-western Himalaya. 

The rocks of the Spiti valley will be found treated with some
what more detail, and to elucidate the stratigraphy and relations of 
the different formations, we would direct attention to the Section 
Plate II. Fig. 2, which ia taken from South-east to North-west in a 
longitudinal direction through the valley, or in the direction of the 
longer diameter of the J uraseic ellipse. It would be, we think, prema
ture to give a Geological map of the part of the North-west Himalaya, 
which has been examined, until the parts adjoining to the North-west 
and South-east have been visited. The Spiti valley is only a small 
portion of a large secondary basin, the extent of which to the North
west and south-east has not yet been traced out. And only when this 
baa been done, can a correct idea be formed of the manner, in 
which the different formations have been deposited, and of the 
connection in which they stand to each other. Thie work is in 
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progress, and, we would hope, can be accomplished without any great 
delay. 

Besides the stratigraphical and descriptive de tails of the Geology, 

we have not omitted to give those Palmontologi

cal data, which are necessary to determine the 
age of the different formations, a point which will be found more fully 

discusaed at the end of this memoir. A few plates of the newly dis

covered fossils have been given. These fossils, however, form only a 

amall addition to the large number already known through the re

searches of Messrs. H. F. Blanford,• Salterf and Oppel! A 

general revision of all known fossils from Spiti has, therefore, been 

attempted, and will be found l'ecorded at the end of the Geological · 

notes regarding each formation separately. 

Before entering on the Geological part of this memoir, we bad 

Position ol country better allude briefly to the Geographical position 
Tilited. and extent of our sections. The little sketch 

map already alluded to will shew the general position of the district. 

The section given (Fig. 1 Plate II.) starts from Wangtu Bridge (acrosa· 

the Sutlej), about 30 miles East-north-east from Rampur, the capital 

of Bi88Bhir, through the W angur valley across the Bhabeh or Taree 

Pus to Sungnum at the confluence of the Para§" with the Pin 

river. This part of the section runs nearly due South to North. It 

turns at Sungnum a little to the North-east along the left bank 

of the Pin river, until this stream joins the Spiti river a few 

miles above Drangkhar.11 

• Jour. A1iat. Soc. Bengal, 1863. 
t "Palmontologyof' Niti in the Nort.h-Weat Himalaya," Col. B. f.\trachey, Calcutta, 

18811. Printed f'or printe dil&ribution only. 
i Palamt.ologilche Kittheilungen, 186•. Stuttgart. 
§ Para Kio riHr on the Atlas of' India Jrlape. Para ia the name of' the river. Cli11. 

meam flowl.ng water, the water of' a lake 1tationary Is called t10; the''"'' is called Para Cla11. 
I Drt11tg m8llDI 1traight or vertical, and ltlaar a caatle ; the name Dada u quoted by 

Mr. T!ieobaid (J'our. .A.a. Soc. Deng. 1862, p. 508 ) i1 iuadmiaaible, and ii q11itA1 unknown 

I 

·' 
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The second Section (Fig. 2 Plate II.) is intended to illustrate the 

extension of the J uraasic basin in Spiti it.self. It extends from South 

of the village Po on the Spiti river, over the high plateau along its 

left bank, passing near to or over the villages of Drangkhar, Gieumal, 

Hikkim,• J.,ongja,• Tshissigaong,• Kibber, Chikkim Station, and termi

nates a little further to the North-west beyond the Lagudarsit river. 

The section (Fig. 3 Plate II) is taken from the left bank of 

the Spiti river, a few miles South-west of Kibber, over the Station at 

Chikkim, the Parang Pass, and along the left bank of the Para 

river in Rupshu; thence through the Tsomoriri and Puga valleya 

as far as Sungdo on the Ind us river, a few miles to the W eat 0£ 

the Mouth of the Puga Stream. 

I may here remark, that the sections have been purposely selected 

along the road which we took, or over such places as we visited more 

or less closely during our trip. In a country such as this, where it 

would be exceedingly difficult to visit the whole extent of the moun

tain ranges, and where the greatest care is still neceSHry in fixing 

Geological facts, it is of essential importance not to go far from the 

basis of actual observation. Besides this, such sections have the addi

tional advantages, that they can be examined by any subsequent 

traveller with much greater ease, than if they had been taken right 

across the hills in one direction, in which case it would have been 

nearly impossible to avoid introducing a good deal more of conjectural 

t.o the Spiti people. They eay Dangkhar, thed having a peculiar eoand, which may be 
expreued iD Bngliah by addition of an r. 

• The topography of the map of the Indian Atlu here requires some correction. The 
village Hilii• ia abont 4 milN South of the position, it i1 marked at on the map on the 
left bank of the Shila rinr. The point where Hitkim ii marked ought to be named Lortgja 1 

while on the right bank of the Shila, where Longja i1 marked, there doel ~ uiat any 
village. A.boat two mil11 W11t of thil point ii a little village ClOllliating of only two 
hoa188, and called T1hilligaong. 

t The iDhabitantl auured me, that they never heard thil name for the rit'er before, and 
that it ii always called Tagling-chu, ud the rinr North of the Tagling pm, Baabing
chu. 

--
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.. Orthia--1 

Procluctu iemUeticulaiua 
Spinier l:eilhavii. etc. 

Etalobi& Lommeli. .A;mmonit. 
1londua etc. 

)legalodon triqueter and 
.Dicerocanhum Him&la;renae . 

. .l'erebratula !(J'egaria and 11ynformia 
~onella Anatnaca; Belem.rutea . 

. .. Trochua epulua, Chemnit&1a 
undul&ta. Terebratula einemuri•uia. 

Poeidono~ Ornati. 

.Ammonitee macrocepbalua; Pukinaoni; 
t.riplicatua. et.c • 

. . A YIC'Ula eobiD&ta. 

... ( no foeeila fouzld). 

Pl. ll 
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matter. The sections are all given on the scale of four miles equal 

to one inch, and have been taken from a compiled· map, partly copied 

from the sheets of the Indian Atlas (No. 47), partly from a tracing 

copy of the unpublished field maps of the Southern districts of Bupshu, 

for the use of which we are indebted to the courtesy of Captain 

Montgomerie, R. E., who conducted the suney of that country. The 

remainder of the map waa completed from Col. Cunningham's published 

map of Ladak, &c., enlarged for this purpose. 

In order to shew the details of structure, the scale for height has 

been enlarged as compared with that for distance : the scale for eleva

tions is 5,000 feet to the inch. But to avoid the erroneous idea which 

almost inevitably results from such distorted sections, true outlines 

are alao given, the scales for heights and distances being the same. 

The heights given on the Trigonometrical survey maps have been in 

Elentiou. 
all cases used, all intermediate heights have been 

calculated from observations with the boiling 

point Thermometer by Mr. F. R. Mallet. 

B 
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In describing the different formations, we shall first give a few 

•Afiilirfifa on portkm of whkh North'Gwtrd 

Mr. Medlicott's sections, namely, from Iharkanda to the Wangtu 

Bridge. There is scarcely anything of novelty to be added here, 

which has been zifotady Mtillfoott's 

account of the great mass of gneiss, which we consider as the main 

Gtufogical of th<? North~ ustern lhimalayu, will Ar"td 

thtrr formutfons in will treatuh uf in ordet 

their relative age, and lastly, brief notes will be given of the rocks of 

Gur1ural diESuuESsions for dift'ettnrt 

ages of these formations will conclude our remarks. 

Leaving Mr. Medlicott's sections at the Hatu Mountain near 

we in 

direction along the left banks of the Sutlej, from 

tht gueiss greut t&rriety met+JLttlf?r,rphic rnESks. Tht?kt coati£¥I 

at (befuESt reachiuh Kotgrr:&ESh) of ESumewbt chloritl:i 

mica schists. Beyond Kotgurh to the East, there are first reddish 

mfor ES-Ohists ?4fith to greh 

C!Jraue and gmM Schiefer of Alpine Geologists), and in valley oI 

th<? Sutlej porphyritic gneiss. At Kotgurh, the schists dip with a slight 

to the and lfkbove gneiif~ES, fhr a ViiESh 

short distance to the South-west; the gneiss itself dipping equally on 

thii banh uf thii hrtlej South~u?kiktt, and 2£3n th£3 

a VeESh ±ffeligbt 

river Sutlej, therefore, here 8.ows in a denuded anticlinal. 

puEShhyritic pileisa th¥j rlritlej Ilear 

Porph7ritic Gnei& 
village of Dathnagur, where it is overlaid 

by grey mica-schiats without garnets, apparent-

ly thoae of foutgurh. l:ihe althoilyh 

•Kem. Geol. SIU'T. oflDdia. VoL W,Pt. I. p. 3ll, 
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immediately above the gneiu it is to the North-east, very soon 

changes to South-west, and this latter direction prevails as far as 

the Nagri Stream, which, at its junction with the Sutlej, :flows 

also in an anticlinal. · On this stream, the rocks are a pure white 

quartz-schist which, to the East, is overlaid by grey and greenish 

mica-schist. The white quartz-schist& re-appear a short distance from 

Rampur, and are again followed by mica--schists. A few miles 

Bampar. 
East of Rampur quartzose achists are pre

valent, occasionally with some hornblendic strata. 

These hornblendic schists pass gradualJy into micaoeous and t.alcose 

achists, which latter are ~f considerable thickness, and extend 

round the village of Gaora. The rocks between 
Omara and 8anhan. 

Gaora and Sarahan are chloritic, micaceoua, 

and talcose-schists, often with fine crystals of Garnet and of Staurotide. 

At the last mentioned village (Sarahan) a thin bed<\ed gneiu appears, 

aoon &BBuming a porphyritic structure. Gneiss, either thin bedded, echia

tose or porphyritic, a kind of tourmaline-rock, (small crystals of schorl 

with quartz) and thin bedded and usually much contorted micaceous 

strata are the rocks between Sarahan and Tranda. From Rampur up to 
near this village, the dip is principally to the North-east. Before reach

Tranda. 
ing Tranda specular iron is often met with in the 

micaceoua strata, and also large masses of Biotite. 

This mica is of a deep brown color, made up of small lamine, which 

are broken and contorted in all directions, and occasionally traversed 
by small :flakes of white Muscovite. The Biotite is very brittle, 

and can be easily pulverized, the Muscovite remains in its little flakes, 

when it bas been mixed with the former. Near Tranda, the rocks 

dip to the West-south-west. 
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CB.APTER 1.-Central Gnn11, 

To the East of the village of Tranda the rocks assume a very 

constant and peculiar character, which,-of course within certain limits 

of variation,-they retain all the way up to the Bbabeh or Taree 

pass. As this rock is especially well exposed at the W angtu bridge, 

I shall proceed at once to describe its character 
Wangtu\ridge. 

at this locality, so often mentioned previously 
by Capt. Herbert, Capt. Hutton and other travellers. 

The gneiss at Wangtu has a porphyritic structure and can be 

Grani~ gnu. generally described as granitoid gneiss. In fact 

as the stratification is usually in thick beds or is 

even obliterated, large pieces cannot be distinguished from granite. 

This gneiss consists of a mass of white Albite ~nd white or greyish 

white Quartz in nearly equal proportions, large crystals of white 

Orthoclase and a considerable proportion of Biotite. This latter 

mineral occurs only in little laminm, which are broken and contorted in 

every direction, and there is seldom a trace of Muscovite to be detect

ed in the entire mass.• Pinkish Orthoclase is very rare here, and I 

noticed it only in one place near Paunda. This granitoid gneiss 

is traversed by a countless number of veins of Albite-granite, veins 

of unmeasured length, and from one to twenty feet in thickness. 

The principal mineral in these veins is a pure white Albite : 

next to it Quartz, Mica, black Tourmaline, and few other minerals. 
All these occur in large crystals, and the structure of the rocks is, 

therefore, eminently a porphyritic one. Col. R. Strachey tells me, that 

these veins of Albite-granite, in the neighbourhood of the Niti-pass, 

enter into the Silurian and even the secondary strata. There can

not be the slightest doubt as to their being of subsequent date to the 

gneiss, in which they are truly intrusive. This Albite-granite offers 

• A limilar structure wu obaarved by Mr. Stur in the mica of the Ceutral Gaeiu 
of the Alps. Jahrb. d. 1L B:. Geol. Reichs·Alls&alt. Vie1111a. 1856, vol. VII p. •o7. 
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a rare opportunity for studying the geneais of the different minerals, 

and with this view I will make some observatons on an interesting 

apecimen of which the subjoined figure is a representation reduced to 

half the measurements. 

Bchorl 
QDA11z 

Fio. 1. Srl!.c1.1111u1 OF ALB1T11:-oa.u11TB, FROM WANGTu. 

JI Ul!COYite 

J'laonpar 
Al bite c::J 

Supposing the whole mase was fluid at a high temperature, the 

811C01111ive fbrmation first mineral which crystallized was undoubted-
ol minera11. ly the .Muscovite, which is the only Mica here as 

distinct from the common occurrence of Biotite in the gneiss itself. 

Thie Muscovite is often traversed and again recemented by all the 
following minerals and is therefore the oldest. Next to it the Tour

maline seems to have consolidated; this is always of the Schor} 

variety, and then the Beryl, Garnet and Fluorapar. All these minerals, 

although not of very commo* ocourrence, have been found broken 

and cemented again by quartz, which surrounds every fragment of 

theae minerals, eo that there is no doubt as to their existence previously 

to the consolidation of the quartz. The Schor! is usually crystallized 

in &ix-sided prisms,• of which the shape can be easily recognized 

• Three 1ided prilma, llOlllOtillltl of a foot ill lePgth, are alio no& nn, elipecially in 
&he Chandra valle,. 
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in Fig. 1. These large crystals seem to have been cracked by the 
quartz masa to a limited depth, to which the quartz penetrated and 

cemented the fragments. This must, however, have been accom

plished without much disturbance, and not in a nry fluid· mass, so that 

the original form of the Tourmaline crystal was retained. After 

the quartz consolidated and bad surrounded the already formed 

minerals, the whole mass seems to have been cemented and filled up by 

the Albite, which itself comes very rarely into contact with the 
Tourmaline or any of the other minerals, except Quartz. 

The succeYive ages of the different minerals can therefore be 

represented thus:-

MuacovITB. 
2 

TOOBllALIBE. 

Beryl, 
Fluonpar, 
Gamet. 

3 
QUARTZ. ALBITB. 

The Scborl is tbe most prevalent of the accessory minerals. The 

Fluorspar is comparatively rare and generally of a light green colour; 

the Beryls often attain a large size up to several inches, they are white 

or of a light-blue colour, and very brittle. This seriously interferes with 

their value for ornamental purposes. The :Muscovite is found in )arge 

flakes, white, grey, or oftener brown, and not uncommonly in prisms. 

The Albite forms sometimes nearly one-half of the whole mass, and 

pieces of several maunds in weight are often met with, which consist 

solely of this mineral. 
Proceeding Northward from Wangtu, in the Wangur valley, the 

W angur valley. 
gneiu is found to change in character consider• 
ably in some plactl, and to become even schistose 

from the large quantity of Biotite. The dip remains constant through

out from Wangtu up to the Bhabeh pass, to North and North-east, 

and usually at a high angle, varying from 30° to 80°. Beyond and 

near Y ungpa, blue Kyanite is very common in the gnei88, occurring 

with Garnets. I have not observed the Kyanite in the veins of the 

Albite granite itself, but Col. Strachey states that, at Niti, it does 
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occur in the veins•. The gneisa extends to the N ortb up to a few milea 

South of the Bhabeh paaa. It was, however, impossible to see the exact 

junction, u the whole country was still sheeted in snow, when we were 

there (23rd June). 

Further to the North-west, we traced the boundary of the gneiss 

and of the overlying Silurian rocks, about six miles 
Knmum-pau. 

in a straight liue, South of the Kunzum pus, on a 

stream North of the Shigri glacier. From here the gneiss extends 

to the West as far as the Hamta pass, where it is overlaid by more 

schistose strata. The character of the rock in this section is exactly 

the same as described at Wangtu, only that the appearance of strati

fication is usually more obliterated. The characteristic veins of Albite 

granite occur here also: they are more frequent in the Southern 

portion of the gnei88, which is also the case in the Wangt11 

section. 

I have described this gneiss under the title of Central Gneiss, as 

I believe it to be the principal Geological axis of 
Centnl Oneill. 

the North-western ~imalaya. I cannot say any-

thing about its eastern or western extension, but the description seems 

to apply as well to those parts of Kumaon and Gurhwal, which have 

been examined by Col. Strachey. 

This Central gnei88 is overlaid to the North by a tolerably regular 

Metamorphic rocb, 
&c. 

series of palmozoic and of secondary deposita. 

To the South follows another great series of 

metamorphic rocks, gneiss, mica and chloritic schists, and elates of all 

descriptions. The southern gneiBB is often found interstratified with 

mica-schists, and still more frequently occupying the tops of bills or 

ranges of hills, being regularly underlaid by metamorphic schists or 

alate& This latter gneiBB has, geologically speaking, nothing to do with 

that called above Central gneiss, although it is often very similar in 

structure. My experience, as to the southern 8.anks of the Himalaya is 

• Qaar. Jour. GeoL Soc. Lolld. 1861, ToL VII, p. 302, 
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vs;Jty limits;Y, and ths;rnfore poh:at EOW, Oat a i:aloeer 

eumination may soon enable me to discuss it more fully. The 

Y<>lated ff<>&intl 
Cent.ml Gneiss 

Yt<'ri?rre:aH·xe of in i;fzg1ted ylacee 

South and North of the central ranges, whiclt. I 
partly indki:aited, ef veeu higg youlU 10oint the 

Chor Mountain, East of Simla, as an example of 

uccuz'rence the lleuth. An~ the llc1rth 

of the central chain I have to mention the gneiss on the left bank of 

the kara i:ai:s?er neHr Cbt2yrizh2g and 'Ill est Cha][lge. is yJteat 

mass of gneiss, with all the characters of the 

Ce][ltral peiss. Occask:a:aal ol hornblen

dic or chloritic and quartzose schist give the rock locally a slightly dif-

. fei:ae][lt appeeranee, I ho'!&%%Zr:s?er, t£¥2able to e!by, iH itr>?hat 

way these outlying or sporadic masses are connected with the main 

Pz1ih'lozoi4t rockitr !orrna the and boui!Uitrry 

of Spiti, and are the principal rocks in the South-eastern part 

of tge ¥¥lley. Silueihn Citrk'bonit'ercJUS Jtecks ere 

sented. 

"'""1•,....,,"" into genl4r&rJ deJi:aciptio¥ uf tgu pahs.><)coic cHr:zks, 

Two local aeries in I must remark, that we have to distinguish in 
eacfi yaup. of thi:a fOrmitrtfons loc&n.l ¥9erier, Soutg¥9rn 

and an Eastem one. The first contains the deposita along the main 

axir J>f thi:a Cent¥9z:tl gneirr ; atid the the htiuth-Jtitrrtern yor

tion of the Spiti valley, resting against a lateral extension of the 

CeHtrnl grn¥9i88 thu iii orth,Jtast. The rz>Jtks in SE3rss;nd 

series are only little different, but always more highly altered than 

the s;therr, Thece is thz2t the t:a:ao serilffs are connus;ted 

with each other a little to South-east of the Spiti valley, which 

part has 18 is in 
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what way they are connected, I prefer to treat each separately, 

1pecially with a view to the convenience of any future examination. 

§ I .-Siluria11-Bka6ek &rie1. 

1. Seetion South of Muth.-In the Section (Fig. I. Pl. II.) we see 

the Silurian rocks overlying the gneiss at an angle of between 30° and 

50°, and dipping t.o the North-east by north, while the strata of the 

gneiss dip at a much higher angle. I have already remarked, that to 

our great regret the climatal conditions did not allow of our seeing 

and examining the actual junction of the Silurian rocks with the 

gneiss, all being covered with snow; but the boundary, as indicated 

on the section, is certainly correct within the limits of half a 

mile. 

(a}. The lowest_ beds, which we have examined above the gneiSll, 

were on the right bank of the Wangur river, about 

three miles South-east of the Bhabeh pass. They 

were blueish grey slates and similarly coloured sandstones. Some of the 

strata of the slates were silky and highly micaceous, the sandstones 

often greenish and more or leu siliceous. All the rocks (so far as 

visible) on the way of the Bhabeh pass were quite the same, and they 

continued also for some distance on the northern 
Bhaheh pa-. 

side of the pass, being somewhat more than 

3,000 feet thick. Not a trace of any fossil has been observed in these 

rocks, and in my field notes, I considered them as corresponding to 

thoee strata, which Col. Strachey mentions in Kumaon aa azoic. • 

Although we cannot insist much on the results of so cursory an ex

amination as ours, still the occurrence of small particles of a blueish 

and reddish+ slate in the next beds higher in the series is certainly 

0 Quar. Jour. Oeol. Soc. Lond. 1861. Vol VII, Pl. XVII. 
f We have not 1een any 1l11t11 or this colour i11 1it•. 

,C 
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not opposed to the idea, that this lower series may, on future 

examination, be conveniently separated 1111 distinct from the other 
beds. 

(b}. A few miles North of the pass, the colour of the rocks changes 

gradually to whitish or pinkish. The strata are 
North or Bhabeh. 

partly a grey strongly siliceous sandstone, with 
occasional calcareous beds, and partly a white or pinkish dotted 
quartz rock. Blocks of the calcareous beds are often met with of a 

cavernous structure, the limestone having been at first changed to 

magne11ian limestone-dolomitic limestone or dolomite-and afterwarda 

again decomposed in part.. The name ' Rauchwake' is often used for 
this kind of decomposed limestone. These rocks, chiefly siliceous, 
extend to about two mileR North of the camp Balair; at this place, 
although generally regularly and conformably bedded, they are 

greatly contorted. Fossils were first noticed about five miles North 
of the Bhabeh pass in the siliceous and carbonaceous sandstone. They 
consisted of some very poor impressions of Brachiopoda, apparently 

an Orthu, but not sufficient to determine even the genus con
fidently. 

(c). Leaving Balair we come soon again upon greenish and blueish 

North or Balair. 
sandstones, sometimes highly micaceous, often 

thinly laminated, or more coarsely bedd~, and 

occasionally with some calcareous and slaty beds interstratified. In 
these latter beds some impressions of Brachiopoda have also been 
noticed, but not in a better state of preservation than those just 
mentioned. This third series of beds extend to within about three 
miles to the South of Muth, the first vill~ on thls road to Spiti. 

Next, South of Muth, the Silurian rocks are overlaid by a purple 

quartzite or quartzose conglomerate ; both will be mentioned 

hereafter. 
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2. 8ectiou in EtUt 8piti.-l have already remarked {p. 16.) that a 

portion of Central gneiss appears in the moat eastern part of the 

Spit.i valley, on the left bank of the Para river. The gneiss is here 

overlaid by dark thin-bedded elates and sandstones. These elates 

dip to the North-east or nearly so towards the 
Kut Bpid. 

gneiBB, although they are in some places on the 

banb of the Para river distinctly seen to overlie this rock. My opi

nion, formed on the spot, was that some denudation must have taken 

place further to North or North-East, and that in coneequenoe of 

this all the rocks assumed a slight north-easterly dip. Thie is, ot 

course, merely a supposition, requiring further investigation and 

proof. 
Near the village of Kuri I observed a great number of fOBBils 

5 _. Kari ; Bnchiopo- (Brachiopoda) in the sandstone, but all these 
~ were only visible in sections on the weathered 

nrfacee of the rock. Nothing distinct could possibly be made out; 

when a piece of the rock was broken off, no trace of the fossils-could 

be not.iced. Opposite Shalkhar, I often noticed in the slates Crinoid 

8haJkhar : Crinoids. 
remains, which seem to belong to the rootlets of 

Mariacrinua or some allied genus. A hove Shal-

kbar, the slatea partly alternate with a greenish quartzose sandstone, 

and towards the top of the Kyagur pass there is a considerable thick

ness of blueish and whitish quartzites. 

Following the section from the Para river to the W eat along the 

left bank of the Spiti, we see the slates, above the confluence of the 

two nreams, overlaid by a kind of shales, which here rise up to the 

top of the hills, and which have a still greater thickness further on to 

the West. From the right bank of the Ghiu stream the road leada 

over quartzose achists, in part highly metamorphic. They are generally 

of a light grey or yellowish colour, either purely quartzose, or alter

nating with grey silky beds, which exhibit on the flakes a very fine 

parallel foliation ; both are talcose and ~hinly bedded. The strata are 
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either horizontal or dip with a very slight angle to North 2ov East. 

Further on towards the camping-ground at Hiuliog the strata dip for a 

short distance to the West; and the whole series of these quartzose 

echists seems to have been therefore -upheaved in the form of a dome. 

Hinling. 
At Hiuling itself beds of impure yellowish lime-

stone are not uncommon, and in proceeding to 

the West a darkish quartzose sandstone coarsely stratified is found 

to overlay them. A vast thickne88 of dark brown crumbling an~ 

splintery shales, alternating with greenish sandstones and light coloured 

quartzites succeeds, extending all the way from Hiuling up to beyond 

the village Po. They dip on this side of the river to North-by-east, 

and on the right bank chiefly to the West. We did not notice aoy 

fossils in these rocks, and as they very much resemble, in their minera-

logical character, undoubted carboniferous strata, any eeparation from 

Thabo. 
these is by no means certain. At Thabo large 

blocks of eandstone and shale are seen, full of a 

Spirifer, but they appear to have come from above, where there are true 

carboniferous rocks. Both these groups of beds, however, as already 

stated, resemble each other much. 

One fact induced me not to separate the whole series of rocks from 

Beda of greenstone. 
Changrizing up to Po, and that is, the occurrence 

of beds of greenstone all through the series. 

This rock is either highly crystalline or a good doal decomposed, and 

consists of diallage and a yellowish white felspar in small particles. 

It occurs not in veins, but in regular beds between the other rockS', 

usually of no considerable thickness, from 10 to 40 feet, and it partakes 

of the disturbances and contortions of the other rock, as may be 

distinctly seen in. several places along the bare sides of the Spiti 

river. It must, therefore, be coeval. Iron pyrites is amply dis

seminated through the rocks, and, by its decomposition, gives rise to the 

formation of gypsum, arragonite, and of several eftlorescences of alum, 

11otash, soda, &c. 
• 
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The difference between this section and that across the Bhabeh pass 

Di fl'erence in sectit>ns. 
here are more altered, in a few places truly 

consists chiefly in this, that the lower strata 

metamorphic:, and that the higher beds are chiefly slaty. To trace out 

the connection and relation of the two to the South·east will no doubt 

be a very interesting task. At present we only know from Capt. 

Hutton's report,• that he met the first slates above the gneiss to 

the South of the Hangrang pass, and Dr. Thomson equally mentions 

limestone (? Carboniferous or Triass.ic) for the first time in cross

ing the Hangrang pass. t Mr. Theobald, in company with Mr. Mallet, 

visited Spiti in 1861, and they brought, from the southern foot of 

the Manirang pass, some chloritic schist&, and from higher up dark 

silky slates, in which 011.iBUtea Yak,t Salter, is very common. With this 

occur aome other impressions, which are no doubt of organic origin, but 

it is not possible to say whether they belong to some kind of fucoid or 

to Graptolites. The slates themselves are very like those which we 

met below (South of) the Bhabeh pass, and remind one much of Mr. 

Medlicott's Simla slates. 

§ II.-Bilu.ria"' (?),-Muth Series. 

1.-Returning to the Bhabeh section (Fig. I, Pl. II) there will be 

found above the true Silurian rocks a thicknelils of beds of about 1,000 

feet, diatinguished by a different shade of blueish colour, and consisting 

Three bands. 
of three separate bands. These are the rocks 

which we are now about to describe, and the 

cenain age of which is left undecided. 

• Joar. Aliat. Soc., Bengal. 1841, pp. 205, 206. 

t TraYell in &he N. W. Himalaya, 1852, p. 99. 

t Strache1'1 Pa111110atolQU of Niti, &c. Calcutta, 1865, r· 50. 
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(a). Purple Rocka. The lowest band of this series of rooks is very 

remarkable from its purple colour, which enables us to trace out the 

boundary between the lower and upper strata with much facility. At 

the bottom of this band is often seen a small thickneBB of a red quartz 

conglomerate in which the pieces of quartz remain white. The 

great.er thickness moreover consists of a purple quartzitic sandstone, 

which sometimes alternates with thin layers of slates of the same 

colour. Both the conglomerate and the sandstone, near the junction 

with the previously described greenish sandstones, alternate with these 

in thin strata, although, on the large scale, the boundary is well defined. 

Such an alternation of a few layers cannot be regarded as of great 

importance at the junction of two successive series of rocks, although it 

is al ways deserving of careful notice. No trace of any kind of fo88il has 

been noticed in these purple rocks, the total thickne88 of which ia 
between 500 and 600 feet. 

(b.) The next band is a light-coloured arenaceous limestone, in part 

largely siliceous. Some of the beds are purer limestone of dark 

colour. The total thickneBB ranges from 300 to 400 feet. The 

rock can always be easily recognized by it.a weathering brown on the 

surface, even in small fragments. Several foHila have been noticed 

here, but unfortunately in such a bad state of preservation, that it is 

impouible to come to any satisfactory conclusion aa regards their age. 

They were-
Plant1. l.-Impre88ions not unlike some Sph<Sro-coccitei. 

Coral1. 2.- 8yringopora sp., a semi-globular large coral, composed 

of numerous, more or les1 parallel, chiefty pentagonal 

tubes, the width of which is usually 2 millimetres. 

3.-Cya~hophyllum sp., large species wit.h elliptical section. 

4.-CyathophyUunn sp., another species, resembling some 

younger Placosmilia with a much elongated, compresa

ed section. 
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Echinotlerm1. 5.-Crinoid stems, belonging apparently to two differ

en• genera. I am not acqoainted with anything 

like these. 

B,-othiopoda. 6.-0rthi.1 sp., resembling 0. tkakil, var. ~. atriato

coatata, Salter :• besides these there are other 

fragments which could be referred to the var. a. 

conveza of the same species. 

7 .- 07thi1,. sp., in form and ornamentation much like 

0. compta, Salter, (ibid, p. 43.) 

8.-0rthi1 ep., another species resembling the little O. 

tibetica, Salter, (ifJid, p. ,42.) 

9.--8tropkomena ep., the single specimen found is not 

unlike the Carboniferous 8, analoga, Phillips, al

though the rogose undulations around the beak 
are leu regular and recall those of 8. halo, 

Salter: which may possibly be a young shell of 

this. 

10.-0rtlui sp., conf. 0. re1upinata, Martin, from the 

carboniferous series. 

A.nnelida. 11.-Tintaculitei sp., apparently the same as men

tioned by Mr. Salter from the Silurian rocks of 

North of Kumaon. 

(c.) The third band, separated in the Bhabeh section, is a white 

quartzite, either purely white or oftener with small brown spots, diBBe

minated throughout. The thickneu is between 200 and 300 feet. 

No fosails have been observed. 

In justification of the heading of this series of rocks, which I 

left doubtful aa regards its age, I mmt refer the reader to my con

cluaione. I may only mention here, that all the rocks of the Muth series 

lie conf'ormably on those of the Bhabeh series. 

• Stnchey'1 PallBontology or NIU. Calcutta 1865, p. 39. 
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2.-In the section following up the course of the Spi&i river 
from the East there d~es not anywhere exist such a strong demarca
tion of the Muth series, but an indication of it seems to be present, as 

Near Po and Thabo. 
seen on the hills above Po and above Thabo. 
The dark shales and slates, described above as 

Silurian, are followed towards the tops of the hills by four bands of 

rocks, of which the lowest is pinkish, the following dark brown, the 

next white, and the top beds are concretionary limestone - apparently, 

and judging from pieces of it down below, true carboniferous. This, 

however, is only correct so far as it was seen from the bottom of 

the valley, and I cannot vouch for the accuracy of the statement, as 

it is hardly poBSibJe to climb up those precipices, and without fossils it 

must remain an undecided question. 

§ III.-Carboniferou1,-Kuling Serie1. 

The white quartzite of the Muth series is, to the South of the 

village, overlaid in one place by a small thickness of a carbonaceous, 
concretionary shale, and a little farther to North-east by undoubted 
triassic limestone. I regret not to have observed any fossils in the 

concretionary shale, which is followed a little higher up by triassic 
limestone also. In so far I am not certain whether the true carbon
iferous rocks rise here higher up and overlie the white quarzite. 

However, only a very short distance North of the village the carboni
ferous rocks appear under the triae, and here with Tery characteristic 

fossils. · 
The prevalent rocks of the Kuling series are a dark brown crumbling 

shale and a light coloured mostly whitish quartzite, generally speaking 
very difficult to _distinguish from the top beds 

Thicknesa. 
of the Muth series. The total thickness is from 

100 to 400 feet, but is generally not considerable. The quartzites are 
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ia some places the lower beds, and in other places, as below 

Drangkhar, they are interstratified with the 
Drangkhar. 

splintery shales. These latter are sometimes very 

111icaceous or carbonaceous, and even pass into a black limestone, with 

fossils, which is exposed about half way between Kuling and Drang

Po. 
khar in the Pin valley. To the North-west 

of the village Po the carboniferous rock is partly 

a greenish sandst.one, containing Spirifer KeUhavii, partly a blueish 

concretionary limestone with 8pirifn- Moo1alt.hailerui1 and some 

Bivalves, partly it is the common brown· and splintery shale. The 
rocks differ locally a good deal. 

The first place, where we had a good opportunity of studying 

At KllliDg. 
the carboniferous rocks was at the village Kuling 

in the Pin valley. Opposite, on the right 

bank of the Pin, at the village Khar, the carboniferous quartzites, 

which are here either pinkish or white, have a thickness of about 

300 feet, and are upheaved in a dome-like form. They are over

laid by carbonaceous shale and higher up by triassic limestone. 

From this village only a portion of the rocks extends to the other 

or left bank of the river, and is seen here in a remarkable position, 

which would lead any one into an error, if he did not carefully take 

record of the fossils found in the different strata. 
Bevened strata. 

· Triassic limestone, quartzite, shales, and again 

triasaic limestone are seen apparently quite conformably over each 

other J It is evident that the lower triassic beds which, farther to the 

west, lie nearly horizontal, must, at the small stream west of Kuling, 

have been first upheaved, and then, by some lateral force acting from 

the Eaat, again depressed. (See section p. 34). The quartzites are 

here chiefly white and only about 100 feet thick; they contain impres

sions of 8pirifer Moosalt.l&ailensis in great number. The shales above are 

about 160 feet thick, and full of Spirifer Keilhavii and Productus 

mnireticulatr11. It is, however, impossible among thousands of 1peci-
I> 
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mens to obtain one, which has not suffered from lateral pressure, the 

effect of which has acted on all the fossils in the 
Compressed foa1ils. 

same direction and pressed them often perfectly 
flat. Spirifer Moo1akhaikn1i1 is in these shales comparatively rare, 

although it does occur as well, and has been brought also by Dr. 
Gerard and Mr. W. Theobald. 

Following down the Pin valley a few miles to East of this locality 
the carboniferous rocks appear, distinctly exposed, in great diatortions, 
the great mass of the ahales below and the quartzites above. Still far

ther on to East in the Spiti valley proper, at the mouth of the Lingti 

North of Dnngkhar. 
shales are found altemating with each other in 

river, North of Drangkhar, the quartzite& and 

comparatively thin beds, and higher up along the Lingti river, to

wards and beyond Lilang, the same are met again, below the Trias, 
always with the characteristic Spirifers and ProductL 

Carboniferous rocks of this character can be traced all along the 

Lour, Tagling, &c. 
Spiti and the lateral valleys, as far as Losar, 

and towards the Tagling-la and the Parang-la 

on both sides. It would be of little use to enumerate all the localities, 
and it is sufficient to say, that they appear under the Trias, usually in 
dome-shaped upheavements, which I believe are only the viaible por

tions of repeated wave-like foldings of these and probably of all the 
lower strata. 8pirifer Keilhavii and Productu1 11mireticulatu1 are the 

commonest and often the only fossils, which are to be met in this 
di1trict. 
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l!'ouill or the Kuling 
.n.. 

KlJLING SEBIES. 

The following is a list of all the carbonif erC>Us 

fossils, which have been obse"ed in Spiti ; 
1. SPIBIFEB MOOBAKBAILENBIB, Dat1. The Spiti specimens are 

generally much broader, having larger wings, than those from the 
Punjab, but they are otherwise undistinguishable. When the fine 
concentric laminm become obliterated, and also the fasciculi of ribs lees 
distinct, it becomes very difficult to separate such specimens from 
the 8pir. 1triatu1, Martin. In truth any real distinction between the 
two species appears to be by no means so certain, as it might appear 
to be. One character is well marked in all the Spiti and the Punjab 
specimens, that is, the strong and sharp fold on the dorsal valve, and 
a corresponding sinus on the ventral valve. Neither of these appear 
to have been noticed so strongly expressed in any figured specimen& 
of /Jpir. atriatua. Should this character not prove essential, I confess, 
I am at a 1088 how to distinguish between the Indian and European 
forms; especially those which Mr. Davidson figures and describes as 
8pir. Btriata, Martin, t1ar. attmuata, Sow. (Paleont. Soc., Lond., 
Foes. Brachiopoda. 1857. Vol. II., Pt. 5., p. 20, pl. II., f. 12-14.) It 
is certain, and indeed very remarkable that, so far as the present 
materials allow a conclusion, both the species-if kept separated-are 
quite similar in all stages of growth and exhibit the same variatioDB. 

The species has been observed in Spiti at Muth, Kuling, Po, 
Losar and other localities, but always scarce. It occurs abundantly 
in the carbonif eroue rocks of the Punjab. 

2. SPIRIFEB KEILBAVII, Buch. (Abhandlungen der k. Akad. 
Berlin, 1846, p. 74, pl. 5, fig. 2. Spirifer Rajah, Salter, Strachey's 
Pal. of the N. W. Himalaya, 1865, p. 59.) Thie is a very common 
apecies in the carboniferous rocks of Spiti, wherever they are met with. 
It agrees in all its characters so well with the species figured 
and described by Leopold von Buch from the Bear Island, that a 
separation is impossible. I am happy to state this in justification of 
Mr. Salter, who proposed the new name only on account of hie having 
been assured that it occurred in Triassic beds. He never lost sight of its 
being a true carboniferous form, and of its being so closely allied to 
Bp. Keilhauii, that he could hardly distinguish between them.• 

• See Strach91'1 Paheoniologr or Nlti, &c., pp. 54, 591 ;a, and note b7 Mr. Ohlbaw 
in the Appendix p. 110. 
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3. SPIRIFEB TIBETICUB, Stol. Pl. III. Figs. 1-2. 
Sp. testa rhomboidali1; valvis convexi1 atque cra11atim co1tatis, jugo 

moderate elevato, bidiviso, 1inu in medio uni-co&tato ; rostro protracto 
et incur1'p ; area magna, triangulari, deltidio bipartito ; 1uperficie minu
tis1ime punctata. 

The shell is rhomboidal and the hinge line only very little longer than 
the greatest width of the valves, which are more or less convex. If the 
shell is thicker (Fig. 1), the beak is usually not so much prolonged but 
more incurved : the contrary takes place in a shell which is more de
pressed (Fig. 2). Equally with these modifications varies the size of the 
triangular area, the fissure of which is partly covered by a pseudo-delti
dium. The mesial fold is not much elevated, consisting of two thick 
costre, on each of the sides of which there are 7 or 8 simple ribs. The 
sinus of the ventral valve is not very deep but broad, and has 
in the middle a slight rib. 

The surface of the shell is all over finely punctated as is characteris
tic for Spirif erina. 

This species bas been brought by Dr. Gerard from Spiti and is 
probably the same, which Mr. Salter (Strachey's Palieontology, 1865, 
p. 54) mentions from the Oxford collection; "wide species, with 
two narrow folds in front." It is of the form of Sp. octoplicatus and, 
so far as I can judge from the adherent matrix, a carboniferous fossil. 
I have m~t with only one loose specimen, which I found near Kibber. 
The rock adherent to it is a slate, as I know it from the carboniferous 
rocks only, although I am unable to vouch for its sure position. 

4. SPIRIFER ALTIVAGUB, Stol. Pl. Ill Fig. 3. 
Sp. testa sub-rhom6oidali11 pinguis ; rostro valde prolongato atque 

incurvo, area triangulari ; deltidio bidiviso; .fissura perlonga, angusta; 
jugo bipartito, sinu in medio unicostato; superjicie granu.loaa. 

Shell sub-rhomboidal, being nearly as hlgh as broad ; the hinge line 
is a little longer than the greatest width of the shell, but its extremi
ties are not separately extended. The beak is very much prolonged 
and slightly incurved. The area is large, triangular, with fine 
horizontal lines, divided by a long but narrow fissure, which is 
partly covered by a pseudo-deltidium. 

Both the valves are very convex, the mesial fold is bipartite, and the 
sinus has in the middle one rib. Besides there are on each side 8 to I O 
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thinner ribs, which, in proceeding towards the periphery, curve slightly 
outward. The ribbings on the fold and those bounding the sinus 
of the ventral valve are the strongest of all. This species has been 
found by Dr. Gerard with the former in Spiti. It is, by the greater 
convexity of the valves, of which the ventral one is very much ex
tended, and by the finer and sharper ribbing, easily distinguished 
from Sp. tibeticua, n. sp. 

6. PRODUCTUS PuBDONI, Davidson. (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc. 
Lond, 1862, Vol. XVIII., p. 31, Pl. 2, f. 5.) Only a single indistinct 
cast has been met with l't Kuling. Col. Strachey found the species 
at the Chorhoti pass, and it does not seem to be rare in the Punjab. 

6. PBODUCTUS SEMIRETICULATUS, Martin, (Davidson, British Foss. 
Brachiopoda, vol. II., p. 149, pl. 43, figs. 1-11, and pl. 44, :figs. 1-4,) 
occurs throughout the carboniferous shales of Spiti and farther 
to North-west. The specimens never attain here such great size as 
in the English mountain limestone, or even further to westwards 
in Kashmir. 

7. PBODUCTUS LONGISPINUS, 8ow, (David. 1. c. p. 59 pl. 35, Figs. 
o-17) has been found in a few specimens in a black carboniferous 
limestone about 3 miles East of the village K uling in the Pin valley. 

8. AvICULA sp./from near Muth; with distinct concentric striie 
of growth only and a long wing; not sufficient for description. 

9. CABDIOMOBPBA 1p., from North-west of Po; a pretty large spe
cies with broad concentric folds. 

10. A VICULOPECTEN ~p. occurs very abundantly disseminated 
through the carboniferous limestone North-west of Po, with Sp. 
Moo1akhailenri1. It is a broad, sublmvigate shell of considerable thick
ness, but we have not been able to procure even one perfect specimen, 
which would show sufficiently the characters neces11ary for the deter
mination of the species. 

11. OaTBOCEBAB (?) sp. Only one part of a straight concamerate 
shell has been found in the carboniferous quartzites at the mouth of 
the Pin valley : it may belong to this genus. 
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CHAPTER III, SECONDARY FORHATIONS IN SPITI. 

§ I.- Trias.-Lilang 1erie1. 

Above the ciarboniferous rocks, or the K uling series, we meet with a 
'vast thickness of dark-coloured rocks, chiefly limestones, 'or very 
different description as to their mineralogical characters, and belong

ing to different formations. The first group of these limestones, 
which are of Triassic age, may be called the 

Lilang. 
Lilang 11riea, from the village Lilang on the 

Lingti river, a place where these rocks can be very well studied. I may 
just as well remark here, that there are, to the best of my knowledge, 

no other beds between the carboniferous and these triassic strata 

No intermediate bed.I. 
in Spiti; I mean, carboniferous beds with 8pirifn-

Keilliavii and Productu11emireticulatu1 are imme-
diately overlaid by beds with Halobia Lommeli and .Ammo11ite1 jloridua. 

Returning to our section (Fig. 1) across the Bhabeh pass we find, 

above the highest beds of the Muth series, or in places above a 
email thickness of the supposed Kuling series, a dark grey or black 
limestone, which is either compact or finely oolitic. I am unable to 

Origin of structure. 
come to any decisive conclusion about these lime

stones. There can be no doubt, that the greater 
part of these oolites is of inorganic nature, true oolitic grains, con

sisting of concentric layers. On the weathered surface of the rock, 
however, there are sometimes forms seen, which have quite the 
appearance of Quinqueloculinm, and others of Globulirue, &c. The 
first triassic beds South of the village of Muth consist of that oolitic 

limestone with a 8pirifer allied to 8p.fragili1, Bhynchonella Salteriana,• 

Halobia Lommeli, and a great number of Crinoid stems, which probably 
belong to Encrinua Ca1rianru, Lbe. (usually called E. liliiformia.) 

• With regard to the new species the reader is referred to the Palleootological not.ea 

farther on. 
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Fragments of Ammonites occur occaaionally, but they are more com

mon in the interstratified beds of compact black limestone. I collected 

here .Arn. Jollyanr.u, KAani'lt.qft and Thuilli1ri. 

PUiing a little to the North of the village of Muth we find the triassio 

beds above the carboniferous sandstones and shales, principally compos

ed of little bivalves, many of which have a striking resemblance to 
forms known from St. Cassian, and are probably identical as .Arca 

impr111a, Monoti1 lin1ata, and others. 

All. through ihe upper portion of the Pin valley, from Muth to 

Pin ftlley. 
Songnum, the triusic limestone is seen on both 

aides of the river in beds, from 1 to 2 feet, greatly 

disturbed and contorted. Some of the principal features of the dis-

locations are noticed in the section. Except Halo/Jia Lomm1li and 

tracea of Brachiof'oda not many foSBils occur, and even these are 

pretty rare. The thickness of the triassic limestone is every where 

at least 1,000 feet, but it exceeds in places even 2,000 feet. 

Near the village Sungnum, where the Pin river changes its course 

Sungn:am. 
from North to North-east, the carboniferous· 

beds appear in considerable thickness, as has 

been previouly mentioned. At Kuling the triusic rocks are in a 
peculiar position, quite conformably seen below, and with other simi

lar foldings, of which the explanations can be proved by directly 

obeerved facts. Besides the extraordinary compressed forms, in 

which the fossils occur, are not opposed to this opinion. 

Ascending the low bill above the village Kuling the strata can be 

Above Kuling. 
traced with the greatest possible clearness, We 

come from the qnartzites with Sp. Moo1alhail

e11m upon the crumbling shales with 8pir. Klilllavii and Prod. 11mir1-

tictdatua, and above these the first layer of limestone is a bed of about 

6 inches in thickness, almost solely consisting of Halobia Lomt1Uli. 

The next beds of the limestone are very remarkable from their being 
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s~ very much like to similar beds of the upper trias in the Alps, 
usually called by Alpine Geologists,' Gro1soolit-Mn-gel' (great oolite

marl). They are light coloured concretionary beds of limestone, im
pregnated with much oxide of iron. The globular structure shews with 
particular clearness through thin veins of the reddish oxide. The beds 
are from 1 to 3 feet thick, and abound with Ammonites and other fouils, 
but it is exceedingly rare, that a single specimen in good preservation 
can be obtained. This quasi-concretionary limestone is very charac-

Concretionary lime- teristic of the lower beds of the trias in Spiti, it 
stone. can almost everywhere be recognized above the 

carboniferous beds; its total thickness varies between 60 and 100 feet. 
Passing towards the top of the h~ll above Kuling the Halobia 

Lomm.eli continues to be frequent, until the beds become very earthy, 
thin bedded limestones, which farther to N orth-eaet al'e very much 
contorted. I have not observed any kind of fossils in these thin
bedded limestones, but they seem to be still triassic. 

Leaving this interesting locality we come, along the left bank 
of the Pin rinr, repeatedly upon triassic lime

Left bank of Pin river. 
stone, resting on the Kuling series, which ap

pean in dome-form upheavements. The limestone is chiefly compact, 
black, and contains occasionally Orthoceras 1alinarium, .Ammonit11 

Gerardi andjis1icostatu1, a circular Lima. and fragment• of bon11, pro
bably belonging to some fishes. The contortions are on both sides 
of the valley very great, and extend locally even into the li&SBic beds 

above, although these are not usually much affected. 
Exactly the same succession of the triasaic beds, as has been 

described at Kuliug, is to be found above the carboniferous rocks East 

Ea.at of Lilang. 
of Lilang. The limestone is very rich in fossils 

although the .Ammonit11 are mostly very indis-

tinct in the ooncretionary beds. Brachiopoda abound and are to be had 
in great quantities. This locality will be very often mentioned in the 
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Palmontological not.ea; it lies about two miles East of the village Lilang 

on the Lingti river, and is worthy of receiving attention from any 

subsequent traveller. Fart.her to East the limestone is seen to thin 

out gradually, the last remnants of it are seen on the distant hills for 

a few miles. In North-east direction the limestone must extend much 

farther, of which we have no certain idea, as the country is neither 

acceuible from the Spiti side, (at least not without very great diffi

culties and very coD.Biderable expense), nor was it possible to enter the 

Chinese province Tao-Tso from any part. 

To South-east the limestone thins out equally, and in the neigh

bourhood of the village Thabo it is seen only occupying the very tops 

of the mountains. 

How far it extends in ·the southern direction we cannot form at 

present· any correct idea. It seems to cross the Manirang pass, anti 

the limeatone on the Hangrang pass, which Dr. Thomson mentions ns 

being the first met on the road along the course of the Sutlej, is pro

bably triassic. It is of no use now to offer any farther suppositions, 

and we leave the question for the future, when it shall receive 

attention. 

In the middle and northern portions of Spiti the triassic limestone 

In ~forth Spiti. 
is everywhere met with in the deep ravines and 

valleys, under the Tagling limestone. Along the 

northern declivities of the Pir-panjal range the limestones have always 

the same mineralogical characters, and contain the same fossils. The 

beds immediately above the carboniferous are nearly everywhere 

f088iliferous; and we could only repeat the same section from above 

Losar and the East of the Kunzum pass, which we have more fully 

described from Muth and Kuling. In the Northern part of Spiti 

the triassic beds are mostly compact and black, in which occasionally 

a Ilalobia or a fragment of an Orthoceraa are met wit.h. Their 

thickness decreases on this side of the Bara-latsc range very considcl'· 
E 
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ably, and amounts in places only to 100 or 200 feet. 

ever, to this the upper limestones increaae 

thickness. 

[PAKT. I . 

Contrary, how

nry much io 

The stratigraphical position of the Lilaog limestones, appearing 

usually above the folds of the Kuliog series, is nearly everywhere the 

same as previously mentioned. They become exposed with these in 

the deep valleys above the carboniferous rocks ; and as all the strata 

contain:very characteristic fossils the sections, as seen, must be explained 

by mechanical disturbances only. The accompanying woodcut, Fig.~ 

F10. 2. Sx&'l'CB ncr10N BBTWEEN M:uut111 A1'ID Kuu1m. 

e Carboniferour. 
t Triaaic. 

represents the section from Mikkim to Kuliog on a scale of 8 miles t() 

an inch ; it is the section, as it can be observed now on .travelling along 

the left bank of the Para and Pin-chu. We have previously observed, 

that the carboniferous strata of the Kuling series eonsist alternately 

of shales or sandstones and of whitish quartzite. The upper white 

quartzites, which are seen East of Mikkim, must thin out farther toward& 

the East, at least for a short distance, as indicated in the lower section. 

As there can be little doubt that the carboniferous rocks have been 

'brought up by repeated wave-like foldings, we must presume the 

previous state of the section to have been something like the repreeeDt-
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tation given. If we now let the lateral force act in the direction of 

the arrow, the effect would be not only a compression, but also a progres• 

sion. West of Kuling a break: is visible, in which a stream comes 

down from North-west and partly from North. The force, acting 

in the direction of the arrow, has caused a break: along the line a b, and 

as the compreBBive force could not have any farther effect the progres

sive force could act with much greater ree11lt. In consequence of this 

t.he upper 1trata (shales and quartzites) have been slipped along the 

Jower towards the West, as indicated by the dotted lines. The crushed. 

state of the carboniferous fossils seems to be in favor of this opinion. 

We get in this way an explanation, how the Triassic beds (with .Am. 
KIUJnikoji, an Ammonite similar to .Am. Johannis-.A.ustri<B, Am. 

T/,uillieri, Lima conf. Ramsaueri, and Halobia Lommeli,) came below 

the carboniferous, which themselves show no repetition of the beds, as 

ought to be the case in a simple folding. I have preferred this 

somewhat lengthened explanation to one depending on breaks, 

repeated upheavements and denudations, because I believe it to be 

much nearer the tr11th and quite in accordance with other observed 
facts. 

TRIASSIC FOSSILS. 

The remarkable similarity and partial identity of the Himalayan 
Triasaic fauna with that of the Alps has been already noticed by 
Mr. Salter in Col. Strachey'a Palieontology of Niti, &c., 1865, Calcutta 
p. 55. Professor Suess of Vienna had also drawn attention previously 
to this similarity of the respective faunas. My previous studies of tho 
Austrian fossils, and a collection which I brought to the country in 
1862 aided me greatly in my determinations, and cleared up several 
doubts. 

The following fouils belong, as has been noticed in the previous 
remarks, to the upper Trias only. The uniformity of the deposit and 
its enclosed fauna in all parts of the world is a very striking 
and interesting fact in the Geological history of our globe. The re-
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11enrcl1e:i uf Dr. F. von Hochstetter in N cw Zealand," auu lately those 
of l\Ir. Whitney and F. von Richthofen in Californiat added greatly 
to om· knowledge of this formation. 

It was, I believe, Cul. R. Strachcy who, some years since, first 
separated the Tl'iassic deposits in the great set of secondary lime
stones of the Himalayas, North of Kumnon. The descriptions of 
the fossils by Mr. J. W. Salter, although ready for publication in 
1862, and known to many interested in the subject, have been only 
lately (March 1865) published. The notice of these and other fo88ils 
from different beds and of different age, gives tolerably satisfactory data 
for the conclusions of Col. R, Strachey. In Messrs .. Schlagintweits' 
collection of Himalayan fossils, the descriptions of which have been 
partlyt published by Professor Oppel in his " Palreontologische Mitthei
lunge11, 1864," there exists great confusion as regard the formations to 
which the different species belonged. I know, from private correspon
dence only, that Professor Oppel suspected the diffe1·ent ages of the fos
sils but that he could not come to any certain conclusions, as Meesrs. 
Schlagintweits' information w~ on this point unsatisfactory. A similar 
admixture exists also in Dr. Gerard's collection of Spiti fossils, which 
ha\•e been described in the Asiatic Society's Journal, Bengal, for 1863, 
by Mr. H. F. Blanford. 

In referring several of the following fossils, which have been pre
viously described as jurassic, to the Trias, I can only state that 
these alterations may be ta.ken as being not entirely unjustified. 
Of course, I must remain responsible for them, but I may be 
allowed to state, that I have used my best efforts to avoid any 
confusion. No fossils have been accepted which have not been, or 
at least seen to be, picked up by my colleague F. R. Mallet or by 
myself. Where fossils from prlvious collections on good authority 
have been described, it will be always mentioned. 

• Palcontologie von Neu-Seelnnd, (Novara expedition) Wien, 1865. Prof. K. Zitt~l 
Fo11ile Mol1111ken aus Ncu-Seeland, p. 19, etc. 

f Sillim. Am. Journ. 1864. 
:j: Prof. Oppel having received notice of the present report of my survey, has 1'indly in

formed me, that he will atop bis further publication. of the description.s of the n:111nl:anm 
fouils, until my memoir will appear. · 
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The known triasaic fauna of Spiti, is referrible to the following 

groups: 
Echinodermata : crinoid stems, only. 
Brachiopoda : 12 species. 
Pelecypoda : 4 species. 
Gastropoda: 3 species. 
Cephaloppda: 18 species. 
Vertebrata: Reptilian or Fi&h remains? (traces only). 

Among 38 speciea of fossils we find 15 identical with those from 
the Alpine Trias. 

1.-EcMnodermata. 
Only fragments of CaINOID STEMS have been as yet noticed at 

Kuling, ll-/uth, ~ilang and other localities. 'l'hey seem to belong 
chiefly to Encrinus ca88ianus Laube, (Verhandlungen dcr k. k. 
geol. Reichsaostalt, Wien, 1864, vol. XIV., p. 207), a species which is 
very common at St. Cassian and other places in the Alps,· and which 
has been for many years rnistaken for the M uschelkalk-species E. 
liliifurmi8, Schlotheim. Mr. K. Laube's researches of last year have 
cfearly shown the error of the universally accepted opinion. 

11.-Brachiopoda. 
Several of the Brachiopoda are described as new species, a few are 

left undetermined and ref erred to the nearest allied species. Of species 
identical with those from Europe only four are yet known, namely, 
Ath9m Strokmeyeri and Deslongcham11Bi, Rhynckonella retrocita 
and Rh911. Salteriana, n. sp. By far the majority of the specimens has 
been collected at Lilang on the Lingti riYer, North-east from 
Drangkhar. 

1. SPIRIFER n. sp. A few miles west of Kuling, in the Pin 
valley, two specimens of a large-ribbed Sp.irifer have been found in 
the oolitic limestone. The species resembles much the carboniferous 
Spirifer striatus. The ventral valve has a deep sinus, and a very large 
triangular area, projecting nearly at n right angle from the hinge line; 
the deltidi11m is in two pieces, the fissure long, but narrow. The 
fold of the dorsal valve is on ita greatest convexity distinctly double; 
this division, however, becomes obliterated towards the periphery • 

• 
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Both our specimens of this, no doubt very interesting and probably 
uew species, . are insufficient to admit of its being named and de

. scribed in greater detail. 
2. SPIRIFER (SPIRIFERINA) conf. FRAGlLIS, Schloth. ( Vidt 

Alberti, Uberblick iiber die Tri.as, 1864, p. 157). 
Some imperfect specimens, but very like the :M:uschelkalk species, 

have been met with South of the village Muth, in the Pin valley. 
They differ only in having 7 to 9 ribs on each side of the fold, instead 
of the usual number of 6. 

3. SPIRIFER ( SPIRIFERINA) STRACHEYI, Salter. (1865 in Strach. 
Pal., p. 72, pl. 9, fig. 13) 

The species occurs plentifully at Lilang: our specimens have usu
ally a much longer hinge line, than is seen in Mr. Salter's figure, 
and are not so high. The number of ribhioge on each side of the 
sinus varies from 5 to 8. The fold is sometimes very strong, and the 

• dorsal valve very convex; however, among these variable forms, 
we possess others, which perfectly agree with the description and 
figui·es quoted above. The surface of the shell, when well pre
served, is finely punctated, as is characteristic for the subgenus 
Spiriferina, d' Orb. 
• Col. Strachey found the first described specimens near the Rajhoti 
pase, North of Kum11on. 

4. SPIRIFER (SPIRIFIUUNA) LILANGENSIS, Stol., Pl. III. fig. 4. 
8p. testa pinguia, transveraaliter ovata, non auriculata, latior quam 

alta. Valvis convexis, plicosis: plicia simplicibus; ju90 parum elevato, 
lato ; valv~ ventralis sfou pro/undo ; rostro valde prominente, parum 
incurvato ; area triangulari jo deltidio diviao ; super.ficie in.requaliter 
9ranulosa. 

The oval shape distinguishes this species readily from the former, 
the hinge line being less than the greatest width of the shell. Both 
valves are. strongly convex; fold and sinus are simple; the former 
som~what flattened, the latter comparatively deeper. On each side 
of the sinus are 6 to 8 ribs, simple and decreasing in strength towards 
the hinge line. Beak rather extended, the area projecting in nearly 

· perpendicular direction from the dorsal valve, being accordingly 
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slightly concave to the beak,; deltidium in two parts ; fil!sure trian
gular, proportionately not very broad. The surface of the shell ie 
distinctly granulated, the granulre being unequal in size among 
themselves, and stronger than those of 8p. Stracheyi. Of transverse 
or concentric strim of growth only a few are seen, and these at consi
derable distances from each other. 

Locality: Lilang on the Lingti river; two specimens have been 
e:s:amined. 

In form, but lem in its ornamentation, the Spiti fossil resembles 
l:Jp. Emerichi, Suess, (Denksch. d. k. Akad. Wien, 1854, vol. VII., 
pt. II., p. 52, pl. 2, fig. 7) from the KOs&ner strata of the Alps. 

5. SPIRIFEll SPITIEN8I8, Stol., Pl. III, fig. 5. 
Bp. te1ta late-ovalia ; "aluu moderate conrezi1, coatulia radianti/Ju1, 

Hmtro1il, ornati1 ; jugo r1iz elevato, parum protracto ; roatro "aide 
incu"'o ; fi1mra tringalari. • 

The form of the shell is broadly ovate or roundish rhomboidal, nearly 
quite as broad as it is high. The valves are moderately and nearly 
equally convex, covered with numerous radiating coetulm ; the sinus 
and fold being very slightly marked. The ribs on the fold do n«>' 
eeem to be stronger than those on the rest of the shell. The hinge 
line is much shorter than the greatest width of the valves, and the 
beak is strongly prominent and incurved. The &seure is triangular, 
being partly covered by the umbo; the deltidial plates are 
not visible, they must, however, be very small; the ridge• on the 
bea~ are not at all developed and the false area is scarcely marked. 

Locality : Lilang on the Lingti river. 
Besides the figured specimen we possess from the same locality 

another one, which is far more inflated, and the area, although of small 
1ize, is still distinctly marked. The beak is not so much incurved and 
approached to the umbo. The form, ribbing and the slightly e:1:press
ed fold and sinue are identical. We merely intend by this remark to 
invite the attention of any subsequent traveller; the species, as indi
cated, may prove a distinct one, or it may be identical with Sp. 
Oldhami, Salter (in Strachey's Palroont., p. 72, pl. 9, fig. 12) from 
the same beds North of Kumaon; this latter species not having 
'been observed as yet in Spiti. 
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6. RnYNCIIONELI,A MUTABILIS, Stol., Pl. III. figs. 6-9. 
Rli. testa ovate-r/1omboidea, injlata seu depressa, variabilis atque 

nonnumquam deftJrmia, radiatim costata : coatia 1implicibu1, crusu 
acutisque, ad periplieriam multum fort1°oribu1 earumque terminationibus 
acute sinuatis. Jugo valde elerato atque prominente, 2.-.reu 3.-coitato ; 
rostro elongato, prope recto ; apir.e incurvo. 

Shell sub-rhomboidal, ovate, either much inflated or somewhat 
depressed. It varies ns well with regard to form as to its ornamen
tation, which consists of a few sharp ribs, disappearing towards the 
middle of the valves, but forming strong sinuosities at the periphery. 
The mesial fold is either very high, prominent, or in other case& 
scarcely elevated; it bears two or three (seldom four) ribs, which 
correspond respectively to one or two in the sinus. On each side of 
the fold there are two or three additional ribs, becoming considerably 
thinner towards the binge line ; in very few cases even a fourth 
lateral rib is marked. The rest of the shell surface is smooth. 

The beak is sharply pointed, not very prominent or incurved, and 
on its ridges rounded. Foramen and deltidial plates are not clearly 
visible ~n any of our specimens, but the latter must certainly be very 
small. The figures 6-9 on Plate Ill, nnd the accompnnying explana
tions, will give a better idea of the numerous variations, than it is 
possible to express in many words. 

Of triassic allies it would be worth while to compare with our species 
Ter. Johannis-Austrim (Klipstein, Oestl. Al pen, p. 211 ), and Ter. 
semiplecta, Munder. The descriptions and figures of neither give 
sufficient detail for comparison. Farther, the great resemblance of 
our species with the liassic Rh. variabilis, Schloth. 1p. will, no doubt, 
be readily noticed, and as the amount of variation is in both very 
nearly the same, it is not easy to distinguish them at the first 
glance. · 

The far greater development of the area however, the sharp 
lateral ridges on the beak, and, in accordance with both, the large 
size of the deltidium, will help to recognize the liassic from tho 
triassic species. 

Localit9: Lilaog on the Liogti river; not rare. 
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7. RllYNCHO.JlJBLLJ. THEOBA.LDIANA, Stol., Pl. III., fig. 10. 
BI&. tuta. oualu, trigona, lmuigata, 1u1Jinjlata; 1inu prof undo a.tgru: 

I.to; j"!JO rJiz elevato, ad peripl&eriam untl11lato, ro1tro iacuroo, um
&n&i 11alrH11 minori1 approzimato. 

This fine apeciea haa an ovate trigonal shape; the dorsal valve ia 
somewhat more convex than the ventral, which has a very broad and 
deep ainD1; the meaial fold on the former being, however. scarcely 
elevated above the convexity, fiat. with three undulation& at the 
periphery. From the fold the aides slope down rapidly, exhibiting 
each only one furrow and being prolonged as sharp prominent ridges 
beyond the convexity of the rostral valve. The beak ia strongly 
bent upwards and closely impressed on the umbo. The foramen ia 
elongated, lineal, but the deltidial plates are not visible. 

The apeciea bears some resemblance to Ter. sulJacuta, described 
by Count Munster from the triassic beds of St. Casaian ( "itle Miins
ter's Beitrmge, 1841, p. 55, pl. 6, fig 1. 

Locality. The Bingle specimen was found in 1861, at Muth in the 
Pin valley, by W. Theobald, Esq., Jun., of the Geological Survey 
of India. 

8. RHYBCHORLLA. SALTEBIA.HJ., 8tol., Pl. III, fig. 11-12. 
Bk. teata sulJ-triangularia, injlata ; valuis multice radiatim costatis ; 

i1lflo parum elnato, lato, costulis septem ornato atque utrinque 1Ulco 
profruulo marginato ; area magna ; rostro prominente, umbone olJtuBo. 

An ovate triangular and rather inflated shell, which is ornamented with 
numeroua radiating ribs. Mesia! fold is not much elevated, broad, 
bounded on each aide with a deeper furrow and ornamented with seven 
straight ribbings. On each side of the fold there are about five additional 
ribe, which, in proceeding towards the periphery, slightly curve out
ward. The beak ia rather prominent and incurved ; it.s ridges are 
1trougly developed, aa well as those of the umbo of the dorsal valve 
and both together limit a fiat •nd smooth elliptical area on each 
aide, the median line of which shews usually slight undulations 
equally aa the reat of the periphery of the valves. The umbo is 
obtD1e. · 

The above description is derived principally from the figured speci
men, which is the moat perfect, and was found with all the other 

F 
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species at Lilang on the Lingti river. This specimen and a· few 
others, met with at Muth and Ktding in the Pin valley, resemble a 
good deal that species which has been determined by Professor Suese 
as Bhyn. rdrocita, ( Vide Salter in Strachey's Pal1BOnt. 1865, p. '11, 
pl. 9, fig. 11.) We possess another specimen which we rather 
believe to be much nearer to the true Alpine BhynoA011ella 
rdrocita. It would be impossible to admit the variations of this Rhyn
chonella to go so far, a.a to refer such essentially different forms to one 
species. There could hardly be quoted a single point of coincidence 
between them. There must be some mistake on this point. I have 
brought, from· an excursion in the neighbourhood of Hallstadt in 1860, 
a few specimens of this Bhynchonella, and give a figure Fig. (12) of 
one of the specimens. They look very much like the white foaails from 
the Hierlatz beds on the Schaf'berg. However, as I have never 
visited this locality myself, I believe I must have got them somewhere 
near Hallstadt or Ausaee in the triassic limestone. I cannot distin
guish these Alpine specimens from oun. The species is allied to 

Profesaor Oppel's Bk. rimata (Zeitach. d. Deutech. Geol. Gesellsch, 
Vol. XIII, p. 542., pl. 12., fig. 2) from the Alpine Hierlatz-Schichten. 

9. BIJiYNCHONELLA BETBOCIT.A, (Su11s,) var. AlfGUSTA, &ol. PL 
III, :&g. 13. 

BA. te1ta o"alia, 11i6lamigata, Mlva d.or1ali1 in medio ad perip1&6riam 
yrofimde linuo1a ; "alvm wntralia jugo ele.,ato ; 1uperficie radiatim 
•inuti1nnu elriata ; 1·01tr'o parum prominmte, deltidio diviao, foramine 
lineari. 

Shell ovate, higher than broad; valves slightly convex, the 
aurface covered with fine radiating 1tria11 which are visible on the 
out. The beak is not nry prominent, with distinct ridges bor
dering a very small and somewhat concave area on each side; delticlial 
plates not distinct. The point of the beak is not preserved on our 
•pecimen. 

The dorsal valve ia in the middle of its posterior extremity deeply 
indented towards the rostral · valve, the greatest convexity of 
which runs along the medial line from the beak to the periphery. 
From this convexity the shell slopes down grad11ally to the lateral 
margins, an essential character of the original Rh. retrocita, Sueae, 

-
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( VitU Denkacb. d. k. Akademie, Wien, 1855, Vol. IX., pt. II., p. 29, 
pL I, fig. 10) from the Alpine upper Trias. 

I hesitated long whether to identify our Himalayan form with 
the European, or to name it newly. As, however, I am well aware of 
the many variations of Rllgn. retrocita, and aa the principal difference 
of our (single) specimen lies only in the oval form, it is no doubt 
preferable to regard it as a variety only. Further researches may 
poseibly bring more material to our knowledge. The fine strim, 
which are seen in our specimen, are not of much conaequenoe. I do not 
euctly remember them in the European form, but I believe they do 
exist also on the cast& The prolongation of the mesial fold in our 
specimen is different from that of the Alpine originals, in whiah it 
is mually much more reflected and not prolonged at all. I have 
not been able to trace out the meaning of Fig. 9. on Plate 9 in Col. 
Stnchey's Palmontology ; the figure is very like our specimen, and 
may not Pro£ Sueee have intended this rather as identical with hia 
RA. retrocita 1 

Lot:alily: Lilang on the Lingti river; a single specimen u yet 
found. 

10. ATHYBI8 STBOHKBYEJU, St.Un, 'P· 
Bpirigera id. 1856. Denkach. d. k. Akad. Wien, Vol. I~, pt. II, p. 27, 

pl I, figs. 4--6.-1865, Salter in Strachey'a Palmont., p. 70, pl. 9, fig 10. 
Several very characteristic, inflated specimens have been met with at 

Lilang. A.e Mr. Salter has already remarked, the Himalayan forma 
are found often to be broader than figured by Suesa ; deformed spe
cimena are also frequently met with, and these must have poeee88ed 
that shape originally, not in comequence of mechanical preuure 
only. The species is not rare in other localities in Spiti, u near 
Drangkhar, Kuling, Khar, &c. CoL Straohey found his specimens 
near the Rajhoti pus, and the species is also very common in the 
Alpine limestone of the Hallstadt-etrata. 

11. ATHTRIS DBSLOHOOHAHPSI, Sueu, 'P· 
8piri9era id. 1855, Denksch. d. k. Akad. Wien, voL IX., pt. II.1 

p. 26, pl. 1, fig. 3. 
A single specimen has been met with at Lilang on the Lingti 

river, but it is very oharacteriatio. On one side, where the shell 
surface ia weathered oft', the spirals are visible ; they lie eo, that their 
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apex is directed t.owards the angles formed by the Rides and the pos
terior periphery of the valves, while the axis of the spirals of the 
former species is perpendicular to the width of the shell. 

The species occurs in the North of Kumaon also, and accompanies 
the former there, as in the Alps. 

~2. WALDHEUdIA STOPPANII, Sue••· 1860, Palmont. Lomb. 
1 ser., p. 106, pl. 23, fig. 12-16.-Salter, in Strachey's Palmont, 
p. 71, pl. 9, fig 6-7. 

The Himalayan specimens are nearly always leu inflated 
than the European fossil from the Esino limestone. The mesial fold 
is distinctly developed only in the largest of our specimens, those 
equal in size to Prof. Suess' figure have the fold or sinus hardly 
marked at all. Most of our specimens are also somewhat more oblong. 
'.l'he other characters agree perfectly. 

The species occurs plentifully in the Lilang limestone, and has been 
also found by· Col. Strachey on the Rajhoti pass North of Kumaon. 

III. Pelecypoda. 
Not many species of this family have been yet found, and 

the few which occurred are not in a very satisfactory state of 
preservation. A little North of the village Muth in the Pin valley 
and near Kuling, thin beds of limestone occur, nearly excluaively 
composed of little bivalves, among which several have a striking 
resemblance to those known from the St. Cassian beds. .Arca im
pre11a, Monotia lineata, several of the ribbed ..4vicult11, Nucult11, Carditt11, 
and others seem to be represented. I am sorry that there was, during 
our survey, not sufficient time to devote more attention to these liUle 
f oesils, and I can only bring them to general notice. There would not 
be much gained by quoting many names and leaving them uncertain. 
Of special interest will be found only the following:-

1. liALoBIA LOHM.ELI, Wi11m. 
Hornes, in Denksch. d. k. Akad. Wien ·1855, voL IX., pt. IL, 

p. 62, pl. 2, fig. 17 .-Pondonomia id, Stoppani, Palieont. Lom
bard. 1860, p. 98, pl. 19, fig. 6 (7-11 ?)-Halol>ia id, Zittel, Pal1ee>nt. 
Ton Neu-Seeland, Wien, p. 27, pt 4, fig. 2-Monotis id, Salter in 
Strachey's Palmont. 1865, p. 68, pl. 9, fig. 1-2. 

The Himalayan form is exactly the same as the Alpine, and does 
not show even such small variations as has been noticed in the 
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·apecimena from New Zealand and California. Beds up to 6 inches 
thick, nearly exclusively composed of this interesting species, ooour 
lit many placea in Spiti. In quite similar be<ls it has been noticed 
farther to the eaat by Col. Strachey, and the aame strata are well known 
to Alpine Geologists in Europe (at Bleiberg, Hallatadt, • Auesee, 
Ischel, etc.). I was rather surprised not to find even a trace of the usual 
uaociate of this species, the Monotis salinaria, Bronn ; perhaps some 
subeequent traveller may be more fortunate ! 

2. LIHA conJ: RAHSAUBBI, Horn••· 
1855. Denksch. d. k. Akad. Wein, vol. IX, pt. II, p. 52, pl. 2, fig. 19. 
We poesesa only one specimen, which measures 120 mm. in width 

and nearly as much in height, the thickneBB is 7l mm. This size 
exoeeda greatly that of the usual Alpine forms, but there are hardly 
any other differences to be noticed. The form of the shell, the radiating 
and concentric strim, the cordial shape of the lunula, which is hollowed 
out, agree perfectly with Dr. Homes' description and figure. 

From Kuling in the Pin valley. 
3. Lnu. n. sp. Shell very thick, much higher than broad, rather 

depreeeed, with strim of growth only. One specimen has been found 
at; Lilang; it does not agree with any known species that I am ao
qnainted with. 

Another more circular Lima has been noticed East of Kuling, it does 
not shew any particular resemblance to· known Trill88ic species, 
but ita neareat ally is the liassio L. scrobiculata, Stol 1861, in Sit
zungsb. d. k. Akad. Wien, vol. XLIII., p. 199, pl. 7, fig. 10. 

4. :MYOCONCHA LOHBABDICA, Hauer. 
1867. Sitzungsb. d. k. Akad. Wien, vol. XXIV., p. 559, pl. 6, 

&i. 1-6). 
The specimens found at Kuling agree well with F. von Hauer's de

scription and figures, especially with Fig. 4. loo. cit. The resem
blance of the fossil to Mytilru Ennnuis, Stoppani (1860, Pal. Lomb. 
p. 90, pl 18, figs. 12-13) from the upper 'l'rias of the Southern Alps, 
is well worthy of notice. 

•The designation of &he Alpine localiuea by Mr. Sal&er in Strachey'e Palreon&ology is not 
..,. TerJ correct. 
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IV. Ga8tropodu. 
With the little bivalves previously noticed, there often occor also 

numerous Gastropoda of small size. I found at Kuling a frag
ment of a large Ohemnitzia, one of the species, of whioh many are 
known from the Southern Alps, (Esino-limestone and dolomite.) At 
Lilang great numbers of the similar small Turritellm, T'1'0chi and 
others, figured by Munster and Klipateio, have been met with, but 
they are usually visible on the weathered surface only, while hardly a 
trace is to be noticed of them in the rock itself. I will mention for 
the present merely the following species :-

1. DISCOB:BLIX 61'• 
Only one fragmentary specimen has been met with at Lilang. 

but it distinctly belongs to this genus, (not to Platystoma, Hornes.) 
The shell is smooth, quite symmetrical, resembling the Liasaic DU. 
ezcaoa.tru (vide 8toliczka in Sitzungsb. Akad. Wein, 1860, voL 
XLIII., p. 194, pl. 3, figs. 1, 2); the, whorls are still more nu
merous and narrower. So far as I am aware this is the ftnt 
notice of the genus Discohelix in triaasic rocks. I have a few 
years back, described, in the paper quoted above, several species from 
the Alpine Lias, and also referred to the occurrence of many epeciee 
in the Lias and Jura of Normandy. 

2. PLEUBOTOJUBU. conf. BuCHI, D11longcl&. Sitzunge. d. k. 
Akad. Wein, Vol. XLIIL, p. 188, pl. 4, figs. 4, 5. 
· In alluding to the liaaeic species, which is well known to me from 
the Hierlatz-atrata of the Austrian Alps, I do not at preeent intend 
more, than to recall the remarkable similarity of the tri&llic Hima
layan fouil with the former. I found it myself on two localities 
in the triauic beds South of Drangkhar and East of Lila;.g. 
There is no mistake about the age of the rock; notwithstanding I con
feu, that I am unable to distinguish the two specimens (they are not 
quite perfect) from the species above referred to. Farther eearchea 
will probably olear up the doubt. 

3. PLEUROTOM.ABIA STEBILIS, Btol. Pl. IV., 6g. 1, 
PL testa depreaao-conica, trochiformu; arifractihru paucu, con.,em, ad 

medium aub-angulatis, spiro.liter at9ue tranaveraaliter atriatia ; faaci11. 
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Iida angu1ta, infra medium an.fractuum rita, utringue linri1 impreasi1 
aarginata ; ultimo anfractu ad ba1im 1ubrotundato ; bali aullplana, viz 
llriata ; umhilico magno profundoque ; apertura rotundate-rhomboidea. 

The principal cbaractera by which the present species is easily dis
tinguished from other similar triaeeic forms, consist in the broad conica 
ehape of the shell, the small number of sub-angular whorls, covered with 
transverse strim of growth, interrupted on the sinus, and with other 
aomewhat stronger strim in spiral direction. The band lies on the 
perpendicular portion of the whorls, a little below the angular con
vexity of each; it is very narrow, with the usual concave strim of growth, 
and bounded on either side with a fine groove. On the basis of the 
last whorl the strim become nearly obsolete ; umbilicus largely open. 

Locality: Lilang on the Lingti river; rare in the limestone East of 
&he village, and seldom observed in other places in Spiti. 

V. Cepha'lopoda. 
The presen~ number of known triassic Cephalopoda from Spiti amounts 

to 18, but there is every hope that it will be largely increased. 
Three species of Orthooera1 are all identical with Alpine forms 

from &he upper triassic beds, namely, Orth. salinarium, latileptum and 
d•1'iu111, Hauer. One species of Nautilus is deecribed as new, but it 
is remarkably similar to N. 1'revil, Rauer. Of Olydonite1 two new 
species have been found. Of .Ammonite1• twelve species are noticed ; 
:6.ve of them are European, namely,· .Am • .ftoridus, difisaua, Gaytani, 
Jf111Han•• and Studeri; the rest have been previously described either 
by Pro£ Oppel or Blanford (loc. cit. ), and only two are designed as 
uew. Besides these there are fragments of four different species 
of Ammonites, too imperfect to be named and described. One of 
iheae apecies is very like ..4.m. minimu•, Hauer (Sitzungsb. ~· k. Akad. 
Wien, 1860., voL XLI., pl. 2, figs. 1-4), and is probably identical; it 
dift'era only ju its greater size, which exceeds 2 inches in diameter. 
What appears strange ia, that not " trace of Am. Aon, which is so 

• 'Jl.y 6iend, Prof. E. Suus of Vienna, ten. me in a letter of the 26th December 188-,, 

that he will 1hortly lay before the Academy a piper on Cephalopoda, with regard to 1111Teral 
poillta in the orgamsation of the ahell and it.I connection with the animaL The " Globoai" 
1rill rorm, he aay1, a new genus Arcut11 (Didcr. Strachey'a Pal., p. 66). However, not being 
u yet aw&r11 in what way Prof. Suea will restrict or extend this genus, I had better not 
inVOduee it here now. 

• 
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common all through the Alps in these rocks and also North of Kumaon, 
(from Col. Strachey's researches) ha.s been as yet found in Spiu No 
doubt farther enquiries will reward the obsener. As regards Am
monites, I would only mention that there exist large numbers of some 
species in our collection, which have throughout a constant elliptical 
shape. F. von Hauer and others have already previously on several 
occasions drawn the attention to similar asymmetry : instances of 
which, I would quote from .Am. Gerardi or .Am. Batteni: not to 
be thought of as any accidental compression, because we have 
often exactly similar specimens from three or four far distant localitie8> 
and nmong them not one specimen which would give a regular spiral. 

I. OBTHOCEBAB, ap. 
Besides the three species noticed farther on, I have to draw at

tention to a remarkably thin and many-chambered species, which 
occurs east of Lilang in the triassic limestone, and is probably new; 
but I have not been able to obtain any sufficient materiaL 

1. 0BTHOOEBAS SALINABIUM, Hauer, 1846, Ceph. des Salzkam
mergutes, Wien, p. 42, pl. 11, figs. 6-8. 

The species is easily recognized by its broad, distant and not very 
concnve septa. It has been met with in Spiti at Kka.r, and Ea.at of 
Kuling in the Pin valley, at Lilang and West of Loaar. The speci
mens are perfectly identical with those from Ballstndt. 

2. 0RTHOCERAS LATISEPTUM, Hauer, 1846, Ceph. d. Salzkam
mergutes, Wien, p. 47, pl. 11, figs. 9-10. 

Only one fragment has been found at Khar in the Pin valley. The 
form of the shell, with the very small angle of the convergence of 
the sides, the distant septa with their strong upper excavation and the 
central sipho easily distinguish the species from Orth. pulckellum, 
Hauer, (1850, Haidinger's Abhandlg. p. 1, pl. 1, figs. 1-3). Our spe
cimen, being a cast only, does not exhibit the fine transvene stri
ation noticed by F. von Hauer. 

3. 0RTHOOBBAB DUBIUM, Hauer, Haidinger's Abhandlg. Wien, 
p. 260, pL 7, figs. 3-8. 

Several specimens have been obtained at Lilang, the largest of 150 
mm. They agree well with specimens which we possess from Hall
stadt. Only the septa are in our specimens usually not so distant, the 

• 
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width being greater than the height; thi., however, is a character 
of considerable variation, as noticed by von Hauer, loo. cit. p. 261. 
The fine strim which, according to Bauer's observations, are aometimea 
visible on the interior of the shell, are not present on our specimens, 
but the thickne88 and smoothness of the exterior layer of the shell is 
quite identical with the Alpine forms. 

II. Nautilua. · 
4. NAUTILUS SPITIENSIS, Btol. PI. IV., fig. 2. 
Nav.t. telta diacoidea, parum in.voluta ; auper.ficie reticulate ; anfracti-

6u paucia, ru.IJ-angulatia, lateralitn complaaatia ; dorao conuezo, lato ; 
•eptia na111erosu; aut•ria aimplici/Ju, lakraliter coacavia, interne lobati8. 
8iplutac.Zo eccen.trico, prope margin.em suptriorem posito. 
Proportiona calculated from figured specimen (whole 

diameter being considered as 1.<)()) in diameter of 
Outer whorl : whole diameter 
Width of umbilicus : ditto 
Thickneaa of section : height 

... 
Distance of the siphuncle from the inner margin of the 

40 m.m. 
0.42 
0.35 
0.82 

septum : its height 0.60 
Shell diacoid consisting of only two whorls, which are not very invo

lute, leaving a large umbilicus perforated in the middle. The section, 
of the whorle is sub-angular, these being flattened at the aides and 
slightly convex on the back. The surface of.the shell is covered with 
fine reticulate striae, of which thoae in transverse direction are some
what finer, forming on the outer periphery a deep sinuation to back
wards. The septa are numerous; the sutures simple, concave on the 
aides, nearly straight on the back and with a small lobe on the inner 
margin of each septum. The aiphuncle is eocentriC? nearer to the 
outer region, being placed at about one-third distance from the interior 
margin. 

Locality : Lilang on the Lingti river ; the figured specimen is t-he 
only Olie which baa been u yet noticed. Were it not for the position 
of the eiphuncle, it would be impossible to separate the present form 
from N. ln"tJtJu, Hauer (1860. Sitzungsb. d. k. Akad. Wien. vol. XLI., 
p. J21, pL 2, figs. 5-8) from the Alpine Trias. Should farther discoveries 
prove, that the position of the siphuncle ie ao far variable as to become 

G 
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dorsal, the separation would be inadvisable and moreover unneces· 
sary. I may just remark, that I have myself observed among 
cretaceous Nautili variations in the position of the aiphuncle in different 
stages of age. 

IIL Olydonitea, Hauer. 
5. CLYDONITES Or.DHAMIANUS, Stol. Pl. IV., fig 4. 
Cly. teata globoaa, involuta, tranaveraaliter aubcoitata ; costis conti

·'iuia atque divisi11. Suturi11 lateraliter (uaque ad umbilici marginem) 
quadri-lobatia, lobia cuapidatis, aellis rotundatia, alternatim minoribu.r. 

The globular form and the larger umbilicus distinguish this species 
easily from Cly. ellipticua, Hauer, (1860, Sitzungeb. d. k. Akad. 
Wien., vol. XLI., p. 16, pl. 5, figs. 8-14). The ribs divide repeatedly 
from the umbilicus and are coarse. The sutures have four lateral lobes 
on each side, so far as they are visible, up ta the edge of the umbilicus ; 
they are sharply pointed and unequal among themselves : the saddles 
are simply rounded and alternately longer and shorter. On the whole 
the sutures are equally and similarly formed to those of Cly. ellipticu.r, 
but the latter are more numerous and the lobes are all equal in length. 

Locality: Lilang on the Lingti river; a single specimen only 
has been as yet found ; it is not perfect. 

6. CLYDONITES HAUERINUS, 8toZ. Pl. IV., fig. 3. 
Cly. testa sub-globosa, lmvigata ; umbilico aperto ; ultimo anfractu 

eccentrico, aperturam "eraus prolongato ; dorao rotundato, in medio 
anfractuum interiorum aulcato; auturis lateraliter t'ilobatia, aimpliciter 
ainuoais. 

Shell sub-globose, somewho.t laterally compressed, thickest round the 
umbilicus, which is open and becoming larger on the last whorl. The 
surface is appa~ently smooth, only covered with very fine striie of 
growth. The inner whorls shew three distant sulcations in one cir
cuit, indicating the previous positions of the mouth, on the middle 
of the back they are provided with a slight groove, which disappears 
on the last, or, probo.bly more correctly OD the body-whorl; the stri!B 
are seen f alcated on this groove. 

The last whorl is somewhat prolonged and becomes eccentric. The 
aperture is not preserved on the figured specimen, but OD an
other specimen it is seen simply extended with a deep furrow close 
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t.o its margin; quite similarly formed as in Cly, ellipticua, Hauer, 
(1860. Sitz. Vienna Akad. vol. XLI., p. 128, pl. 5, figs. 8-14), which 
our species resembles in its general form. 

The sutures .are trilobate on each side, and simply sinuated as in 
Cly. eostatu.a, Hauer (ibid.) ; the lobes and saddles are roundish. 

Lot:ality: Lilang on the Lingti river; only two specimens have aa 
yet been found. 

I feel much satisfaction in naming the present species after our 
distinguished paheontologist Fra1zz Ritter van Ilauer, of the Aus
trian Geological Institute. His labours in tracing out the fauna of 
the Cephalopoda of the Alpine formations do not need to be mentioned, 
but he was the first who, in accordance with the newer and more 
uniform system of classification of the Mollusca, suggested a separation 
of the Cephalopoda into more numerous genera, a system so greatly 
objected to by many palmontologists, and yet so much desired by 
others, who endeavour in their researches to arrive at conclusions 
consistent with those of the classifying Zoologist. 

IV. Ammonites, Brug. 
7. AHMON!TES FLOBIDUS, Wulfen, 'P· 
1847. Jlauer in Haidinger's Abhandlg. I., p. 22, pl. 1, figs. 5-14; 

-1865, Salt.er in Strachey's Palaeont., p. 61, pl. 6, fig. 1, and 
pl. 8, figs. 1-3. 

The sutures of our Himalayan forms exibibit in the dorsal lobe 
some slight difference from those of the Alpine species figured by F. 
v. Hauer; the specimens are otherwise undistinguishable, as noticed 
by Mr. Salter. 

We found the species at Lilang on the Lingti river in Spiti, and it 
had been previously observed on the Rajhoti pass North of Kumaon 
by Col. R. Strachcy. 

8 .AliMONITES JOLLY ANUS, Oppel. 
1864. Palaeont. Mittheilungen, p. 271, pl. 76, fig. 4. 
The interrupted depressions on or near tho middle of the sides are 

very much like those of Am. ftoridua. The umbilicus is usually a 
little larger than represented in Prof. Oppel's figure, but it is alwaye 
very shallow. The whorls are numerous; fi.vo inner volutions being 
exposed in one of our specimens, which does not exceed in size the 
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figure above referred to. With regard to this character it is very 
like .Am. planodi1cu1, Salttr (Strachey's Pal., p. 63, pl. 8, :figs. 6-6), 
which may be only a young specimen of Am. Jollyanua. 

The sutures are very exactly drawn in Oppel's figure. 
The species was first found by the Schlagintweits at Kuling in the 

Pin valley, in which locality I observed it myself. It occurs at Muth 
oftener than any other fossil, and one of the largest specimens, 
brought in 1861 by Mr. W. Theobald, measures 180 mm. in diameter. 
On this specimen the last whorl represents exactly the same com
pressed and cuspidate section as in Am.jloridua. The sutures, which 
before had only a resemblance, become also perfectly like in both. 
Were it not for the total involution of the last named species, nobody 
could distinguish fragments of outer whorls of .Am. Jollyanru from 
those of equal size of Am. jlqridu. To the many variations already 
traced out in Am.jloridw several more may be added in time, when 
we have procured sufficient materials. In such cases especially, 
it becomes clearly visible, that the inquiry into a species is by no 
means completed by giving it a specific name. 

9. AMMONITES KBANIKOFI, Oppel. 
1864. Pal. Mittheilungen, p. 275, pl. 76, :fig. 4. 
The lateral ribs undergo a good many variations ; they are stronger 

and leSB numerous on the outer than on the inner half of the shell. 
However, even the former (those on the outer half) are sometimes 
twice as numerous as in Oppel's :figure. On the middle of the sides, 
where the two portions of the lateral ribs join together, there are 
sometimes small tubercles formed at short distances from each other ; 
they are not constant even on one and the same specimen, and do 
not certainly indicate a new form. IC this is to be the principal 
character of Dr. Oppel's proposed new speries .Am. propinquu1, 
(ibidem, p. 275, non .Am. propinquua, Stoliczka, 1863, Pal. lndica, 
3. ser., p. 23, pl. 30, :figs. 1-2), it cannot be regarded as sufficient. 

The umbilicuiS is sometimes very narrow, in other even amaller spe
cimens larger. The whorls have usually their greatest thickneaa 
round the umbilicus, as noticed by Prof. Oppel. 

But exceptions to this are not uncommon, and the shell is here some
times more depresaed than in the middle of the whorls. If a large 
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specimen can be spared so as to be broken, for examination, all these 
variations can be very often observed on one and the same specimen. 

The sutures are clearly visible in Prof. Oppel'a figure. In young 
1pecimena the saddles are perfectly rounded, as in Ceratitea; growing 
larger, they become slightly and gradually more undulated and 
incised. Our largest specimen measures 75 mm. and oon1iata 
1till of air-chambers only. 

The species has been observed at Kuling and at Muth; at the first 
named locality and in Ngari K.horsum it was also collected by the 
Schlagintweit& 

10. Alor:O:NJTES GAYTA:NJ, Klip1trin. 
1843. Oeailiche Alpen, p. 110, pl. 5, fig. 4..-F. v. Hauer in 

Haidinger'a Abhandlg. 184.7, I., p. 266, and 1850, III., p. 17.) 
We po88e88 only one fragmentary specimen from Kuling, it ahewa 

the flattening of the aides and of the back very clearly, and cannot 
be mistaken for ~.. 1u/Jum/Jiliaalru, Bronn, as noticed by F.· von 
Hauer, loc. cit. 

Mr. Salter (iu 8tracl&e!J'1 Paleont., p. 65, pl. 7, figs. 7-8) refers 
to this species a few specimens from the Rajhoti pus. They may 
belong to this species, but the sutures figured on his plate 7 (fig 8, c.) 
exhibit many differences both from our specimens and from the 
Alpine originals. 

11. AMMONITES DJFISS11s, Hauw. Pl. V., fig. 4. 

1860. Sitzungsb. d. k. Akad. Wien, XLI., p. 144, pl. 4, figs. 11-13). 
The Spiti specimens, found at Kuling and Lilang, are quite iden-

tical in form and ornamentation with the Alpine. The two transverse 
furrows, indicating stages of growth, are not so strongly marked in 
moet of oar specimens, but they are seen disappearing towards the 
middle of the back in exactly the same way as mentioned by Hauer. 
The lobes have not been as yet traced in the Alpine specimens, and 
we give, therefore, a figure of them from one of our specimens; it may 
ae"e for compari1on in future. 

Col. Strachey found the species previously on the Rajhoti pa 
North of Kumaon. 

12. A.IDIO:NIT.BB AussEANUB, Hauer. 
1847. Haiding. Abhandlg. I., p. 267, 111. 8, figs. 6-8. 
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Several specimens of different size have been met with at Lilang, 
and are perfectly identical with those known from the Alpine Trias. 
Three or four transverse furrows at short distances are distinctly 
visible, the shell is otherwise smooth. On the Rajhoti pass, North of 
Kumaon, it has been observed by Col. Strachey. ( Vide Strachey'e 
Palmont., p. 65, pl. 7, fig. 2, and probably fig. 4 too). 

13. A.ll.HONITES GERARDI, Blanford. 
1863. Joum. As. Soc. Beng. p. 132, pl. 2, fig. 6, 1864. 
1864. Am. cognatu1, Oppel, Pal. Mitth., p. 285» pl. 81, fig. 3. 
Both the existing figures by Messrs. Blanford and Oppel are taken 

from casts, and are not very characteristic, although so far sufficient, 
as to enable the species to be recognized. The transverse ribs, which 
on well preserved specimens (unless very young) are always very 
clearly visible, have their greatest thickness on or about the middle of 
the sides, and become thinner towards the umbilicus and towards the 
back. The number of ribs is usually from 16 to 18, and there are 
sometimes thinner ribs or strim intermediate between them, as indicated 
in Prof. Oppel's figure. The greatest thickness of the whorls is round 
the umbilicus, which is very deep with perpendicular walls. The 
species attains a large size ; one of our specimens from Ku ling 
measures 125 mm. Specimens of elliptical shape are usually met with, 
having perhaps retained their original form, and not being only 
disfigured iu consequence of lateral pressure of the rock. 

Am. Gerardi is one of the most common triassic foyiJs in Spiti, 
it has been observed at Mutb, Khar, Kuling, Silang, Lilang and 
East of the Kunzum pass. Dr. Gerard'• original specimens must 
have been collected somewhere near Drangkbar, and Messrs. 
Schlagintweit found the species in N gari Khorsum at Shaogra, East 
of Puling. 

14. AKHONITES MEDLEY.ANUS, Stol. Pl. IV., fig. 5 • 
.Am. te1ta glo/Jo1a, lateraliter compre11a, 1ubltevigata, propf peripheriam 

una aerie tuberculorum ornata ; dor10 rotundato, tran1ver1im multice co1-
taro, co1ti1 in lateribua 1ub-ob1oletis ; umbilico angu1til1imo, apertura 
ovate-elongata. Septis lateraliter qui11que lobati1, selli1 •nif01'1M 
bipartitis, earumque ramulis brevibu1, subfoliaceis, lobi1 angwtillimia 
atqrie pro/llndis. . 
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Proportions taken in diameter (considered as 1.00) of 95 m.m. 
Outer whorl : whole diameter . .. 0.53 
Width of umbilicus : ditto .. . 0.10 
Greatest thickness of section : height ••. 0.78 

Shell sub-globose, laterally compressed, thickest round the umbilicus, 
sloping gradually from this to the outer periphery, the edge of which is 
ornamented with a row of tubercles. Only slight ribbings are seen on 
the sides, although it seems probable, that they were more strongly 
marked on the preserved surface of the shell. The back is roundish 
and crossed by numerous short costs, which are slightly bent forward. 
The aperture is elongated ovate, much indented by the preceding 
whorl ; umbilicus very small. · · 

The sutures are laterally :five-lobate ; the saddles are all uniformly 
divided, bipartite, with short phylliform branches, and much broader 
than the lobes; the :first lateral lobe is the longest, and the others 
dimiiiish gradually in size towards the umbilicus. 

The species is one of the interesting compressed Globosi, of 
the f'orm of .Am. Studt11'i, Hauer, Am. Dontianua, Hauer, and 
others. 

The single :figured specimen, the only one yet known, was in the col
lection of the Thomason College at Roorkee, an I was, with a great 
number of other Spiti fossils, putat our disposal by Major J. G. Medley, 
R. E., Principal of the College. These fossils were those collected 
by Captain Hutton, and subsequently purchased for the college with his 
other collections. It is no doubt a triassic Ammonite, and judging from 
the matrix, I would believe it to be from Kuling in the Pin valley. 

l t>. AKHONITES STuDEBI, Hauer. 
1857. Sitzungsb. d. k. Akad. Wien, XXIV., p. 146, pl. 1, :figs. 1-4. 
The identity between the Himalayan and European triassio fossil 

does not require much explanation more than referring to F.Hauer'a 
excellent description and :figure. I will mention only a few peculiar
ities. The number of transverse ribs amounts in our specimen to 15 
only; in proceeding towards the periphery they curve slightly back
ward, becoming nearly obsolete or at least less distinctly marked. On 
the back, which is rounded, there is clearly a tendency to recurve 
forwards visible. Through the etri;;e of growth, which on the well 
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preserved shell are of considerable strength, this flexuous bending of 
the ribe can be followed without difficulty. As -regards thia point 
F. von. Hauer refers justly to the similarity of this species with Am. 
DontianUB, Hauer. (Denkech. d. k. Akad. Wien, II., p. 116, pl 19, 
fig. 6) also a triaBSio species from the Alpa. 

The sutures of our specimen agree perfectly with Hauer'• figure. 
Locality: Muth in the Pin valley, rare. 
16. A:tDIONITEB THUILLIEBI, Oppel. 
1863. Ceratit111 Himalayanu1, Blanford, Jour. Aa. Soc. Beng., 

pL 133, p. 2, fig. 7, (non Am. Himalayanru, D'Orb. Prod. 
L, p. 332). 

1864. Ammonites Tlutillieri, Oppel, Palieont. Mittheilun~en, p. 277, 
pl. 77, fig. 3. ( ? Ibidem Am Voiti, Oppel, p. 276, pl. ?7, 
fig. 1, & Am. onrutus Oppel, p. 277, pl. 77, fig. 2.) 

1865. Ammoniu1 ·Blanfo1•di, Salt.er, in Strachey'e Pa1mont., 1865, 
p. 66, pl. 6, fig. 2, (non Am Blanfordianu1, Stol. 1863, Pal. 
Indica, S. aer., p. 46, pl. 26.) 

The ornamentation of this species is generally well marked and 
characteristically- shewn in Prof. Oppel'1 figure of Am. Thuillieri. 
Blanford's original figure is too indistinct, taken from a water-wom 
cast. The number of lateral ribs, which are always somewhat flexu· 
ous, amounts usually to H, and many of them become bipartite on 
or about the middle of the aides. The tubercles along the edge of tho 
umbilicus are either well marked, and remain so in every size of the 
species, or they disappear gradually altogether. The same thing 
takes place with the tubercles on the edge of the back. On some 
specimens they are very distinctly marked, while on others they never 
become developed, and the ribs form slight prolongations of the back. 
The thickness of the whorls and the size of the umbilicus are not very 
variable, although the former loses much in its appearance, when the 
ribs are thinner. Young shells possess a roundish keel, which becomes 
obsolete with advancing age; the back remains, however, always 
convex and somewhat elevated. The saddles of the sutures are 
perfectly rounded in the ftrat stages of growth and become gradually 
divided into abort foliations. The largest of our specimens from 
Lilang measures 120 m.m. 
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.d m. Tll.uillieri ie common all through the triaaaic ~ka of Spiti ; the 
beat apecimena are thoee from Kuling. The variations, which I have 
previously noticed, can be sometimes observed on one and the same 
apecimen. I have broken for that purpose several, and, ao far as I 
can judge,.cannot admit, that any of the variations noticed indicate 
different epeciee. 

The original specimen of Pro£ Oppel's .A.111. Tlauillieri •as 
found at Muth, where I have collected it myself. 

Another specimen wae brought by the Meura. Schlagintweit 
from East of the Kunzum pua, and this one Prof. Oppel names 
Am. Voiti. There seems to be, however, very little chanoe of ita 
being a different species. I have observed ...4.m. Tll.uillieri myself at or 
near the same locality (3 miles Weet of LoAr), although I have not 
found a specimen exactly like to Am. Voiti. A glance on Prof. 
Oppera figure shews a difference from the type in the smaller size 
of the umbilicus and somewhat more compreeeed whorls, but neither 
of these exceeds the limits of variation, which. we observe among our 
apecimens. The direction and number of ribe are in both of Dr. 
Oppel's figures the aame, and equally are the divieioas of the euturee 
perfectly identical. 

With regard to Am. onuataa, Oppel, I can only regret, that such 
fragmenta are thought worthy of specific namea. I cannot dietin
guieh it from similar waterworn fragments of Am. Thuillieri 
in our collection. Dr. Oppefa remark, that the indentation in the sec
tion (fig 2. b. loc. cit.) may be too small, ie moat probably quite correct. 
The more distant lateral riba are not sufficient to indicate a new species. 

Am. Blanfordi, Salter, is a similar fragment, like Am. onuatru; the 
ribs and tubercles are somewhat better preserved on it, but it doee 
certainly not belong to a new species. 

Somewhat more doubt exists as regards Am. Wintwboltomi, Salter, 
(in Strachey's Palmont. 1865, p. 63., pl. 7, fig. 5) from the tri&88ic lime-
1tone of Ngari. Mr. 8orDerby was in this cue probably more correct, 
when be marked a alight keel in figures b and c (loc. cit.), although Mr. 
Salter denies its existence distinctly. If a keel is really present, 
then we are, I believe, very nearly able to pronounce ita identity 
with A.111. Thriillitri. 

B 
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After these remarks -on the Indian materials, I may be allowed to 

allude to their greatest ally from ·the Alpine Trias of Europe, namely 
Am. binorlosua, Hauer, (Denksch, d. k. Akad. Wien, vol. II., p. 114, 
pl. 19,·figs. 1-4). A comparison of the Indian fossil with F. von Bauer's 
original specimens, which served him for examination, would no 
doubt be very desirable. The resemblance to Am. Luganen•iB, Merian, 
(F. von Hauer in Sitztings b. d. k. Akad. Wieu, 1855, vol. XV., p. 
408, pl. 1, figs. 1-2) is also worthy of notice. The last of the two 
species just named has a keel, the former none. 

There will, I ·hope, be no dieiculty in settling many point.a of di-fl'e~ 
ence about the Himalayan species, as good material -is in the -bamla of 
two of our beet palmontologists in Europe. I have retained the name of 
the best figured specimens of Professor Oppel, Am. Thuillim, u 
D'Orbigny's name Am. Himalayts relating also to a Himolayan speoiee 
{whichD~Orbigny seems to have seen·in Sir B. Murchi•on'• collection,)• 
-would possibly lead to collision with Am. HiMalayanu•, Blanf.., 
which name would otberwise-have priority. 

17. AMMONITES MA'LLETU.NUB, 8tol. Pl. V. fig. 1. 
ii m. testa discoidea, •7tbelliptica; arifractibus numerrni11, s"brotondatil, 

latertiliter cost'!.tiB: ccistis eras.is, circiter 26 in uno circuitu, aiotplici
bus, nontuberculatis. Dorso anguatato, ( conu11zo atqu1 ltnigato; umbi· 
Uco magR01 ad margine• abrupto ;. apertura) ovali, postic11 cordata. 
Suturia lateralitll'I' 4rilobalia, multice dua1etia, sella dor1ali P""'a, lol>o 
laterali primo longissimo, lripartito: ramulia nllarum ncbj4/iauis; 
1uturi1 auziliaribu1 trilobatis, intBfMalittr divuia. 
;proportions calculated from the figured specimen 

( diarMter being considered ae 1.00) in diameter of 
Outer whorl : whole diameter 
Width of umbilicus : ditto ... 

102 
0·31 
0•47 

Thickness of section : height ... 1 ·09 

mm. 

l'he shell ooDBists of numerous ro11nded whorls, which are involute, 
for about half their width leaving a large umbilicus with steep walls. 
The greatest thicknees of the whorls is near the edge of the umbi-

• If she &peeimeo exllta, there may be aome chance to get D'Orbigny'1 name a lligoi8cuion, 
·bat otherwise not. It refer1 probably to .d& bipl# or BraicUariagii, Sow, Gr llDJ o&her 
.Ammooite of the H Planillaii ." 
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licus, and the shell slope• from here gradually towards the outer 
periphery. On the Bide& there are about 26 shod ribs to one whorl; 
thick, bot not mach elevated, without any taberculatiiona, and dis
appearing towards the back and the um bilious. The aectioo. o£ the 
whorla is ovate and oordate, the back \ileing roundish. 

The sutures have only two lateral tripartite lobes; the aorsa-f 
1111ddle is very email, and all have numerous phylliform branches; the 
first lateraJ.. is of all the lobes the longest. The auxiliary sutures are 
unequally subdhtided, except the first, abort but broad auxiliary 
addle, which seems- to- ban it&- bipartition- regullW'iy on. or cloae to 
the edge of the umbilicus. 

The species baa a remtJte- affinity to Am. modl1tru, Bueh.; l am 
aot aware-of any other known form like our Himalayan species. It is 
named after my friend, F. R. Mallet, of the Geological Survey of 
India~ my companion during our su"ey in 1864. Having previously 
viaited Spiti in 1861, M-r. Mallet was able in ae?eral instances to 

iaoilitate the progre88 of our work. 
Locolit9 :· Lilang on the Lingti river ; the &gilled' specimen is tlie 

enly one as yet kn&wn. 
18.-AmioNIUSBATTBNI, Strachey• PL V. fig. 2~, Pl. VI. fig. 1-. 
1865-, PaJeont., Pi. XI, fig. 2, it.idem, p. 64, Pl. VI, fig. 4. 
Af m. tuta di1COidda, o/Jlonga; anfrocti'6ru numero1il, lat1raliter va,lde 

nmpreuil, n/JlmDigatil interdumque prope umbilicum 1ubcostati1, 
parum inrJolutil ; dor10 rotundatr>, non caririato ; umbilico magno, 
l'lll>plano ; apertura elongate-compre1Sa. Suturis lateraliler hilobatis, 
11umerosildma atque profndt1 incili1; lob<> il.orsali- brevi· · et lato, 
lollU laterolibu1 longiori'6u1, '1usqualiter tripar.titi•; 1ellia latis, 
prope tripartitil, ramuli1 1ubfoliacei1; 111turia auziliari6u1 multi
"lobatil, umbilicum ve1'1u1 oblique deacendentil>u1 atque gredatim 
minoribu1. 
Diameter of largeet specimen from Muth 
Length of the shell : width, or, longer·: 

diameter 

• Bpeciman figured on Plate V., fig, 2. 
1 Plat.e YL, fig. 1. 

••• 350 mm. 
shorter 

•1.24 to tl.30 
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Proportions calculated from figured specimens 
(the whole diameter being considered as 1.00) 

lPART. I. 

in the longer diameter of 68 ,, 1.40 
Outer whorl : whole diameter... ... 0.25 ,, 0.32 
Width of umbilicus : ditto ... 0.57 ,, 0.40 
Thickness of section : height ... ... 0.58 ,, 0.44 

The two figured specimens, of which the smaller bas a greater num· 
ber but somewhat less involute whorls, may be accounted ae the prin· 
cipal varieties of this species. All our specimens (9) have the peculiar 
e\lip\ical shape, although they come from three different localities. 
This form is therefore not accidental, but characteristic. The surface 
of the whorls is either smooth or bears sometimes short transverse ribs, 
which disappear towards the back. Laterally the whorls are always 
strongly compressed, higher and somewhat more embracing when Ieee 
numerous, {fig. l, pl. 6.); thicker and less involute when there is a 
greater number of them present, (fig. 2, pl. 5). 

In the ornamentation ef the shell and in the divisions of the sutures 
the varieties hre perfectly identical. There is a broad, but short 
dorsal and two lateral lobes, of which the first one is the longest; they 
are unequally tripartite; the dorsal saddle has longer branches on the 
side of the eiphuncle, and is, like the next lateral on its upper 
termination, unequally tripartite ; all the branches are approaching to 
phylliform. The auxiliary lobes are numerous and descend obliquely 
towards the umbilical suture, similarly as in Ammonite1 of the cre
taceous group" Ligati.'' 

Mr. Salter noticed a fragment (loc. cit., p. 64) of this species, but 
regarded it justly, as insufficient to name. A 1econd fragment 
was figured among jurassic fossils by Col. Strachey on Plate XI and 
named below Am. Batteni. Mr. Blanford tells me that, so far as he can 
remember the fragment, it agrees quite with our specimens, but that 
he found it much too imperfect, and has therefore omitted any far
ther notice of it in hie descriptions. I have, in consequence of this, 
retained Col. Strachey's provisional name. The species must have 
been only accidentally mixed with other juraeeic fossils. 

Localities : Muth, Kuling in the Pin-valley, Lilang on the Lingti 
rh·er. 
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VL Vertebrata. 
Mr. Theobald found in the tria88ic beds East of Kuling a bi-concave 

vertebrum, and I got a few pieces of other bones in probably the 
same locality in the Pin valley. The vertebrum is hollowed out in 
the middle. It is impossible to say at the present, whether these 
fragments of bones belong to Reptiles or fishes even. Col. Strachey 
tells me, that he found a number of foh teeth in the triassic beds 
North or, or somewhere near, the Niti pass, but that they have been 
loet in some way, and he bQ.8 not been able to recover any of them. 
We may, therefore, get in time some more information about triassic 
fishea from the Himalayas. 

---------· 
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Section 2.-Rtuztic. •-Para-limestone. 

Jn Northern Spiti there is above the Trias a thickneaa of some

hundred feet of limestone, which, according to its foaaila, seems justly 

to be called by the above name, aa representing this Alpine formation. 

in the Himalayas. The Para-limestone does not exist in the southern. 
par' of the Spiti valley, (above the Trias and below the Tagliog 

limestone,) or we must have failed altogether to trace it out. Certainly 

it does not exist here with the oharacteristio bivalves, if it is to be 

found in reality, which I do not intend to deny. Traces of the Para

limestone are to be met with in the Parang seotion, but I remember· 

having seen it, only in a few loose blocks, ascending the Pass towards 

the oamp Bhaonrhochan, and I have therefore not noticed it in the 

section. It cannot be more than a few feet in thickneaa, if compared 

with the thousands of feet of the other limestones, in the North

western portion of Spiti, and not far to the W eat from the Parang 

road, the Para-limestone is well developed. It is a black, in some beda. 

very earthy and strongly bituminous, limestone, which does not effer

vesce, or hardly eft'ervesoes at all, with acids. In the Alps this kind of· 

magnesian limestone is generally called dolomitic- limelloJN. It has. 

a fine granular structure if compact, and breaks into small angular
pieces, or usually, if thin-bedded, it is earthy. Where the Tagling 

stream (Lagudarsi river) joins the Spiti river, the thioknesa of the 

Para-limestone amounts to about 700 feet, its position above the
Trias and below the Tagling limestone is here undoubted, and ita 
mineralogical characters are quite different from those of both the 

other limestones. The foaails contained are Megalodon triqruter,. 

Dicerocardaum Himal11yense1 several species of Chemnitzia., of the 

character of those from the Eaino-dolomit, and Neo1chizodru. To

wards the South the Para-limestone is seen decreasing in thick

ness, and probably disappears near the village Ki, or South 0£ 

•I mean to appl7 thie name w the bedll w.ith Megalodon triqueter. 
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Kibber, altogether, but I did not follow it in this direction. In 

the western i>art of the Spiti tiver towards Lour it thine out 

·gradually, and opposite to this village, to the North, it is seen only 

near the tops of the hills of about 100 to 200 feet in thickness. Towards 

the Tagling pass the thickneas of the limestone without doubt increases 

(at least partially), and amounts probably to more than 1,000 feet on 

the other side of the Baralatse range in the Para valley. · As it is here 

110 very extensively end characteriati<'ally deyeloped, I have adopted 

for thia limestone a name from the river Para. I shall say a few 

'Words in the general summary in juatiflcation of the name Bhmtic, and 

'farther as regards ita relation to other formations. 

RBlETIC FOSSILS. 

The few fossils, whfoh have been just now referred tO) do not all 
permit a very accurate determination, and I would mention particularly, 
ud as characteristic, onl;y two; one ia Megalodon trz'<Jruter, Wulf., 
a common B.betic fossil in the Alps, and univenally known as the 
"Dachstein bivalve;" the second belongs to a genus only newly e1tab
li1hed, and ia specifically allied to a species from the same beds in the 
Southem Alps ; a Dicerocsrdium allied to Die. Curionii, Stoppani. 

D1c1:aocABDIUK HntALAYENBE, Stal. Pl. VII. 
Dicer. ·tnta magna, cordiformi, umbonibu11 valde protracti11, ezterne 

11lbcarinati1 at'f'Ae contorti1; 1uperficie concentrice-cra111e-lamello1a. 
A cordiform, large bivalve with very much extended and somewhat 

epirally turned umbones ; its form ia that of a reversed cone, the 
buis of which is bordered with a rounded edge, which runs all along 
the outer side of the prolonged umbones. The hinge does not exhibit, 
eo far as aeen on our specimens, any particular teeth or grooves; it 
moet be very similarly formed to that of D. Curionii, Stoppani The 
eurface ie only covered with coarse, lamellar, ribs and suloations of 
growth. The ahell has a very great thickneas, especially at the 
umbones, which consist, to a considerable extent towards their termi
nations, of a aolid mass of shell. This latter has a spathic fracture, 
resembling much that of fossil Echinoderms . 

• 
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The genus Diceroeardium has been only lutely (1364, Pal. Lombardie 
3. ser. 14-19, p. 2418) published for the first time by .A:bb~ Stoppani. 
The author describes, from the beds of Megalodo• triqueter, Wulf. 
( Megal. Gitmbelii, Stopp.), t.\VO 11pecies, large Dieeraa•lilt.e bivalvee, 
\vhich he amply illustl'a.tes; Die. Jani and Die. Crsrionii. The fonner 
is by much more slender than our Himalayan species, and exhibit8 
besides many other dift'erences. Diceroe. Ou,.ionii is, however, very 
like ours. The much coarser ribbing, more prolonged umbones, and 
the want o( a special keel on their outer ed~e may separate the two 
forms, so far as Stoppani's representations allow a decision. 

Locality: Two (one of which is only a half) specimens have been 
obtained East of the v_illage Chiote in the North•west part of Spiti, 
but the specimens (and probably more than one species) are innumer· 
nble all through the Rhllltic limestone in Northern Spiti, and in the 
Southern districts of Rupshu. 

MEGALOt>ON TRIQOETER, Wulfen. 1793. 
1862. Gilmbel in Sitiungsb. d. k. Akad. Wien, Vol. 45, pp. 325, etc. 
Specimens of dift'erent size up to one foot in diameter occur in the 

Para-limestone in the North~western parts of Spiti and in Rupshu. I 
got from the Para valley two specimens, which leave no doubt about 
their identity with the Alpine forms. The specimens are quite dif· 
ferent from any young ones of Dicerocardium. 

Stoppani, in the lHt part of his publication of the Palieoniologic 
Lombardie, which we have received in Calcutta, (3Ser:14~19), proposes 
on pp. 219-220 to abolish the old signification of the species alto
gether and to adopt a new name, M. Gumbelii, Stopp. If M. 
Stoppani could change all the papers in which the old signi~tion of 
Carclium triquetrum has become familiar, there would be - objec
tion to his well intended proposition, supposing that all other concholo
gists agree in this new treatment of palreontological literature. When 
Mr. GUmbel's paper on the "Dachetein-bivalve" was published, 
there were, I believe, very few pal111ontologists, who, after looking 
through that carefully executed work, did not think the matter settled, 
and who did not know the meaning of Megalodon triquete,., Wulf. 
Every one must confess, that hardly anything was left to be done . 
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in the way of tracing out W ulfen's and other author's names, as to 
their real significations. But suddenly a new 1outh1rn /Jreezt arise& 
and seems to over~urn all which had been rebuih with great pains. 
I do not think it is strong enough to surmount the ·Alps and reach 
safely to the North! It will probably meet a strong current from 
the opposite direction. In mercantile matters the name of an old :firm 
hu a great value, and is retained, if poBSible, for many generations, sim
ply on account of it.11 being known and universally accepted. Thero 
is nothing, which we can see, different ln the oaee of the Dachstein
bivalve. The question with regard to the Geological position of 
Megalodon trigueter will be found more fully diecU88ed in our con
clusion. 

I 
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Section 3.-Lias. Tagling-limestone. 

Above the triassic beds follows a thickness of limestones of aboua 

2,000 feet. The lower strata of these limestones correspond partly with 

the well known "Kossner-schichten" of the European Alps, and the 

npper seem to represent the liassic limestones, known under the name 

"Ilierlatz-schichten" of the same mountain-ranges. I shall mention my 

palreontological reasons why, for the present, it seems preferable to dc-

11cribe both these limestones under one aeries, and separate them merely 

as lower and upper beds. The name is principally intended for the 

upper beds, the equivalents of the Hierlatz strata, and I shall, in my 

next survey, endeavour to ascertain whether the distinction of the 

lower beds into a separate gronp will find any more support, than 

now indicated, or not. 
a. Lmver Tagling-lime1to11e.-LoUJer Lia1. 

A dark brown or grey, sandy or earthy, and mostly fine oolitic 

limestone is the principal rock of this series. It sometimes consists 

chiefly of fragments of shells, and the name of shell-limestone could be 

justly given to such strata. Beds of compact blueish limestone are 

rarer, but oftener they are earthy, and break into small angular frag

ments, like the dolomites of the Alps. It is not difficult to distinguish 

even pieces of this limestone from similar rocks of the triassic beds; the 

latter weathers out on the surface generally blueish-white or black, 

the former rusty, light brown, and the sandy elements are recognized 

at the first glance. 

Stratigraphioally this series is an exceedingly well marked one. 

Deginning again in our Bhabeh section from :Muth, a large thickneSB 

of what I believe to be this limeetone can be traced towards the 

tops of the hills on both sides of the Pin river. While the 

triassic . limestones are very much disturbed and contorted, the 

lower Tagling limestone rests on these nearly horizontalJy, or 

i11 at least hardly affected by those disturbances. From a place, 
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n few miles East of Kuling, where the lowet· T:igling limestone comes 

down in a deep ravine, and where numbers of Neri11e1c can be obscncu 

in it, I do not think that I am much mistaken in the explanation of· 

the previous portion of the section, ah.hough we have never been 

able to ascend any of the higher ri<lges in the Pin valley. 

Along the whole extent of the Spiti-shales, which will be described 

next, the lower Tagling limestone can be seen every\vhere, and (with 

the exception of one locality South of Gieumal,) immediately below 

the sbales, so that the upper Tagling limestone is wanting here al

together. At several localities round the villages Gieumal, Longja, 

Niissigaong, Kibber and Chikkim the lower Tagling limestone con

tains the most characteristic fossils in immense quantities. The 

Tereoratula gregaria and Rkyncl1onella Austriaca can be collected in 

thousands; T. pyriformia, T. Schafluzutli, T. punctata and Rl1yn. 

jiuicostata and others are some\vhat less numerous, but still many spe

cimens are to be had. With these Brachiopoda occur undoubtedly the 

Belemnites, and all the other fossils, which I describe from these beds. 

There is certainly no poHible mixture. with the fossils from any other 

strata excepting the fossils of the shales, and where this seems to 

hn.ve taken place, I shall mention the case. 

The geographical extent of these limestones is very great. Inas

much as these beds are the highest in all Southern and South-western 

parts of Spiti, they are more exposed on the surface than the preceding 

older rock~. Their extent to North-west and South-east is probably 

greater than that in Spiti, but hns !lot as yet been determined. 
FossILS OF THE Low1rn TAGLING LIMESTONE. 

The following is a review of the fossils from these beds. 
I. Brachiopoda-10 species; all identical with European liassic 

forms, and most of them occurring in the beds known as Strata of 
Ko11r!n, or Avicllla-co11torta beds :-Terehratula grtgaria, RltJJ11clw

fltlla A1utriaca, ere. 
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U. Pelerypoda-about 14 species; some of them as Pecten Valo
rdnm's, Avicula. incequivalvis, and others are very characteristic. 

III. Gastro11oda-several species, but none of particular interest. 
IV. Cephalopoda-two species of Ammonites, one of which is most 

probably A. Gel'manii, and three new species of Belemnites. 
· I. Bracltiopoda. 

I. TEREBRATULA GREGARIA, Sue61. 
1864. Deslongchamps in Pal Fram;. Terr. J ur. Brachiopoda, p. 64, 

with references to other authors. The species occurs in very great 
number, and we possess hundreds of specimens in all stages of growth, 
and of manifold variations. These are exactly similar to those which 
nre known as T. globata or perovalis, Sow. The Ter. Paueri 0£ Winkler 
is no doubt only a young T. gregaria, of which Schafhreutl in his 
Siid-Bayern. Lethrea geognostica (pl. LXX., figs. 2 and 3) gave a 
few representations. This species is especially common in the upper 
beds of the Lower Tagling limestone, immediately below the Spiti 
shales, in the neighbourhood of Gieumal, Longja, Kibber, Chikkim, 
&c. 

It occurs in the Kossner-1clu'cltten of the Alps, in the lower Lias of 
]~ranee, &c. I ha\'e no doubt that Professor Salter's specimen figured 
(Strach. Pal. p. 100, pl. 21, ~g. 6) under the name of T. globata 

·belongs to this species; indeed it is not very easy to find out very 
characteristic differences between the liassic and oolitic fossil. 

2. TEREBRATULA PYRIFORMIS, Sue81. 
1864. Dcslongchamps in Pal. Fran~. Terr. J ur. Brachiop. p. 70, with 

other references. Several very characteristic specimens of thie species 
have been found with T. gregr,zria at Gieumal ; and at Tshissigaong 
the species is less common, and often not so wide as those occurring in 
the" Kossner-schichten." Deslo~gcharups quotes it from the lower lia. 
oC Langres (Haute-:\111.rne), where it ought to occur with Gryph<Za 
arcuata. 

3. TEREBRATULA PUNCTATA, Soro. 
1864. De1.1longchamps in Pal. Franc;. Terr. Jur. Brachiop. p. 160, 

with other references. Only two specimens have been found with tho 
previous species at Gicumal; they are in erery respect perfectly iden .. 
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tical with similar specimens, which the Survey collection possesses from 
the Marlstone of Clandown near Radstock. The length of the loop itt 
exactly the same as figured by Davidson from Sowerby's original 
specimen, and distinguishes the species from T. camea or ornitltocephala. 
The punctuation is as well seen in one of our specimens. I cannot 
believe that M.Deslongchamps is quite correct in referring Oppel'!! 
T. ainemurien1i1 to this species, and shall state the reasons farther on, 
(p. 80). The specimen figured by Prof. Salter in Strachey's Palmont. 
pl. 21, fig. 5, and described (p. 99) under the name T. carinata, Lam., 
belongs probably to this species, and I am not certain whether even fig. 
4 (ibid.) does not represent a depressed variety of the same species. 

Ter. panctata is usually quoted from the middle Lias, but Deslong
champs (loc. cit.. p. 164) allows it to go as far as the upper beds of the 
lower Lias, and I do not see any reason why it ought not to be found 
in the lower beds as well. The specimens figured by Quenstedt (Jura. 
pl. 9, figs. 1-3) (from Lias a) seem to exhibit very little difference. 

4. TEREBRATULA. (W .&.LDHEillIA) SCHAFlLEUTLI, Stoppani. 
1857. Stud. Geol. p. i09. Numerous specimens have been found 

with the other Terebratulm at Gieumal, and they are undoubtedly 
identical with the Austrian specimens from Hirtenberg. 

The species has been described at first by Prof. Suess ( 1854. 
Denksch. d. k. Akad. Wien, Vol. VII., pt. II., p. 38) under the name 
of T. corn1•ta, Sow. Prof. Suess had compared at that time a very 
large series of T. cornuta with the Kossen Terebratula, and had 
anived nt the conclusion that both are the same species. I really do 
not know whether any body, after having compared again such a seried, 
would not come to the very same conclusion I I must say, for my own 
part, that I am unable to fix any certain differences between the lower 
liassic species of the Himalayas and the true English Ter. cornuta. 
The only more remarkable difference is, that the lower-liassic (Kossen) 
specimens are nearly always somewhat slender towards the beak, and 
that the beak itself is more prominent. There are, however, very 
similar forms to be found under the middle-liassic T. cornuta. Pro£ 
Sness seems to have himself given up the identity of the Kossner 
with Sowerby's species, as he proposed the name Waldh. norica for it. 
( Vide Sitzungsb. d. k. k. Geol. Reichsanstalt, vol. X., p. 46.) 
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The name quoted above T. Schaflu.eutU, Stopp. is that which is now 
usually accepted for the species by Alpine Geologists. 

5. RHYNOHONILLA OBTUSJFRONS, Suesa. 
1854!. Denksch. k. Akad. Wien, Vol. VII.,pt. II ,p. 55, pl. iV.,fi~ 12. 

The Himalayan specimens are generally much larger than those 
from the Kossner-schichten, of which I have compared 12 speci
mens, but in all other respects they are perfectly identical. Prof. Suese 
(loc. cit. p. 56.) remarks, that larger specimens of the same species have 
been found plentifully in the Hierlatz-schichten (of the middle Lias), and 
that they show a great amount of variation. Probably it has been, 
from the latter strata, described by Professor Oppel under the name of 
Rhyn. Emmerichi, (Zeitsch. d. Deutsch. Geol. Gesellsch. vol. XIII., 
p. 642, pl. XII .• fig. 1.) 

Our specimens vary in their thickness; some of them being quite 
as much depressed as the specimens from Enzesfeld near Vienna, 
others are more inflated, and the fold and sinus are more strongly 
expressed. The usual number of the plications on the fold is three, 
and two corresponding ones on the sinus; rarely there are only two 
plieie on the fold, but sometimes four are to be met with. 

There can be no doubt that the species occurs in the German Lias; 
but the great number of different forms, which usually go un<.ler the 
universal name of Ter. triplicata, require a thorough revision. 4 

6. RHYNCHONELLA PEDATA, Bronn, sp. 
1854. Suess in Denkscb. Akad. Wien, Vol. VII., pt. II., p 61. 

A few specimens hnve been found in the uppermost beds of the 
Tagling limestone ; although common in the sandy limestone itself, it 
is very difficult to obtain even one perfect specimen. I have not been 
able to compare any actual European specimens with our fossils, but 
they agree so well with Suess' figure, that there can be hardly any 
doubt as to their true identity .. Mr. Gumbel, in his "Geognostische 
Beschrcibung des bayerischen Al pen gebirges", 1861, refers this 
species to his "lower Alpine Keuper"-triassic beds equivalent to.our 

· Lilang series. 
7. RBYNCBONELLA FISSICOSTATA, Suesa. 
1854. Denksch. Akad. Wien, VIl, pt. II., p. 58. This is a very 

characteristic species of the Kossen strata, and is not uncommon South 
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of Gieumal; a few sp~cimens have been met with in the same strata 
below the shales North-east of Kaja and near Tshissigaong. Some of 
the smaller specimens from Gieumal can be well attributed to the 
R.ji11icostata, var. applanata of Giimbel, (Bay. Alpen-gebirge, p. 401), 
they are lenticular, very flat, and the sinus scarcely marked at all. 

8. RHYNCHONELLA. AuTSRIACA, Sue11. 
1854. Denksch. Akad. Wien, VII., pt. II., p. 53,. All our speci

mens agree perfectly with the smaller and thinner ribbed variety, 
which Professor Suess mentions from Bernreuth, one specimen from 
which locality we have compared with ours. Among several hundreds 
of specimens we do not possess a single one of the inflated and more 
coarsely ribbed variety, which is figured by Professor Suess, and 
which is identical with Quenstedt's figs. 13-14. (pl. 22, 'Jura') of 
T. .dustriaca. Specimens quite similar to this latter variety have 
been, however, collected by my friend Mr. Mallet in 1860 somewhere 
near the Niti pay; their exact stratigraphical position is not known. 

9. RHYNCHONELL.A. V.A.RIABILIS, Schloth. 
. 1852. Davidson, Brit. Brach. pt. III., p. 78.-1854, Suess in 
Denksch. Akad. Wien, VII., pt. II., p. 56. Of this specios only one 
apecimen baa been found South of Gieumal, but several have been met 
with in the same beds in Rupshu; they agree fully \Vith compared 

f specimens from the marlstone near Radstock, and undergo the same 
variations as regards the number of plicm on the fold aod sinus. 

Pro£ Salter mentions the species from Col. Strachey's collections 
from the neighbourhood of Niti. ( Vide Strachey's Palieontology, p. 101.) 

10. RHYNCHONELLA RINOENS, Herault, sp. 
1852. Davids. Brit. Brach. pt. III. pl 74:. Our specimens from the 

South of Gieumal in general agree well with L. von Buch's. and 
Davidson's figures and descriptions. 

The principal variation exists only in the number of costre on 
the sinus, there being from one to three of these and correspondingly 
from 2 to 4 on the mesial fold ; the usual number in the sinus is only 
two, as in most of the British or French specimens, somewhat more 
rarely there is only one and very seldom there are three in the 
sinus. Our specimens have real costro in the sinus better expressed 
than in the European, but there is no other difference in form 

• 
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or ornamentation of the shell. The species is quoted by D'Orbigny 
from the upper Lias; Mr. Davidson (loc. cit. p. 75) is inclined 
to believe t.hat it occurs in the lower oolite, from which it is 
quoted also by Morris (Cat. p. 149). Professor Oppel says (Jura, 
p. 432) that it probably occurs at the base of the lower oolite. The 
species has, I believe, not been noticed as yet from Germany. 

It is well worth while to draw attention to Rouillier's Tertl>ratula 
l>idens (Phill.), var. primaria, secundaria and tertiaria, in the Bull. Soc. 
de Moscou 1848, pl. F., figs. 4-7, and T. triplicata (Phill.) typzca, 
ibidem fig. 8. All these figures agree very well with our specimen, 
and as regards the costre in the sinus even better than those previously 
quoted. 

11.-Pelecypoda. 
I. OsTnEA, conf. 0. ACUHINATA, Sowerby. 
Ostrea acuminata, Sow. Salter in Strachey's Palieont. p. 91, pl. 

22, fig. a. The Himalayan specimens are so much like the common 
oolitic fossil, that there seeDl8 little chance indeed to separate them. 
What I can perceive as a little difference is, that the muscular im-· 
pression lies at about ha.If of the height of the shell in the oolitic Q. 

acuminata, and that it is rather rounded (vide Chapuis, Foss. d. 
Luxemburg 1853. pl. XXXII, fig: 6), while in our fossil the im
pression is more elongated and placed much closer to the apex. 

This small oys~er is a very characteristic fossil of the Lower 
Tagling limestone, and occurs, associated in great quantities in beds, 
uactly like Ost. acuminata. It is decidedly not from the Spiti sh&les, 
but occurs always below, in a quite different limestone, and with the 
characteristic Brachiopoda previously quoted. 

2. 0STREA, conf. 0. ANOMALA, Terq. (M~m. Soc. Geol. France, V. 
p. 25, fig. 4.)• One specimen, which is not unlike Terquem's figure 
of a lower liassic species, has been found with T. gregaria North-eut 
of Kaja. 

3. AM.USIUH sp. 
It is, I believe, high time that we adopted some systematical arrange

ment as regards the universal denomination Pecten, otherwise the quota-

• N. B.-Great confusion cxiata hero 1111 to the references to the text and 1uq11anation of 
plates. 

• 
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tion of quite different forms as being identical will have no end. The 
three genera, as fixed by Messrs. Adame, Pecten;Vola, and .Amusi11m, will 
probably answer best for the prc·,3ing wants of the present. It will 
perhaps be necessary to accept more genera, but for that purpose a 
critical examination of all known Pectene is unavoidable. It is 
especially in the genus ..Amuaium that a difference in colour and 
ornamentation of the two valves nearly always occu1'8, and, to charac
terize a new species, both the valves ought to be known, otherwise 
repetition in naming one and the same species can scarcely be avoided. 

Oor present species under consideration has been figured and noticed 
by Pro£ &lter under the name of Pectt!71 len1, (Strachey's Pal, p. 94, 
pl. 22, fig. 8), a species which is a true Pecten with unequal ears, and 
has nothing what.ever to do with this lower lia11ic 1pecie1. We have 
the true Pecten Zena from the Spiti shales, and could only in this way 
account for some inexplicable mistake in figure and type. Our spe
cimene are exactly like Prof. Salter's figure, only some of them are 
still a little narrower posteriorly. 

As I have no materials whatever to compare with, and as a number 
o( similar species have been described already by Quenstedt, Zicten, 
etc., and lately numbers of new species have been named by Gumbel 
from the same strata, I rather prefer not to name the species. 

I would especially suggest the comparison of P. sepultua, Qoenet. 
(Jura, p. 48, pl. 4, fig. 11) and Pectni glalJer, Zieten, (pl. 53, fig. 1). 
According to the account given by Quenstedt of Peet. glal>er there 
seems to exist a great deal of confounding of different forms under one 
name. Common near Gieumal and North of Kibber. 

4. PECTEN, conj'. P. PALOBUS, Stol. 
1861. Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien, Vol. 43, p, 197, pl. 6, fig. 8. 
One specimen from tbe South of Gieumal seems to be quite iden

tical with the species which I have described from the Alpine 
n Hierlatz-schichten." The radiating ribs are somewhat closer on 
our specimen·; this may be, however, expected on the preserved shell ; 
my Alpine specimens were chiefly casts. 

6. PECTEN MONILIJ!'EB and P. BADAL, Balter, in Strachey's 
Paleont. pp. 93 and 94, pl. 22, figs. 10 and 11. We possess only one 
specimen of the right valve ; a complete cast. The ears are small and 

K 
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unequal. The ribbing consists of 6 stronger radiating and tubercu
latcd ribs ( P. monilifer ), and each of these has another smooth 
secondary rib on either side ( P. 1abal ). It is therefore just as correct 
to attribute our specimen to either of the two species, which I would 
rather believe are not specifically different. As Salter's examination 
rests only upon fragments, the question abottt their identity must be 
postponed until better materials have been obtained. It is of no uee 
to name fragments even when ' from eternal snows' I I must also 
remark, that it does not seem to me quite certain, whether the species 
comes from the lower Tag ling beds, and whether it is not rather a 
triassic one, allied to P. moniliferu1, Bronn (in Miinster's Beitnege 
1841. p. 72, pl. VII, fig. 4) from the St Cassian strata. Our 
specimen was brought by Mr. Theobald in 1861 from Mikkim in the 
Pin-valley. I have passed over the so.me locality, but not met with 
any more specimens. There are, except carboniferous, only maaeic 
rocks down at the river, and the matrix of the specimen is indeed 
somewhat like to some beds of the light-coloured triassic limestone. 
Lower Tagling limestone occurs, however, plentifully above the Trias, 
a few hundred feet higher, so that the specimen may come just as 
well from a block of this limestone. 

6. PEC'IEN BIFKONS, Salter. 

1865. in Strachey's Palmont., p. 92, pl. 22, figs. 5-7, in parte. 
There is no doubt very great confusion as regards this species, and 
'Ye could only wish a revision of the materials collected by Col. 
Strachey. Surely, they must come from different strata I 

I cannot attempt now to fix the species, as our own materials are 
not sufficient; a few remarks, however, may be found useful. Fig. 5 
of Prof. Salter's P. bifron.1 represents undoubtedly a species from 
the upper jurassic ( Gieumal Bandatone). I have collected myself this 
species above Gieumal in the calcareous beds of this sandstone. 
Fig. 6 is doubtful, but probably the same species. as represented in 
Fig. 7. This is a species quite different from the jura8sic one ; it is 
a more rounded shell, apparently more convex, and has smaller ears ; 
the biplicate ribs are much better expressed. This latter form is 
from the lower Hassie beds ; and there is still a. third biplicate species 
from the same bells, \Vhich is quite as oblique as a Lima. 

• 
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7. PECTEN VAT.ONIINSIS, Difr. 
1856, Oppel and SueBB in Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien, Vol. XXI., 

p. 548, pl. II., fig. 8. 
1861. Moore in Quart. Joor. Geol. Soc. Lond., Vol. XVII., pl. 16, 

fig. 6. 
Several specimens have been found South of Gieumal with the 

characteristic Brachiopoda of the " KO&sen" strata. They are exactly 
like the European fossil and cannot be mistaken, although usually 
only of 11mall 11ize. Possibly Mr. Salter's fig. 12 on pl 22 in Strachey's 
Pal1BOntology may represent a specimen of this species. Mr. Salter 
remarks, that it occurs with the Hassie Cardi um truncatum, Sow. 

There have been lately from the same strata in Europe so many 
new and allied species established, that it would be no wonder to see 
the Pecten Valonienau meet with the same fate as many other old 
known species: When we cannot get out of the confusion, which we 
ourselves have induced, we then propose to abolish these old names~ 
aa has been attempted with Lima gigantea, .Am. biplez, and man7 
others. 

8. Lni:.A DENBICOSTA, Quenat. 
1861. Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien, Vol. 43, p. 199, pl. VII., fig. 3. 
The Himalayan form, found in the lower Tagling limestone, South 

of Gieumal, agrees even better with Quenstedt's fig. 24, pl. 18 (in his 
'Jura') than with that which I have described from the Hierlatz
schichten of the Alps. It is quite as oblique and narrow as Quen
stedt's original figure. 

In the paper quoted above I have referred to several similar species, 
and it seems to me now more probable, than before, that many of these 
liusic little Limas with simple ribs are not specifically different. It is 
not to be expected, that we have in every zone of one formation. 
altogeLher a different fauna. Neither the conditions nor the species 
could make such rapid progress in their changes. 

9. A VICULA IN&QUIVAL VIS, 80111. 
1861. Sitznngsb. Akad. Wien, Vol. 43, p. 198. The true European 

species, with unequal intermediate ribs, occurs in the lower Tagling 
limestone near Gieumal and South of the Parang-pass with T. grega
ria, Rl1ynch. ji11icoatata, etc. It is now generally admitted that the 
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liasaic species is not different from the jurassic, but we cannot possibly 
allow the variation so far as to regard Prof. Salter's repreAentation 
of .A. in(J!quivalvis, in Strachey's Palieont. p. 91, pl. 22, fig. 13, as the 
same, if' the figure be really correct, as it appears to be. I would 
rather say Prof. Salter's figure represents a specimen of A. echinata, 
Sow. : it would, however,. be a somewhat more coarsely ribbed variety, 
such as do oecur, though not usually, in the Gieumal sandstone. 

10. AvICULA PUNCTAU, Stol. Pl. VI., fig. 2 . 
.A. testa oblique ovata, inaquilaterali, parum conveza; aurieulu inm

qualihus; auriculo antico majore, 1inuato ; superficie lineu radiantibus, 
ad peripheriam curvatis ornata, interatitii11 punctatia. 

A very slightly convex valve, very oblique, approaching in form to a 
parallelogram. The shell is thin, nacreous, as usually in the genus 
.Avicula, and the surface is ornamented with numerous, towards the 
periphery slightly curved, elevated lines, the intermediate grooves being 
:finely punctated. The ears are equal, the anterior one much longer, 
slightly sinuated at the end, with flexuous lines of growth, and with 
a deep sinus on its basis. 

Locality. The species has been met North of the Manirang pus 
and South of Gieumal. 

11. GERVILLU., sp. 
Only very imperfect specimens have been fonnd South of GieU:mal, 

resembling very much the G. olifez of Quenstedt, (Jura, p. 86, pl. 
XI., :fig. 4) from Liu a, 

12. ARCA, sp. (Macrodon). 
A single specimen from the $outh of the Parang pass, (below the 

camping ground Bhaonrhochan,) does not shew any difference from 
Jfroa Lycetti, Moore, (Quart. Jour. Geol. Soo. Lond., 1861, pl XVI., 
:fig. 7) from the Rhietic (Avicula contorta) beds. 

llL-Ga1tropoda. 
1. DENTALIUH, sp., not unlike Prof. Phillip'& figure of D. gigan

teum (Geol. Yorksh. pl. XIV. fig. 8) from the Marlstone series. South 
ef the Parang pass. 

2. N&RITA, sp. nou., from North of Kaja on the ascent towards Hik
kim; quite a globular and smooth form, to which I do not know any 
European ally • 
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3. NATI~A, conf. PBLOPS, D'Or'/J. (Pal_univ. pt 288, tiga. 16-17, 
from the upper Liu} One specimen from North-east of Kaja, ap
parently undistinguishable from D'Orbigny's figure. 

4. CBBKNITZIA, conf. Cu. COABOTATA, Deak. (D'Orbighy, Pal. 
nniv. p. 45, pl. 240, figs. 1-3) from the lower Oolite. Near Kibber 
several specimens were obtained (in the lower Tagling limestone) of 
a Cliernnitzia, which is perfectly like the jurassic species, but it is 
impoYible to pronounce identity, as none of our specimens is com
plete. 

5. CBEMNITZIA, •P· 
A few specimens of a little Chernnitzia have been found with Rliyn. 

fiaaicoatata and Tn. gregaria North-east of Kaja, below the Spiti 
ahales ; they recal very much D'Orbigny's Cli. Phidiaa from the lower 
lias, (Pal. univ. IL, p. 34, pl. 237, fig. 12), only the angle of the spire 
ie a 'Very little larger in the French species. 

6. NERINEA, ap, 
North-east of Kaja Nerine<B occur very plentifully in the lower 

Tagling; limestone with T. gregaria. They are in general like those 
which I have to mention from the upper beds, and which in form 
resemble ·N. Goodhalii, Sow., but I have never observed them, 
neither here nor South of Gieumal, of that large size, being usually 
thin and often with an obtuse verte:s:. 

I met also with several Nerint<B in the Pin valley, a few miles West 
of the mouth of the Fin river. As I am, however, well aware of the 
difficulties which e:s:ist in the determination of this genus, and how 
variable even the folds• are-generally believed to be the best 
character of a Nerinea-I shall not endeavour to establish new species 
until really good materials have been provided. 

IV.- Cephalopoda. 
1. AHMONITES, co1if. GBB!rlANII, D'Orb. 
Pal". Fran~. Terr. Jur. I., p. 520, pl. 101. A single specimen, which 

we possess from the North of the .Manirang pass, and which is a cast 
only, agrees well with D'Orbigny'sfigures and descriptions. The number 

• It ii, I belillTll, kaowa, that they 111UBily become weaker aad otlea disappear altogether 
near the mouth ; 10metimes oae or the other fold di1&ppean at hal( the height or the spire, 
oUien become atronger. 
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of transverse sulci is 6 in our specimen : Am. interruptu1, (Zieten's Petref. 
Wiirtembg., p. 25, pl. XV., fig. 3.) which is identical with D'Or
bigny's Am. Germani.i, has 7 transverse sulci, and in D'Orbigny's figures 
the number varies from 8 to 10. Thie seems to be, therefore, a point 
of great variation. There is no other objection whatever to identify 
our specimen with .Am. Germanii. 

2. AMHONITEB, conf. MACROCEPHALUB, Schlotlieim. 
Two specimens, both not very well preserved, were brought by 

Messrs. Theobald and Mallet·in 1861 from the North of the Manirang 
pass in Spiti. Exc.,,pt a finer ribbing they do not seem to differ from the 
Am. macrocephalu1 in the Spiti shales. I found, besides, several 
undistinguishable fragments and "little perfect specimen in the Para 
valley of Rupshu (together with Terebratula gregaria, Rhynchonella 
variabili1 and A uftriaca, and others,) and cannot give at present any 
positive characters to distinguish it from the jurassic species. Form of 
the shell, ribs and sutures seem t.o be quite similar, but the striation is 
always finer. 

3. BELEMNITES BUDBAICUB, Stol. Pl. VJ., figs. 3-6. 
Guard cylindrical, very slightly tapering towards the end, smooth, 

without any vascular impressions visible ; in front with a deep furrow, 
which extends from about the middle of the guard to its lower termi
nation; the section is usually circular. 

The species must have attained a great length, as no trace of the 
alveole is t.o be seen on any of our specimens (fig. 4 being the largest). 
They are very often, and at different localities, found with a number of 
transverse breaks, which are no doubt accidental, but they have the 
appearance of some kind of joints. 

Localitie1 : South of Gieumal, near Tshissigaong and West of Chik:
kim ; found loose in the beds below the Spiti shales. 

4: BELEHNITBB BISULCATUS, Stal. PL VIIL, figs. 1-4. 
The guard is smooth, with two furrows ; one in front and one opposite 

t.o it, the latter being narrower and shorter, and not extending up to the 
lower termination, while the former terminates near the point broadly, 
but shallow. The dorsal groove is sometimes much shorter than 
the ventral The section is, on the upper portion of thd guard, where 
both the furrows exist, oval with the longer diameter in the line of 
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the furrows : towards the end, where the dorsal furrow gradually dis
appears, the section becomes oval in the opposite direction, the guard 
being somewhat compressed in the line of the furrows of this species ; 
the guard resembles some species of the Hastati. No vascnlar im
pressions or any kind of secondary grooves near the poi~t are visible. 

The angle of the guard measure• about 16°; both the sulci on it 
are narrow, and deeply cut in the surface of the shell. 

Localitit1. Loose specimens have been found below the Spiti shales 
near Gieomal, Tshiuigaong and West of Chikkim. South of 
Gieumal the species occurs plentifully in the hard Tagling limestone 
with Terelwatula gregaria, Rliynch. ringen1, Auatriaca,fi11ico1tata, and 
others. With the same fouils, I have observed it in Rupshu near 
Tatang-yogma in the Para valley ; there can be, therefore, not the 
slightest doubt as regards this species being really from the same 
beds as the other lower liassic fossils. 

6. BELEHNITES TIBETICUS, 8tol. Pl. Vlll, figs. 5-6. 
A cylindrical guard resembling Bel. digitalis. The surface is quite 

smooth, and on some of the small specimens two fine and only very 
abort grooves near t.he point are indicated, others have slight and simple 
vascular impressions on the sides. On larger specimens not anything 
of both is usually visible, hut the guard bas on its upper portion a 
alight groove in front, and the shell becomes at the same time some
what slender. The section is nearly round, sometimes a little com· 
pressed laterally. Nothing of the alveole is seen on any of our 
specimens. 

Localitie1 : Round Gieumal very common in the limestone, and 
looae, below the Spiti shales. At Tsbiasigaong and Chikkim the 
species was found with the previous, and one specimen has been met 
with in the lower Tagling limestone, &uth of the Parang pass. The 
co-existence of this species with T. gregaria, Bhynch, jl11icoltata and 
...4rutriaca, &o., is, therefore, certain; it seems, however, to occur in 
the upper beds also. The only allied species which I can find among 
European Belemnites is A species from the Lias at Oammelshausen in 
Wilrtemburg, noticed and figured by Zieten (p. 29, pl. 22, fig. 4) 
as Bel. 1emiha1tatu1. It would be worth while to compare these two 
forms. 
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Section 4. (b) Upper Tagling limestone.-Middle Lias. 

This is a dark blue earthy or dolomitic limestone, which occupies the 

top of the portion of the Baralatse range North of Spiti. In its 

mineralogical characters it resembles some of the Alpine limestones of 

exactly the same age, as for instance those on the' Gratzalpe' near 

Aussee, in Upp er Austria. ( Vide Sitzungsb. d. k. Akad. Wien, i 861. 

Vol XLIII. p. 157). It requires careful attention to distinguish it in 

pieces from the Para limestone or the beds with Megalodon triqueter. 

I do not know anything about the further geographical extension of 

this limestone, but its superposition on the lower Tagling limestone on 

the Parang and Tagling passes is an undoubted fact. 

On the Parang pass I collected several Gastropoda in this lime

stone, identical in species with those from the Alpine '' Hier

latz-schichten," of which I wrote a Monograph quoted above. I 
mention here as the more common forms Chemnitzia undulata and 

Trochus. epulus, as being the best known fossils. Fragments of Belem

nites occurred with these Gastropoda., of which latter none has been 

observed in the lower limestone. On the Tagling pass I noticed, 

however, in this upper limestone a Nerinea, apparently not different 
from that of the lower beds, and also the Belemnites buulcahu (?) 

or at least a species very like it. On account of the limited extent, to 

which the upper limestone i~ as yet known, and of its palreontological 

relations, I think it better for the present not to define it quite strictly, 

although I rather believethatit may be possibly separated, so soon. as 

the country ha.a been more thoroughly examined and more fossils have 

been collected. The partial difference of the mineralogical characters, 

and the superposition, are no doubt strongly in favour of this opinion. 

FOSSILS. 

I. Brocliiopoda. 
1. TEBEBRATULA SINEMURIENSIS, Oppel, (Zeitsch. d. Deut.sch. 

Geol. Gesellsch. XIII., p. 534, pl. X., fig. 2). Prof. Oppel described 
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ibe species from the lower Lias : it seems to be justly separated from 
T. numiamalis, or punctata, Sow. With the latter it has been lately 
united by M. Deslongchamps, (Pal. Franc;. Brach. 1864, p. 160)._ 

Our specimens, five in number, have been collected South of the 
Parang pass ; no other fossils have been met with, and I do not wish 
to express full confidenee in my placing the species in the upper beds. 
of the Tagling limestone, as the strata might possibly belong to the 
lower series, although the limestone iteelf agrees much better wit.Ji. 
the upper beds. I believe this species differs from similar specimens 
of T. punctata by a longer and less incurved beak, larger deltidial 
plates, much finer septum, narrower and shorter adductor-impressions. 
Besides T. punctata is nearly always posteriorly obtuse; T. sinemu
rieruia, so far as visible on Oppel's figures and on our specimens, is. 
equally rounded or even somewhat prolonged. 

• 

It is hardly necessary that we should trespass on our space by 
giving a new figure of the Himalayan form; the five specimens, 
which we possess, vary only a little in their width, but are otherwise· 
exactly like Prof. Oppel's figure. 

II. Pelecypoda. 
MoDIOLA, 61'· resembling tlre oolitie .Mytilus subreniformis, M. & 

Lye. (Great Ool. Foss. pt. II, p. 39, pl. IV., fig. II). A single speci
men, which is imperfect and appears to be from the upper beds. It; 
was found near the Pa.rang pass. 

III. Gaatropoda. 
I. NERITOPSis, co~!. N. ELEGANTIBSIHA, Hornes, Sitzungsb. Akad. 

Wien, Vol. 43, p. 179, pl. 3, fig. 7-from the middle liassic strata of 
the Alps, the Hierlatz-schichten. Several very like and most proba
bly identical specimens have been met with on the top of the Pa.rang 
pass. 

2. CHE.MNITZIA UNDULAT~ Reuu, ( Stoliczla, in Sitzungsb .. d. k. 
Akad. voL 43, p. 163, pl 1, fig. 1). Specimena obtained on the top 
of the Parang pass are perfectly identical with those described by 
myself from the Hierl.atz-strata of the Austrian Alps. 

3. TROCHUS LATILABRUS, Stol. (ibidem, p. 173, pl. 2, fig. 9,} 
from the Parang pass, undoubtedly identical with the Alpine liassic. 
species. 

L 
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4. T.aocuus EPULUS, D' Orb. (Stoliczka, ibid. p. 167, pl. 1. fig. 11.) 
from the Parang pass; it is a common liassic fossil in the Alps and in 
North France. 

5. TBOCHUS ATTENUATUS, Stol. (Ibid. p. 171, pl. II., fig. 1). A 
few specimens from the Parang pass seem to belong to this species, but 
they are too badly preserved to be determined with required 
certainty. I believe the species, which Mr. Etheridge (Quar. ,Tour. 
Geol. Soc. Lond., Vol. XX., p. 388) quotes as Cerithium? like 
C. muricatum, Sow. sp. from Captain Godwin Austen's collection 
of Himalayan fossils, is the same as ours. It is no doubt from the 
same beds, only farther to North-west than our locality. 

6. ENCYCLUS, sp. from the top of the Parang pass. The single 
specimen is too imperfect for description. 

7. AcTEONINA, conf. CINCTA, Goldf. sp. Petref. Germ. III., p. 
48, pl. 177, fig. 9. D'Orb. Prodrome l., p. 247. 

One specimen from the Parang pass agrees pretty well with Gold
fuss's figure, which represents a specimen from the liassic strata at 
Banz. It is only a cast, with cylindrical whorls on which the spiral 
furrows are very well marked. It may be an .Acteonina, which 
generic name D'Orbigny proposed instead of Goldfuss's original name 
Tornatella. The spire has no folds whatever, but this point is not 
mentioned at all by Goldfuss. 

The specimen has been found on the Parang pass by Mr. W. 
Theobald, and I believe from the matrix that it belongs to the upper 
series of the Tagling limestone. 

8. NERINEA, conf. GoODHALLJI, Sow. Trans. Geol. 8oc. Lond. 
IV., pJ. 23, fig. 12. 

In referring to a similarity of the Himalayan. specimens with the 
English fossil from the Calcareous Grit, we do not wish to express more 
than .what is externally seen on imperfect specimens. I have no 
doubt• that Mr. Etheridge (Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, VoL XX., 
p. 388) means the same species, which he says is allied to N. Good
hallii. The 1t1pecimens, which I obtained on the Parang and farther 
to North-west on the Tagling pass, differ from the English Nerinea by 
a greater number of internal folds. Our specimens have three folds 

• l!'rom Capt. Godwin .AUBten's personal communication. 
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on the spire, one on the upper lip and two on the outer lip. Of the 
last two the lower is by much stronger than any of the others. The 
concave and smooth whorls are apparently quite like to. those of N. 
Goodhallii. 

IV. Cephalopoda. 
BBLEMNITES •p. On the top of the Parang, as well as on the 

Tagling pass, I have noticed fragments of Belemnites in the limestone 
with the other Gastropoda. From their mu eh -elongated form I 
believed them on the spot to be identical with Bel. bi.rulcatfU (nov. sp.), 
although I am unable at present to ascertain it fully • 

.A.MKONITEB •p. (conf. MACROCEPllALUS, Schloth.) Mr. Theobald has 
brought from the North of the Manirang pass (?) specimens, and I found 
myself another small specimen in Rupshu in beds with Tereb. gregaria, 
etc. It is really difficult to pronounce any thing quite certain about 
this species, as all the specimens are not well preserved. 'l'hey differ 
from compressed varieties of .d.m. macrocephalu1 merely in the finer 
striation. 

Section 5. Jurassic-Clayey Slates. 

In the Section Noa. 2 and 3 on Plate II, I have noted a small thick

ness of beds South of Gieumal, between the Tagling limestone and 

the Spiti shales. At this locality the position of the slates is unques

tionable, between the Tagling limestone and the Spiti shales. Their 

mineralogical characters are different from those of the rocks above 

and below. 

The beds consist of thin layers of clayey black or brown slates, 

which contain a very great quantity of little fragments of different 

Mollusca, as if they had been formed only from the aggregated debris 

of shells. In fact, these beds, the whole thickness of which does not 
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exceed 50 feet, seem to be quite a local deposit ; I have not observed 

them at any other locality in Spiti; although I have examined the 

superposition of the Spiti shales and the Tagling limestone at more 

than one place. 

Of fossils I could recognize only fragments of Belemnites, which do 

not admit of a specific determination, and a Posidonom.va, which I am 

unable to distinguish from P. ornati, Quenst. Some of our specimens 

are well preserved, and they agree perfectly with Quenstedt'e figure 

in hie Petrefactenk. pl. 42, fig. 16. Figure 27, as given on plate 

67 in the" Jura," does not seem to be so characteristic. Pos. orr.ati 

occurs with Am. ornatus in the German Jura, and Oppel (Jura, p. 567) 

says that he found it in England in beds above the Am. macracep/&alus. 

This last-named species does not occur in Spiti at the same locality, 

but a little above these elates, although in the lowest beds of the 

Spiti shales. 

I have often thought whether these slates ought not in some way 

to represent the Upper Tagling limestone, which, on the top of the 

Parang pass, contains Hassie Gastropoda; but the Poeidonomya is 

certainly not identical with Pos. Bronni; it could, if this supposition 

were to receive any farther support, be only a new species. I have 

quoted this small thickness of beds separately, merely because they 

are really lithologically different from the others, and, should any 

-thing be done in the way of working out different beds in the juraeeic 

deposits of the Himalaya, these slates may then receive more 

·attention. 
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- Section 6. Spiti Shale1.- Oolitic. 

Not one of the other formations is lithologically so remarkably and 

easily distinguished as the Spiti shales, from which beds most of the 

Spiti Ammonites have been long known since Dr. Gerard's first 

discoveries. 

In the middle portion of the valley, and from 2,000 to 3,000 feet above 

the left. bank of the Spiti river, there extends (from.North-west to 

South-east) a longitudinal ellipse of these rocks. The length of 

tb"' ellipse is about 20 miles only, and the greatest width never 

exceeds 5 miles ; being in the southern part generally only 3 miles or 

• even less. The geographical extent of the ellipse is marked by a great 

number of villages, of which Gieumal is the most southern and 

Chikkim the most northern.; these two villages lie near the extremities 

of the ellipse. 

The rock itself is a black, crumbling shale, breaking into little 

angular fragments when dry, and easily decomposing to a black soil 

when wet. Calcareous concretions occur more or less numerously 

throughout the series, and contain often, as a nucleus, an Ammonite, a 

Belemnite, or some other fossil. 

These shales overlie the ' Lower Tagling limestone' coriformably, 

and dip everywhere towards the centre of the ellipse. It is, however, 

generally very difficult to observe any regular stratification in them, 

resulting from their crumbling and easily fractured nature and easy 

decomposition. A stream runs generally on the boundary between 

the two formations. The thickness of the shales is usually only 2 

or 300 feet, and hardly ever exceeds 500 feet. 

We have not observed them beyond the extent of the said ellipse, 

neither in Rupshu nor in Spiti itself, and accordingly all the still 

younger formati~ns do not extend beyond the limit of the shales. 

A great number and variety of fossils are known already from 

these rocks through the researches and labors of others, but there 

is still much to be done. I have attempted to give a revised catalogue 
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with notes on all the species, which are known in Spiti from these 

beds, and have excluded others, which belong to other formations. I 

need hardly say anything more · here, than I have already stated 

speaking of the triaaaic fossils. Every attention has been given to 

avoid any confusion with fossils from other beds. 

With regard to my views, expressed in the palreontological notes 

themselves, and relating to different species, I have been guided not 

only by my previous studies and some little experience, but by a com

parison of actual European specimens as well. Should my opinions 

appear doubtful or even perhaps exaggerated as to one point or the 

other, I am gladly responsible for them; without pretending that 

they are absolutely correct. But ·they are derived, I know, from 

good materials and not through any careless work. I shall be just 

as glad to give them up as soon as they are proved to be incorrect by 

any future discoveries. Neither a small nor a great number of 

species can satisfy the palreontologist or the geologist, if he is always 

in doubt about their determination ; but descriptions of specime11• 

from different localities a& •pecies is mischievous. 

FOSSILS OF THE SPITI SHALES. 

The following is a list of all fossils known from the Spiti shales. • 
Echinodermata \?)-Mr. Blanford notes a Sale11ia from Spiti (J ourn. 

As. Soc. Bengal, 1863, p. 137, pl. II. fig. 9); the original is very 
defective, and even the genus doubtful. The locality of the speci
men is unknown. 

!.-Brachiopoda; two species, one of which is the common oolitic 
Rhyn. variana, SQhloth. 

11.-Pelecypoda, 17 species; Pecten lens, Nucula cuneiformis, 
Astarte major and unilaterali1, Trigonia costata and some species of 
the genus Ancel/a are the most characteristic. 

III.-Gastropoda, only two species of Pleurotomaria as yet known. 
IV.-Oephalopoda, 19 species, of which the best known European 

forms are, Am. macrocephalu1, ParAinsoni, cun1icosta (Opp.), triplicatu• 
and bipler, and Belemnites canaliculatus. They are all oolitic species. 
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!.-Brachiopoda. 
1. TEREBRATULA, sp. A single fragment has been met with 

North of Kibber near the camping ground Tan!ltag; the specimen 
may belong to T. simplex, or ovoidea. 

2. RHYNCHONELLA v ARIANS, Schloth, sp. (1852. Dnidson, Brit. 
Brach. p. 83, pl. 17, figs, 15-16). The species is not common in the 
Spiti shales; I met with only two specimens at Gieumal and one at 
Kibber. The specimens are undoubtedly identical with the jurassic 
species of Europe, and agree especially well with the inferior oolite 
specimens from \Vhatley. 

II.-Pelecypoda. 
1. 0STREA1 sp. The Himalayan species from the Spiti ehales, is no 

doubt allied to Ost. jlabelloides, Lam. (Deeb.), with which species 
Prof. Salter unites it (Strachey'e Palieont. p. 90, pl. 22, fig. I). But 
in Ostreajlabelloidea and Marahii, both of which are perhaps identical, 
the ribs and furrows are sharp and angular; in our species the 
ribs are sharp, although not nearly so much elevated, but the fur
rows are much broader and roundish hollowed out. There are, 
however, so many similar variations known that we think it more 
advisable to defer the question of identity with one or the other 
species until we may procure better specimens ; the present materials 
being very imperfect. 'J'he Cutch O. Marshii is more likely to 
agree with Ost. ftabelloides in the form of its ribs and the placing 
of the muscular impression, which is only somewhat more 
elongated. 

PECTEN LENS, Sow. (Mor. and Lye. Great Ool. Foee. pt. II, 
p. 11, pL II., fig. 1: non idem Salter, in Strachey'e Palaiont. pl. 22, fig. 8). 
The true oolitic epec~es occurs in the Spiti ehales, and is not to be 
mistaken, even in fragments, for the lower Hassie Avicula punctata, n. 
sp. (p. 76). I rather believe that the species, which is figured by Mr. 
Salter (Joe. cit. pl. 22, fig. 9) under the name of Pecten comatus, Mlinst., 
belongs to P. lens, and that some mistake must have occurred in 
figuring the specimens. · 

3. AKUSIUM, sp. conf. PEcrEN SOLIDUS, Trautsch. 1861. Bull. Soc. 
Mose. p. 76, pl. VI., fig. 4. Our Himalayan species was found North 
of Kibber in the Spiti ehales. It agrees exactly with Trautschold's 
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figure, and possesses similarly a few distant concentric strim, the 
interspaces between which are finely striated according to the lines of 
growth. Trautschold refers especially to the solid shell of the Rus
sian species, while our specimen (only one having as yet been found} 
has apparently a very thin shell; but this could possibly be only the 
interior nacreous layer of the valve. 

Already in 1806 .bf. Roemer described an oolitic species under 
the same name P. solidus; it is indeed not very unlike to that of 
Trautschold or the Himalayan form. iJ'I. Roemer remarks equally a. 
considerable thickness of the shell. 

4. ANCELLA BLANFOBDIANA, Stol. 
(Monotis concentricus, Blanford, 1863. J our. As. Soc. Beng. p. 

136, pl. IV., figs. 6-7: non A ncella concentrica, Keyserling, Petschora
land, p. 300). The genus Ancella is a very characteristic foBBil for 
the eastern jurassic deposits, as mentioned often by Keyserling, 
Trautschold, Eichwald, and others. The present species is very like 
Anc. Pallasii, Keye., only the anterior portion of the valves is longer and 
more rounded. There are apparently no intermediate strim in the. 
sulci of the left or more convex valve. The characters of the thin 
shell are exactly the same in the Indian specimens, as they have been. 
recorded by Keyserling, Trautschold and others. 

The species is not common in the Spiti ehales. The figure in 
Strachey's Palamnt. (pl. 22., fig. 4) is not quite correct as to the. 
form of the sinus of the right valve. 

5. ANCELLA LEGUMINOSA, Stol. Pl. VIII., fig. 8. 
Anc. testa inrequivalvis, valde ina:quilaterali1, oblique elongata, 

legumino1a; valva 1foistra convexa, -umbone maxime-incur·vato ; valva 
dextra subptan11 ; superficies striis radiantibu1 atque concentrici1, 
u7tdulati1, ornata. 

A very oblique, pod-like shell, on which the hinge is placed quite 
closely to the frontal termination. The right valve is slightly convex> 
with pointed umbo and a small sinus in front of it. The left valve 
is much more strongly convex, with an incurved beak and a corres
ponding elevation of the margin opposite the sinus of the right valve. 
Coarser and finer strim of growth and radiating lines ornament the 
shell surface, they are both undulating. 

i 

j 
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Locality. Only the figured specimen has been found at Kibber. 
6. LDIA, sp. from Kibber, very like the L. rigida, Desh. 

89 

There is in Dr. Gerard's collection a species of Lima. with radiating 
ribs and numerous fine strim between them ; this would agree with 
what Prof. Oppel calls L. Roberti (Pal. Mitth. 1864, p. 273). I have 
not met the species myself in the Spiti shales, and as the rock of 
Dr. GertJrd's specimeu, which is not complete, is somewhat different, 
I prefer omitting here to quote it more particularly. 

7. INOCERAlilUS HoOKERI, Salter, 1865, in Stracbey's Palooont. 
p. 98, pl. 23, fig. J is a true lnoceramus, so far as can be seen from the 
form of the shell and the dentitions of the hinge line. I have seen 
only casts as yet. It occurs not uncommonly in the Spiti shales at 
Ki and Gieumal. 

8. MACRODON Eol!:RTONIANUM, Stal. Pl. VIII. fig. 7. 
( Cucullrea virgata, Blanford, in Journ. As. Soc. Beng. 1863, p. 136 

un id. Sow. ) 
M. testa oblique-elongata, convera, angusta, costis radiantibus 

r11gosis ornata : costis ad marginem anteriorem paucioribus, a.d marginem 
po1teriorem prope obaoletis; strii1 concentric-is inmqualib11s, undulatis, 
interdumque lamellosi1. 

Shell very oblique and unequal ; the anterior portion being much 
shorter than the posterior. The height is not considerable, but the 
thicknesa very great, and the beaks are much incurved. Strong 
radiating, rugose costm ornament the shell, becoming weaker near 
the periphery and less numerous on the lateral terminations ; they 
have usually no intermediate ribs between them. The strim of growth 
become undulating in crossing the costm and often lamellar near the 
periphery. The hinge is not different from the usual form in Macrodon, 
and, I believe, the sub-genus, or whatever it may be called, ought 
to be accepted, as the differences from Arca and Cucullooa are con
siderable and important. ( Vide Morris and Lycett, Great Ool. pt. I J , 
p. 48.) 

The present species has been long known, and has been figured by 
Rev. W. Everest in Vol. XVIII of the Asiatic Researches. It cannot 
be identical with the Cutch Cucullma virgata, Sow. (Trans. Geol. 
Lond. V., pl. 22, fig.' 1) as this shell is not nearly so oblique, is 

)[ 
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much higher and has far more radiating costre of unequal strength ; 
the hinge line equally does not correspond with that of our specimens. 
I have much pleasure in naming the species after Pkilip E9ert1111, 
Esq., c. s., at present Deputy Commissioner of Umritsur, who placed 
his interesting collection, made in 1863 in Spiti, at our disposal 
for examination. 

9. NucuLA, sp., from Gieumal; resembles N. 1uhovalu, Goltfr. 
(p. 154, pl. 125, fig. 4), and does not seem to be a Leda. 

10. NUCULA CUNEIFORMIS, Sow. ( Geol. Trans. V., pl. XXII., 
:fig. 4) is quoted already by Mr. H. F. Blanford from Spiti. It is one 
of the most common fol'sils, and occurs throughout the Spiti shales. 
It is certainly identical with the Cutch fossil, of which I .have com
pared actual specimens with it. It is a very inflate &hell like N. 
Hammeri, Defr. (apud Goldfuss), but usually found distorted by pres
sure of the rock. 

11. CYPRINA TRIGONA.LIS, Blanford (Journ. As. Soc. Beng. 1863, 
p. 135, pl. IV., fig. 5). No better material has been as yet procured 
than was known from Mr. Blanford's notice. The shel lseema to be 
rare. It does not occur in the Gieumal sandstone with .Amcula 
echinata, which statement rests upon a mistake with another species. 

12. TruoONIA. COST.AT.A, Park. (Sow. Min. Conch. I, pl. 85). Tw<> 
1pecimens found at Gieumal do not differ from the common oolitic 
fouil of Europe. They are somewhat broader, approaching to the 
variety T. pullus, Sow., which is not specifically different from t·he 
T. costata. It occurs as well in the oolitic deposits of Cutch. 

13. ASTABTE UNILATEB.ALIS, Sow. 1840. Trans. Geol. Soc., pl. 
XXII., fig. 14.-id. Salter, in Strachey's Palreont., p. 97, pl. XXIII., 
fig. 10. 

The flattening of the umbones, to which Mr. Salter alludes, ia 
very remarkable, and is to be observed on all the species from t.hi& 
district; it seems to be a local peculiarity. On the Cutch specimeDB, 
which are otherwise undistinguishable, this flattening does not occur, 
at least not to the saime extent, and even the concentric ribbinga are not; 
nearly so strong. The species is very common throughout the Spiti 
ehales, and occurs always with Nucula cuneiformis; the species baa 
been often considered as .Astarte major. 

• 
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It must be this species which Prof. Oppel names .Astarte Har
•mmi (Pal. Mith. 1864, p. 273) ; the Rev. Mr. Everest'& figure certainly 
represents it, the original. specimens of which are in the Asiatic 
Society•e collection, Calcutta. 

14. AsTABTE MAJOR, SotD. 1840. Geol Trans., pL LXI., :&g. 1, is 
much longer or wider, and not as high as the previous species; it is 
also generally more inflated and has a deeper lunula. 

This species is much rarer in Spiti, and has been only founcl at 
Gieumal. 

15. ASTA.RTE SPITIEN8IB, StoL Pl. IX., :fig. 9 • 
.A1t. tnta 11i6trigonalu, f1t1lde incequilateralu, umlnmibus npeme appla

,.atU, oc•tU at'l"e ineu1"1il ; l•••la ovali, profunda ; ••pet"fieie 1trii1 
coneeatricil atque rugu cra1si1 ornata. 

A large subtrigonal shell, not much inflated, covered with unequal 
strim of growth and eulci. The umbones are flattened and curved 
inside and anteriorly; the lunula is ovate, very deeply excavated and 
bounded with sharp margins. The area is long, and the bounding 
ridges are roundish. The periphery is only slightly and partially 
granulated. The teeth and grooves of the hinge do not differ from 
the uenal form in Astarte. 

Thie species somewhat resembles in form .Ast. 111.btrigona, Goldfuss, 
(III. pl. 134, fig. 17), in which the anterior portion is more prolonged 
and the lunula not nearly so much excavated. The strim of growth 
do not correspond very exactly. 

Locality: Chikkim and Kibber. 
16. ASTA.RTE HIEMALIB, Stol. Pl. IX., figs. 2-3. · 
.Ast. teata subtrigona, complanatll, rugis concentrieis crassil Of'nata ; 

l•nrda O'Dali-elongata, profunda ; margiu ad peripheriarn olJ1olete atqus 
partina granulato. 

Shell ovate, somewhat trigonal, the anterior and poeterior parts 
being extended and rounded ; much compreBeed and covered with 
numeroUB coarse aulci, which terminate on the edges of the lunula 
and of the area; the latter is narrow and deep; the lunula rather 
elongated with sharp ridges. Tbe peripherical granulation is some
times cleat'ly seen, sometimes it disappears altogether. The hinge 
does not exhibit any peculiarities, only the muscular impressions are 
proportionally of large size. 
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Locality. Thie species has been met with at Kihher, Chikkim and 
Gieumal, but it is rarer than any of the three others, which occur 
with it. 

17. HOMOMYA TIBETICA, Stol Pl. IX., fig. 4. 
H. testa fJalde inmquilateralis, a11tice truncata postice elon,qata, ad mar

ginem rotundata, utrinque hians; s11perficie rugoaim concentrice striata. 
The species is very characteristic in its form: the anterior 

extremity being very short, truncate obliquely, the posterior much pro
longed and rounded at its termination. The lower margin is slightly 
curved, the binge line nearly straight. The beaks are strongly 
incurved, and there is below them a prominent tooth in each of the 
valves exactly as in Pholadom90. The surface is covered with con-: 
centric strim of growth only, which are coarser in the first stage of 
growth than afterwards. The shell is open on both sides. 

Locality: Gieumal; three specimens have been found. 
III. Gastropoda. 
1. PLEUROTOMARIA, ap. Two species have been noticed in the 

Spiti shales, both only casts and not sufficiently perfect for further 
determination. The one species from Gieumal ( vide J ourn. As. Soc. 
Bengal, 1863, pl. 4, fig. 3) has more rounded whorls: the basis of the 
last whorl being covered with broad spiral sulci ; and the band lies 
above the middle of each whorl. 

The second species, found at Kibber, is more turrited and the 
whorls are more angular, having the band on this angle in about the 
middle of each whorl. 

[ Turritella montium, Blanf. Journ. As. Soc. Beng., 1863, p. 134, 
pl. 1, fig. 7. .As regards the locality it is doubtful where this shell 
has been collected. I do not think in Spiti. The mineralogical cha
racter is different from anything I have seen, and one, the specimen 
figured by Mr. Blanford, is partly incrueted by a Membranipora, 
which, I would rather say, is younger than jurassic.] 

IV. Cephalopoda • 
• - 1. AMMONITES ACUCINCTUB, Strachey. 

1863. Blanford in Joum. As. Soc. Beng. p. 126, pl. l, fig. 3. 
1865. idem in Strachey's Paleontology p. 87, pl. 18, figs. 1-2. 
The quoted descriptions a.nd figures will be at present sufficient 

to recognize the Indian fossil. With regard to the sutures I may 
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notice, that fig. le in Strachey's Pal. pl. 18 gives no good idea of 
the true form of the lobes and saddles. The figure was evidently 
taken from a specimen with a very much eroded surface. 

Prof. Oppel's lately published descriptions and figures of Himalayan 
Cephalopoda offer ample materials for comparison (1864, Pa1eont. 
Mittheilungen, Stuttgart). Among the many described species of 
.Jf111monitea I would very much desire to draw attention to the 
following three species: ..tf.m. .Adolphi (loc. cit. p. 270, pl. 76, fig. I), 
Arn. ml>striatua (loc. cit. p. 271, pl. 75, fig. 2), and ..tf.m. Lymani. 
(loc. cit. p. 272, pl. 76, fig. 3). All these three forms, described under 
different names, come from the Spiti ahalea in Ngari Khoraum, and my 
present belief, based upon large materials from the whole of the 
northem Himalayas, and to a good extent from the same localities, is, 
that the three forms are identical in species. I may be excused in 
differing so far from the views of my friend Prof. Oppel, but I may 
be allowed also to say that scarcely anybody would accept proof 
to the contrary with more thanks than myself. Figures are always 
apt to lead into mistakes. Every palmontolo~ist forms his opinions 
from a certain amount of materials, and nobody can pretend to be 
absolutely correct; but insufficient material prevents much the attain
ment of sound conclusions. 

With regard to Am . ..tf.dolphi and suliitriatUB of Prof. Oppel, neither 
the descriptions nor the figures shew any specific difference, and every
body will, I think, believe these two forms to belong to the same spe
cies. The sutures are in both the same, and are respectively perfectly 
identical with those of Am. acucinchu, so that it is not nece88ary to 
figure these again. Prof. Oppel's figures of the two above-named 
species represent specimens devoid of the shell surface, and in con
sequence of this circumstance the flexuous ribs are lees distinctly 
marked, and the serrated keel .altogether wanting. We possess per
fectly similar specimens from the North of the Niti pass. 

Am. Lymani is a leBS involute form. Prof. Oppel exam~ned two 
specimens, one from Ngari (Gnari) and one from Gieumal (Gimul) 
in Spiti. They seem both to have had the shell surface preserved, and 
the keel as well as the lateral ftexuoue strim of growth were distinctly 
visible. At Gieumal in Spiti I have collected among many other 
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fOYils also numerous specimens of ...4m. aeueinctru and several of 
these have exactly such a wide umbilicus as Oppef1 ...4m. L9mani. 
I cannot see what other species the figure ought to represent, 
if not this larp;ely umbilicated variety of ...4m. acucinctu1; our 
specimens are decidedly not dift"erent from the type, as we have satis
fied ourselves from a great number of specimens of dift'erent sizes. 
In Strachey's Palmont. (pl. 18, fig. 2,) this less involute variety is 
marked as ~m. ac. var. mundu1. Among the European species .&m. 

acwcincbu has a good many allies. Prof. Quenetedt describes in his 
" Cephalop. Deutechlande" and in the " Jura" several closely allied 
forms, to identify which could be of no value from want of the necessary 
materials. Mr. SchaJAmutl described in his " Sud-Bayem's Lethiea 
geognoetica" (1863, p. 415, pl. 83, fig. 3) an .Am. incin•, from which, 
according to the characteristic description and figure, hardly a dift'erence 
whatever can be traced out. M. 8cliafaautl says, that the species 
occurs with Planulati Ammonites;- this is also precisely the case with 
.Am. acucinctu1 aa the Spiti shalee might be emphatically called the 
Planulati beds, because the .Ammonite• of this group are at least ten 
times more numerous than those of other groups, although they do not 
belong to many species. Finally, I would refer again to Prof. Oppef• 
" Pal Mittheilungen," and for the present notice only the remarkable 
similarity of .Am. Pichleri (100. cit. p. 212, pl. 31, fig. 4), which 
appears to be the closest ally to the Indian shell. It is to be regretted, 
that the lobes of the species are not figured; the description does not 
explain them sufficiently. 

I must say, for my own part, that I have no doubt whatever that 
.Am. acucinctu• will be recognized among the many similar European 
forms, among which a reduction in the number of their specific 
distinctions appears very desirable. 

Locality. In the Spiti shales .&m. acucinctus is throughout very 
common in the Spiti valley ; Mr. Mallet brought in 1860 several good 
epecime~s from the North of the Niti pass, and ·Col. Strache9 and 
Me11r1. ScAlagintuJeit collected the species numerously in the same 
beds in N gari-Khorsum. 
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2. .AMMONITES STBIGILIS, Blanford, 1863 Journ. As. Soc. Bengal 
p. 126, pl. 3, fig. I. 

This is a very remarkable species, to which there is no 
European ally known. Since the publication of the paper referred 
to Mr. Blanford has succeeded in tracing out another and more 
eomplete specimen from Dr. Gerard's collection. The specimen is 
evidently from the shales. The ribbings begin with the body 
chamber, .and are exactly similar to those repreaented in Mr. Blanford's 
previous figure. The outlines of the sutures resemble those of 
the "Heterophylli." Lobes and saddles are uniform, and in size 
gradually decreasing to\vards the umbilicus. The first lateral lobe 
is longer than the dorsal, and all are similarly tripartite. The 
dorsal and the first lateral saddle are distinctly bipartite, the following 
approach more to tripartition ; their branches are short, but they termi
nate clearly phylliform. We po88ess only one fragment from Kibber 
probably belonging to this species, but it is still quite smooth in a 
diameter of 65 millemetres. 

3. AllDIONITES MACBOCEPHALUS, Schloth. 
1850. D'Orbi9ny, Pal. Franc;. Jur. I., pl.430, p. 151, or Quen1t1dt's 

Ceph. Deutschlande, p. 182, pl. 15, figs. 1-2.-1863, Am. Nepalenais, 
Gray, Blanford in Journ. As. Soo. Beng. 1863, p. 123, pl. I., fig. 6. 

The specimens from the Spiti shales belong chiefly to Quenetedt's 
variety Am. mac. compr188U8. Any of the European figures can be 
taken as a representation of the Indian foesil, and also Quenstedt's vel'y 
carefully executed figure of the outlines of the sutures. I have com
pared French and German specimens of the same species with the 
Himalayan fossil, both as regards the form of shell and the sutures, and 
can r.oarrant their full identity. Am. macrocephalus has as yet been 
found, in Spiti, only near Gieumal, in the lowest beds of the ehales. 
The specimen :figured by Mr. H. F. Blanford (loo. cit. and deposited in 
the Soc. collection) is most probably from the same locality. Mr. 
Blanford's identification of the species with .A.m. Nepalenm, Gray, rests 
upon hie comparison of the Spiti specimens with Gray's originals in 
the British Museum in London. Gray's figure itself is very coarse, 
and woul:l never allow us to recognize the species, as not only the ribs 
are much too coarse but even their direction does not agree well. 
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The specimen described by Mr. Blanford, ae Am. Nepalenria 

in Strachey's Palreont. p. 77, pl. 14, fig. 1, is much more allied to 
Gray's figure, but it is .still very indistinct. Mr. Blanford assures me 
that it is also identical with Gray's originals, and that he thought 
himself, in comparing the species in the British Museum, that they 
were identical with .Am. mocrocephalu1, 

Mr. Mallet brought a few specimens of Am. macrocephalu• from 
the North of the Niti pass in 1860; the specimens from here Be 
usually larger and some are of equal size with Gray's figure. 

4. AMMONITES OCTA.GONUS, Strachey. 

1863. Blanford, in Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, p. 128, pl. 1, fig. 5. 

1864. .Am. Sommeringi, Oppel, Pal. Mith. p. 280, pl. 80, fig. I. 
1865. Am. octagonu1 and HooA.eri, Strachey, in· PallOOnt. loc. cit. 

p. 83, pl. 12, fig. 2, and pl. 17, fig. l, 
Only fragments of this species have been figured, and the descrip

tions are, therefore, equally not very sufficient. The Survey collec
tion possesses complete specimens from the Spiti valley and from the 
Niti pass, but we must defer to another opportunity giving a new 
figure. The species is no doubt much allied to Am. Eugenii, Rasp. 
(D'Orbigny Pal Fran9. J ur. I, p. 503, pl. 18'1), although the ornamen
tation exhibits a good deal of difference. Y ouog specimens of .Am. 

octagonus are at least partly tuberculated, while those of .Am. Eugenii 

are only transversally ribbed. The first two rows of tubercles (counted 
from the umbilical edge) are in .A.m. octa9onua distinctly lateral, while 
in Am. Eugenii the second one of the two is much nearer to the 
middle of the back. 

The well preserved surface of the shell of Am. octagornu exhibits 
numerous fine strim of growth. It is usually the case, that the dorsal 
tubercles become somewhat more obliterate with the age, and are con
nected by short ribbings with the tubercles of the outer lateral 'l'OIO ; 

these short ribs are always remarkably bent forward. In younger spe
cimens, of which one is figured by Col Strachey under the name .Am. 
Rookeri, the partial obliteration of the dorsal tubercles does not occur 
often but it is sometimes the case, and intermediate non-tuberculatecl 
ribs are present in all stages of growth. Judging from our materiala we 
cannot regard Am. octagonua and HooAeri as different epeciea. The 
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fragment, which Prof. Oppel figures as .Am. Sommeringi, is from 
Spiti, and there is no doubt, I believe, of its being identical with 
similar pieces of this species, which we poBSess from different locali
ties. I need hardly, I think, recall the resemblance which Am. 
octagonru bears to the upper liassio species .Am. Taglori, Sow., and 
especially to the figure given by D'Orbigny in his Pal. Fran~ Terr. 
Jur. pl. 102. If the tubercles on the umbilical edge of Am. octagonu• 
disappear, as sometimes occurs on the la:st whorl and ohiefty near the 
mouth, such fragments of whorls could, except from the size, be 
hardly distinguished from those of .Am. Taylori. ...._ 

5. AlolONITES HYPBA.SIS, B'Uzrif. Pl x, fig. 2. 
1863. Journ. As. Soo. Beng., p. 132, pl 4, fig. 2. 
1864. .Am. &itleli, Oppel, Pal. Mittb. p. 283, pl 80, fig. 3. 
1865. .Am. U11Wo, Blanford, in Strachey's Palmont. p. 78, pt 17. 

fig. 2. 
The transversally ovate whorls with their peculiar ribbings and the 

large umbilicus are very characteristic for thia species. Sometimes 
the riba are very sharp and interrupted on the middle of the back, 
or they are continuous up to a slight depression along with the sipho. 
Longer and shorter ribs are often alternating, and some of the former 
rise towards the edge of the back to sharply elongated tubercles, 
and divide from these each into two, usually three, or even four ribs. 
The ribs very seldom form slight elevations at the point where they 
are interrupted near the middle of the back. There is besides no 
certain regularity which of the principal ribs becomes tuberculated, 
sometimes iii is in young specimens every second or third rib, but 
mostly the fourth, although the intermediate ribs are not of equal 
length. 

In ...4.m. ancepa or .4m. coronahu the lateral tubel'Clea are by far 
more numerous and regular and are placed nearer to the edge of the 
umbilicus. On the whole the shape of the whorls of the Indian fosail 
is more allied to the former than to any other known European species. 

Mr. Blanford's original figure of the species represent& a specimen 
with unusually small tubercles, and even these are mostly broken away ; 
the ribs are bipartite. The species can, no doubt, be only recognized 
with difficulty, and we have, therefore, prefernd to give a new figure 

.N . 
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on Plate X There is certainly no mistake as regards the identity of 
Am. Hyphasis and Am. umbo, however different the figures of each 
may appear : of the former of which the originals are in the Asiatic 
Society's collection. 

I do not think that I can be mistaken, in referring Prof. Oppel's 
Am. Seideli to the same species, the whorls in this last-named form 
are somewhat more compressed, but this is always the case with larger 
specimens, as we see on numerous fragments. Am. Hypha1is is not 
an uncommon epecies all through the Spiti shales, but usually only 
fragments are met with. Complete specimens of small size have been 
found at Gieumal and Kibber. 

6. AMMONITES PARKINBONI, Sow. 
1821. Min. Conchology, pl. 307. id. Zieten, Romer, D'OrlJigny, 

Qum1tedt, Chapui1, and others. 
1863 . .Am. Wallichii, Blanford, in Jour. As. Soc. Beng., p. 127, 

pl. 1, fig. 4, and pl. 3, figs. 2-3. 
1864. Am Morikeanus, Oppel, Pal. Mitth. p. 281, pl. 80, fig. 2. 
1865. Am. Wallichii, Gray. Blanford in Strachey's Palmont. p. St, 

pl. 15, fig. 1, and pl. 19, :figs. 1-2. 
I tried hard to retain the Indian fossil, which wae already described 

under so many different names, as a distinct species, but all my en
deavours failed, and I fully believe now that there is not a single 
character which could be in any way satisfactorily used as a speci
fic distinction. Most of the Indian specimens, which I have 
examined, belong to Quenstedt's variety Am. Park. planulatus, 
(Ceph. Deutsch. p. 143, pl. 11, :figs. 2-3), having the habitus of 
a Pla11ulat~ ammonite ; not a single specimen of the inflated 
variety has aa yet been found anywhere in the Himalayas. 

The ribs bifurcate in our specimens generally about the middle 
of the sides, as usually in the Wiirttemberg specimens, while those from 
the inferior oolite of Sully have the bipartition nearer to the back. Of 
the tubercles, whioh ar~ often well marked at the bifurcations of the 
ribs, there are only slight indications in our specimens. 

On the back itself the ribs are sometimes not so much bent forward 
as in European specimens, but they are always interrupted in the 
middle, their. terminations being either opposite to each other or 
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altemat.e. The divisions of the sutures are quite identical, even in the 
details of the size of the different branches. The lobes are tri-,the 
saddles bi-,partite; of the first lateral saddle the outer (i. e. near the 
back) branch is somewhat shorter than the inner, this being again 
bipartite. I observe the same peculiarity on several of the specimen3 
which we possees from Sully in France. The German specimens are, 
as I said, tUJpecially like the Indian ; and there does not seem to me to 
be any necessity, nor is there any conchological or palatontological rea
son, which could justify a new name for the Indian fossil. It is, we 
are well aware, an important question, how and where to put a limit 
to variation, but it is, on the other hand, worse to attribute a specific 
value· to differences which are only accidental, and variable in one and 
the same specimen. · 

Am. ParAinsoni is not uncommon near Gieumal and Kibber ; it 
occurs in the Spiti shales in Ngari and North of the Niti pass ae well. 
The beds with Am. ParAinaoni are known through all the jurassic depo
sits of Europe. I quote Gray's name of Am. WallicAii as a synonym 
only on Mr. Blanford's authority: Mr. Blanford tells me, that he 
compared the originals in the British Museum. 

7. .AiulONITES THEODORII, Oppel. Pl. IX, fig. 4. 
1864. Pal. Mittheilungen, p. 280, pL 78, fig. 3. tand fig. 2 ?} r 
1865 • .d.m. Griffethii, in Strachey's Palmont. p. 86, pl. 20, fig. 1.-non 

Am. Grij/ithii, Sharpe. 
The characters of Am. Theodorii lie in the compression and small 

involution of the whorls, and in the lateral fiexuous ribs, which rise from 
a tubercle on the edge of the umbilicus in bundles of three or four and 
terminate on the edge of the back each with a smaller tubercle. In 
the course of further growth the umbilical tubercles become either 
obliterate, or sometimes retain their strength. The dorsal tubercles 
are partly opposite partly alternate, and in large specimens they join 
with each other by short ribs across the back. Some of the ribs 
remain single, but occasionally they divide on· the middle of the side.s., 
except in old grown specimens. 

The lobes are trifid, and the first lateral is longer than the dorsal 
lobe. The saddlea are bipartite, the dorsal being the largest, then 
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follow two lnlcral and two or three obliquely descending auxiliary 
saddles, placed on the umbilical wall. As Prof Oppel (loc. cit.) ~ 
marks, that there exists in young specimens of .Am. Theodorii a row of 
tubercles nt the edge of the umbilicus, it is difficult to underet.and 
how fig. 2 (loc. cit.) ought not to belong to the same species, but to 
.Am. Spitiensis ( Cautleyi, Opp.). We have, therefore, preferred to 

give a figure of a small specimen, although Prof. Oppel refers to 
pl. 83, on which another representation of the Ammonite iii to be 
published. Prof. Oppel has, however, kindly communicated to me, 
that he will stop for the present his publication of the Himalayan 
fossils, until my memoir is ready. The resemblance of Am. Theodorii 
to European forms, as .Am. Jason, ornatus and Duncani is worth notice, 
especially when a larger material for the studyof the Indian fossil shall 
have been procured. On the first whorls there seems to be an indi
cation of a row of tube1-cles on the sides of the whorls; this row is 
placed, however, nearer to the back, where the ribs bend somewhat 
forward, and not on the middle, or near the umbilicus, as is usually 
the case in the above quoted allied species. In the form of the shell 
the kind of ribbing and the partitions of the sutures, the compressed 
variety of .Am. ornatus from the W tirttemberg Jura seems to be the 
nearest ally • 

.Am. Theodorii is a rare shell in Spiti ; Prof. Oppel's specimens were 
collected in Ngari-Khorsum. 

I cannot say much as regards .Am. Gri.ffitltii, Strachey, Pal. 
p. 86, pl. 20, fig. 1. In its general appearance the shell does not 
differ much from .Ammonites .Sabineanus, Opp. Mr. Blanford tells me, 
that there exists undoubtedly a row of small tubercles on each of 
the dorsal keels, and that the represent.ation of the specimen is not 
very co1TeCt. He believes it to be identical with .Am. Theodorii, 
Oppel. 

In any case the name must be avoided, as it was long since used 
by D. Sharpe for a cretaceous and quite distinct spedes, which, 
although itself identical with ~m. planulatus, Sow., equally from the 
middle cretaceous strata, does not admit of any further use of the 
ume name. 
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8. AlDIONITES SABINEANUS, Oppel. 
1864. Pal. Mittheilungen p. 288, pl. 82. 
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1865. Am. jubar in Strachey's Palreontology p. 82, pl. 20, fig. 2, 
and pl. 21, fig. 1. 

Prof. Oppel's and Col. Strachey's figures of this species represent 
several of the principal and characteristic varieties, and I shall mention 
for the present only a few peculiarities, in addition to those which 
have been noticed already. Our material amounts to about 50 differ
ent specimens. 

The form of the sheJl is always pretty constant: the whorls being 
compressed, obtuse at the back, with a gentle elope from the middle 
of the sides towards the umbilicus, in which about half of the height 
of the previous whorls is exposed. The ribs are fiexuous, always 
somewhat bent forward, but otherwise subjected to very much varia
tion. In the first stage of growth the ribs are very fine, filiform, 
either single or bipartite, from the middle of the sides. On the back 
they bend strongly forward, either continuous or interrupted in the 
middle. 

The few fiat tubercles along the edges of the back appear generally 
somewhat later, when the specimen has assumed a larger size. They 
are, as has been noticed by Oppel and Blanford, very variable in size 
and number. Sometimes several of the ribs increase considerably in 
thickness along the edge of the umbilicus, and at shorter or longer 
distances from each other. 

la other specimens the lateral ribs are from the first beginning 
stronger, and they become gradually thicker with farther growth, as 
seen in both of Prof. Oppel's figures and in CoL Strachey's figure 2 
on plate 20. The sutures are figured well by Prof. Oppel and Mr. 
Blanford; they consist of one dorsal and one lateral saddle, and the 
rest are obliquely descending towards the umbilicus, all being bipar
tite ; the lobes ate trifid, and the first lateral is the largest of all. 

Am. tenui1triatu1, Gray, (in Strachey's Palmont.. p. 78, pJ. 15, 
fig. 2 a-c•) bears so many relations to the fine ribbed variety of 

• Judging from the sutures of a similar fragment, fig. 2 d. of the same plate, would not 
he a bad representation of the sutures; this seems, however, to be a misprint As to the 
n 1mbe11 and letter, inasmuch as Mr. Blallford, p. 7S, states, "the sutures are not viaible." 
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Am. Sabineanus, that it is not unlikely only a fragment of this, 
as represented by Gray. There are at least several similar f rag
ments in our collection, which certainly do not belong to a separate 
species. 

Mr. Blanford considers the .Am. tenuistriatu1, Gray, as being likely . 
only a variety of Am. Nepale111is, Gray. It is certainly not identical 
with the species, which Mr. Blanford calls .Am. Nepalenm in Asiatic 
Society's Journal. of 1863; thi~ last-named form is undoubtedly · 
identical with Am. macrocephalu11, Schloth., as will be found mentioned 
under the head of the latter species. Until Mr. Gray's. original speci
mens have been very carefully examined and compared, the explanation 
of this and the other figures will always remain a point of difference 
of opinions. ' · 
- 9.' AMMONITES SPITIENSIS, Blanf. 
· 1863. A1n. 8pitiensis and gutiatu1, Blanford., J ourn. Aa. Soc. Deng., 
p. 131, pl 2, fig. 4, and pl. 4, fig. 1. · 
· ;1964. -Am. Oautleyi, Stankyi and. Groteanu1, Oppel, Pal. Mitth. 
pp. 279, 282 and 283, pl 78, fig. 1 (non fig. 2 ?) pl. 79, pl. 80, fig. 4. 
· · 1865 . .Am. gutiatv8 and scriptu1, Blanford, in Strachey's ];>almont. 
p. 79, pl. 13, fig. 2, and p. 81, pl. 16, fig. 2. 

It was not until after much hesitation and repeated. comparison of 
large materials, that I was led to believe that .all the names quoted 
above have been attributed to mere varieties of one and the &&me 
species. I would not like to impress this opinion upon any one who 
is obliged to derive descriptiona from aingle specimens, or to judge 
only from the figures which have been given. Most of them aeem to 

represent such different characters, that it is difficult to understand. 
bow the respective forms ought to have any connection at all. 

The following are the characters common to all varieties :-
The involution extends to about half of the width of each. whorl, 

the umbilical edge of which is provided with a row of transversely 
elongated tubercles; from these rise bundles of two, three; or four, ribs 
proceeding with a alight bending, either single or aometimes again 
bif\lrcating, towards the back. This is crossed by them with a atrong 
curve forwards. On the middle of the back the ribs become often 
somewhat thinner, but except on the body whorl we have never ob-
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served them quite obsolete. Two or three deep transverse furrows, 
marking the previous positions of the mouth, are visible in the circuit 
of one volution, they are always bounded posteriorly by stronger 
swellings, which are much. bent forward, especially on the back. The 
sutures are divided into one dorsal, two lateral and two or three auxili
ary lobes, (very seldom only one is visible). All the saddles are bit, the 
lobes tri-,fid. In the dorsal saddle the outer branch (t.owards the 
periphery) is invariably longer, in the first lateral it is usually the inner 
branch. The second lateral saddle is shorter and obliquely placed to
wards the first ; it lies on, or very close to, the umbilical edge, while the 
iwo (or sometimes three) auxiliary saddles lie on the wall of the 
umbilicus. 

The principal variation is in the thickness of the whorls. If it were 
possible to nccount for any other variable characters which would 
always accompany the former, we might be justified in distin
guishing and characterizing one or two similar forms as quasi-species, 
but for this opinion I am unable to discover any support in our mate
rial. The section of the whorls varies with gradual alterations from 
round or broadly-ovate to oval in the direction of the h~ight of each 
whorl. These alterations can be often traced to a . certain extent on 
one and the isame large specimen ; however local varie.ties seem to be 
indicated, as for instance in Spiti the varieties with rounded whorls 
occur chiefly at Gieumal, and those with more compressed whorls 
near Kibber, at the other end of the jurassic ellipse. I~ Ngari both 
the varieties occur as well~ and "1.s~ North of the N iti pass, w.~~nce 
many specimens were brought down, in 1860, by Mr. F. R. Mallet. 
The number of tubercles on the umbilical edge varies from 15 to 22, 
it is, however, independent of the thickness of the whorls and 
sometimes greater, at other. times ·smaller, in compresee~ specimens. 
The ribs are very constant as regards tJ:ieir direction ;. and their 
number in one bundle in~reases usually with the gr,owt~ of the shell. 

The height of the saddles is vari~ble, and equally eo the .respective 1· 
length of their bran~bee, but their width is always greater than that 
of the lobes. Specimens with thicker whorls have the saddles often 
shorter, but this does not occur constantly, and besides it is well 
known that the height of the sutures generally decreases with the 
approach to the body-chamber. 
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A comparison of Prof. Oppel's .Am. Stanleyi and Groteanru will, 
I believe, if the size be abstracted, leave no difficulty in their 
being recognized as the same species, and as identical respectively with 
Mr. Blanford's original .Am. Spitienm. Specimens from the same 
localities, as those of Messrs. Schlagintweit and Mr. Blanford'& origi
nals, being compared leave no doubt about this point. 

Mr. Blanford's original figure of .Am. guttatus represents a speci
men• which stands intermediately between his .Am. SpitieaRs and 
Oppel's ..4 m. Cautleyi. (Of the latter I refer merely to fig. 1, as I 
rather believe that fig. 2 represents a fragment of .Am. Theodorii, Opp.~ 
Mr. Blanford separated his .Am. guttatus from .Am. Bpitienais chie1ly 
on account of the somewhat higher divisions of the sutorea, and 
after referring to some slight differences in the ornamentation, he aye 
(loc. cit. J ourn., p. 131) " these latter differences I coosider,-however, 
to be unimportant, and should further specimeos shew the sutures 
to be more variable than is usual in Ammonites of the same group, 
there would remain no good reason for distinguishing the two forms 
in question." Now I hardly need to notice anything more about the 
variations of the sutures than I have already atated. We poueu 
from Kibber several specimens quite similar &o Am. Cautleyi, Oppel, 
and I can only refer to my previous remarks as regards the alterations 
in the thickness of the whorls, to shew that we have moat probably 
to deal only with a variety. Of course, if the compression of the 
whorls is to be accepted as a specific difference, then we have to 
grant immediately not only the independence of all the quoted 
synonyms, but we have to establish about half a dozen more of such 
temporary species. This is, we believe, not only not necesaary, but 
in reality injurious even to the geologist. The figure of .Am. guttatu 
in Strachey's Palaiontology I can quote only on Mr. Blanford's 
authority as a synonym; nobody could recognize the species from 
this figure. Mr. Blanford says, p. 79." the restoration herewith given 
on pl. 13, fig. 2 is consequently erroneous, the diameter of the whorl& 
being probably at least half as much again,'' &c. 

With regard to Am. scriptus (loc. cit.) there cannot be much doubt, 
that the fragment figured belongs to .Am. 8pitiensia, namely to one 
of the less compressed varieties. The outlines of the sutures shew 

• It is deposited in the Asiatic Society's collection, Calcutta. 
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no dllf'erence, except that they are more deeply incised. We possess, 
however, specimens on which the partitions of the saddles p;o so far 
that some of them become laterally cut into two parts. Of European 
described forms, which are similar to the Indian fossil, there are 
especially two lately decribed by Prof. Oppel in his " Palreont. 
Mittheilungen, 1864, pl. 66, figs. 1 and 6. I would mention nominally 
only a Crimean species Am. Theodolia, described by Deshayes. 1838, in 
the Mem. Soc. Geol de France, tom. III, pt. I, p. 32, pl. 5, figs. 23-24. 
This Ammonite resembles very much some of our compressed varieties, 
and a closer examination of the original specimens would be very 
desirable • 

..4m. Spitimsu is a common shell in the Spiti-shales, where they 
occur alo~g the northern slopes of the Himalayas. 

10, ,AJlMONITES CURVICOSTA, Oppel, 
1849. Am. convolutru parallolis, Quenet. Cepbalop. Deutsch. p. 169, 

pl IS, fig. 2. 
1852. Idem, Kudernatsch in Abhandlg. d. k. k. Geol. Reichsan-

stalt, Vienna, vol. I, p. 14, pl. 3, figs. 7-10. 
1858 • ..4m. cuMJicosta, Oppel, Jura-formation, p. 555. 
1864. Idem, Seebach, Hannoversche Jura, Berlin, p. 155. 
We possess only one, but that a perfect specimen, which has been 

found at Chikkim in the Spiti shales. The tubercles near the peri
phery are only indicated, but the corresponding thickened ribs are 
distinctly expressed. The specimen agrees perfectly with those from 
Swinitza in the Banat, whence it was brought to notice by the 
late Kudernatech. Oppel's designation of the form with a new name 
is, we believe, justified, and the species has nothing to do with ..4m. 
Bakeri<B or A.m. perarmatus, Sow. 

The species has for many years been well known from the brown 
Jura of Wiirttemberg, Suabia, and other places in Germany. It has 
been laiely noticed by Seebach from the beds of ..4m. macrocephalus 
at the Porta W estpbalica in Hanover. We see it in Indian rocks 
occurring in the same beds ; the species seems to be, however, much 
rarer than many others of the Planulati group. 

0 

• 
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11. AHMONITES BRAtKENRIDGII, Sow. var. 
1818. Sowerby, Min. Conch. vol II, p. 187, pl 184. 
1849. D'Or'higny, Pal. Franc;. Terr. Jur. L, p. 400, pl 135, 

:figs. 3-5. 
1858. Oppel, Juraf. p. 377. 
1863. .Am. torquatus, Blanford, (no11 Sow.) Jonr. Aa. Soc. Beng. 

p. 130, pl 3, figs. 6-8. 
1865. id. in Strachey's Palreont. p. 80. 
Having compared specimens of .Am. Braike11.ridgii from Bayeux 

with the Himalayan forms, we are unable to find any essential differ
ences. The tubercles at ihe partitions of the ribs are only very sel
dom indicated in our specimens, but we see that quite similar varia
tions exist among the specimens from Normandy. The species re
tains always the narrowness of its whorls, and the increase in the 
width of the section is very gradual. In large epecimene of ours 
(about 100 mm.) the ribs become very thick. The indentations by 
the preceding whorls are always not coneiderable. The divieione 
of the sutures resemble much those of .Am. Humphriesianus, as no
ticed by D'Orbigny. The lobes are tri-,the saddles bi-,partite, and 
of the branches of the dorsal saddle the outer (nearer to the back) 

· is the longer, while on the first lateral saddle it is the inner branch. 
Quite similar divisions exist in compared specimens of Am. Martinsii, 
D'Orb., from Niort, and, besides the smaller width of the whorls of the 
latter species, I reaUy do not see any specific difference. The deeper 
furrows, which marks the previous positions of the mouth, are the 
same in our specimens as in the Niort foBSil. From specimens of 
.Am. Brailr.enridgii from Bayeux, the single difference consists in the 
longer first lateral lobe, which in our Himalayan forms is invariably 
shorter than the dorsal lobe. 

Localities. Common at Gieumal, rarer at Kibber, Longja and other 
places. 

12. AMMONITES NIVALIS, Stol. Pl. X, fig. 1. • 
Am. te1ta discoidea, complanata; umhilico minimo; anfractibu 

lateraliter su'hlawigati1, ad peripheriam tuberculdto-costulatis; dorso 

• 
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obtu10. Suturis lateraliter quinque lobatis ; lobo dorsali brevi1Simo, 
laterali primo mozimo ; lo/Jill tri-,sellis /Ji-,partitis. 

Proportions calculated from figured specimen· (the 
diameter being taken as l ·OO) in diameter of 

Outer whorl : whole diameter 
Width of umbilicus : ditto ••• 

·50 mm; 
0•52 

<MG 
Width of the section : height 0·53 

A discoid shell with involute whorls, so involute that only a very 
emall portion of the inner volutions are visible in the narrow umbi
lieus. The greatest thiokne88 of the whorls is near the middle of the 
sides, on which only strire ol growth are distinctly visible. On the 
edge of t.be somewhat roundish back there are numerous short costia, 
which very soon disappear towards the umbilicus. The edge of the 
umbilicus is rounded and its walls are perpendieular. The sutures 
are divided similarly to thoee of 1pecies of the Dentati group. All 
the saddles are bipartite, gradually decreasing in size towards the 
umbilicus ; the dorsal lobe is the shortest and the first lateral the 
longest; all the lateral lobes are tripartite; bufl not nearly so fi·ne 
and filif orm as in .A.m. acucinctus. 

Locality: Kibber in Spiti; the figured specimen was found in 1861 
by W. Theobald, Esq., Jun. 

·13. AMMONITES LIPAKUS, Oppel, 1864. Pal. Mitth. p. 220, pl. 
59, fig. I. 

The species is well known from the upper beds of the middle 
juraesic strata of Germany. Zieten's figure .A.m. in.flatus, (pl. 1, fig. 5) 
ie insufficient, but Quenstedt's representation appears to be cha.rac-
terietic. 

There can be no doubt, that our Hima.layan form agrees perfectly 
with Oppel's figure and description of the species. All the fine 
iransverse strire of growth and the divisions of the sutures are per
fectly identical. Prof. Oppel forms another species, .A.m. circum
spinosus, (ibid. p. 222), with which .A.m. injlatus-macrocephalus, 
Quenstedt. (Ceph. pl. 16, fig. 14, and Jura. pl. 75, fig. 8) ought to be 
identical. It is no doubt difficult to form an entirely satisfactory 
opinion from figures alone, however it is certain that Quenstedt's 
figure of Am. injlatus-macrocephalus in his Cephalopoden, pl. 16, 

• 
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fig. 14, does not shew any difference from Prof. Oppel's figure of 
.Am. liparu1; the former is evidently a cast and exhibits therefore 
the umbilical tubercles very slightly. The lobes are exactly the 
same. 

Finally, I would still draw attention to Am. Altenenai1, D'Orb. (Pal. 
Fran~. J or. pl 204 ), from which Pro£ Oppel bas distinguished his 
.Am. liparus and circum1pinosus. There can be no doubt that from 
the existing figures the species might be kept separately, but we 
must remember that in Am. Altenensis the tubercles on the edge 
of the umbilicus become also a little farther diet.ant from the edge, 
and that if they cease in .Am. lipanu to project upon the space of 
.the umbilicus, we are at a loss for any reason for separating these 
.two (the French and German) species. 

Locali~71. In the Spiti shales near Kibber ; rare. 
14. AMMONITES TBIPLICATUS, Sow. 1821, Min. Conch. Vol. III, 

p. 167, pl. 292. 
Morris in his Catalogue (p. 295) quotes the species from 

the Kimmeridgian. Roemer, Quenstedt, (Ceph. pl. IS, fig. 7}, and 
others have identified the German middle-jurassio species with the 
English. Oppel (Jura-formation p. 550} proposed a new name for the 
German forms, (.Am. funatus; vide also Seeba.ch'a Hannov .. Jura . 

. P· 155), without any critical ground whatever, simply because he 
says that Sowerby's species belongs to the upper Jura. We can
not at pre11ent go so far as to account for all the numerous varia
tions of the species, which have been noticed by several observers 
previously. The species is always thin ribbed in the first stage of 
growth, but the whorls are either thicker or more compressed. The 
ribs are always curved from the umbilicus towards the periphery. 
Large specimens have the last whorls always somewhat compressed 
and usually higher than broad. The ribs divide here often into four 
.instead of three. Kudernatsch noticed several of the most marked 
varieties from the Banat, and we would refer here to his description in 
the first volume of the Abhandluogen der k. k. Geol. Reichaanetalt, 
Wien, 1852, p. 15, pl. 4. 

Certain it is, that the numerous llimalayan specimens are quite 
identical with those from the Brown-Jura near Locken in Wiirttemberg 
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and those from Swinitza in the Banat. From what I know of the 
English .Am. triplicatus, I cannot see any good reason to justify the 
1eparation of these fol'ID8 into species. Until more decisive proof is 
given, we do not think it advisable to accept the Am. funatus. 

Am. triplicatus is very common all through the jurassio shales of 
Spiti, we have it represented in about 60 specimens in different stages 
of growth, and of great variation. Col. Strachey found it not less nu
merous North of Kumo.on in Ngari Khorsum and at Niti. 

15. AMMONITES BIPLEX, Sow. 1821, Min. Conch. VoL III., p. 
186, pl. 293, figs. 1-2. 

There is no possibility of distinguishing specifically between 
the specimens of this species from Ayksbu1'y and those IPom 
the Himalayu. The ribs never become tripartite, (even in 
our specimens of 200 mm.), except occasionally near the transverse 
furrows, which indicate previous stages of the mouth. The whorls 
increase very little in height, and are often Battened on the sides. It 
is nearly impossible to distinguish between young specimens of Am. 
biplez and Am. triplicatus, the ribs are in both equally fine and 
bipartite, but they seem to be al ways more bent forward in the 
latter species. 

It would be hardly possible to go through all the forms which 
have been, in Germany, by different authors and at different times, 
attributed to Sowerby's Am. biplez, but, I believe, that there are 
very few English palaeontologists or geologists to whom Sowerby's 
meaning of Am. biplez was and is unknown. M. Seebach (Hanno
versche Jura, 1864, p. 157) proposes for it the name Am. Kimmeridgien-
1is, and says (loc. cit., p. 156) that it appears to be best to abolish the 
name .Am. biplez, Sow., altogether. This is certainly a novel proceed
ing l If we first knew the meaning of all the species which have 
been in Germany mistaken for Am. hiplez, Sow., we might be justified 
in proposing and correcting others, but the matter is by no means 
1ettled by proposing a new name. By far the greatest confusion 
exists among the German forms. 

The specimen figured by Mr. Blanford as ..41n. lJiplez in the Jour. 
As. Soc. Bengal, 1863, pl. III. fig. 4, is not Am. 1Jiplez, but a thin
ribbed variety of .Am. triplicatus. The figures 1 on pl. 11 and 12 in 
Straohey's Palmontology are correct. · 

• 
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Am. !Jiplex, Sow. (as identical with the English Kimmeridgian spe-
cies) is, although not so common as .Am. triplicatru, still plentifully to 
be found everywhere in the Spiti shales, and is usually the 8880Ciate 
of the last-named species. 

16. AMMONITES A.LATUS, Strachey. 
1865, in Palieontology loc. eit. p. 7&, pL 18, fig. 3. 
The principal distinguishing character of this species, as baa been 

already noticed by Mr. Blanford, is in the transverse elliptical sectiOll 
of the whorls being wider than high. The qooted figure "is compiled 
from two fragmentary external_ casts," as stated by Mr. Blanford, but 
unfortunately all the undulatiom1 of the transvene strilE' have been 
left unnoticed, or they were perhaps not visible. In our specimens 
they are seen exactly like those of Am. Eude1ianus, IYOrb., (Pal. 
Fran9. Jur. p. 386, pl. 128), with which also the divisiona of the sutures 
principally agree. The French species differs by a smaller number 
and more rapid increase of the thickness of the whorls. .Am. .Atkloitk,, 
Kudernatlch (in Abhandlg. d. k. k. GeoL Reichsanstalt, Wien L 1852, 
p. 9, pl II, figs. 14-16) cannot be much different from Eudesiaau, anti 
is probably a local variety only. .Am. Adel~, D'Orb. (loc. cit. p. 495, 
p. 183) cannot stand a close comparison either with Am. Eude1ianu:, 
or with the Indian fossil, if D'Orbigny's figure and description of 
the species is correct. 

The nearest ally to the Himalayan species is, so far as I remember, 
a Fimbrlate Ammonite which I have several years ago collected with 
my friend Prof. E. Suess at the village W yeska near Puchow in the 
valley of the Waag river, in N. W. Hungary. We let it pass, I 
think, at that time for .Am. .Adelm, and under the same name it 'ii 
probably quoted by Dionys Stur in the " J ahrbuch" of the Geological 
Institute, VoL XI, 1860, p. 42. A closer examination seems to me very 
desirable • 

.Am. alatus is a rare species in Spiti, I met only with one specimen 
North of Kibber. 

17. ANIBOCERAS GERARDIANUK, Stol. Pl. X, fig. 3. 
A slightly curved fragment, somewhat spirally turned, ornamented 

with distant and very oblique ribs. These are a little weaker in 
crossing the ventral region, but not fully interrupted ; along the 
sipho or the dorsal region there is also a slight impreasion visible 
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on the interruption of the ribs marked by small tubercles. The 
sutures consist only of four saddJes and as many lobes : the former 
are all bipartite and nearly equal in size ; of the lobes the dorsal is 
bi-,the other tri-,partite, the former is the deepest of all. 

The tendency to a spiral involution, which cannot take place in 
one and the same plane, shews clearly that this and several other 
similar jurassic and cretaceous species cannot belong to .A.ncyloceras, 
to which they are usually attributed.. The single spooimen is the 
first of this genus known from the Himalayas ; it is undoubtedly 
from the Spiti-shales, but the exact locality is not noticed; it was 
collected by Capt.. Hutton. 

18. BELKKNITES CAN.A.LICULATUS, Sclllotheim, 1820. 
Bel. au.lcat1ts, Miller, Bel. Altdorfenai8, Blainv. Bel. BeHinua, 

D'Orb., etc. 
1863. Bel. aulcat"'• Blanford, in Journ. As. Soc. Bengl., p. 125. 
1864. Bel. Gerardi, Oppel, .Pal. Mitth. p. 273 (?). 
1865. Bel. aukatua, Blanford in Strachey's Palreont. p. 76, pl 10. 
Mr. Blanford was, I believe, quite correct in referring the spe-

cimens (from the Spiti shales) in Dr. Gerard's and Col. Strachey's 
oollections to the above-named species. There is no possibility of 
distinguishing them (except their usual large size) from the Eng
lish, French, or German specimens of the same species from the 
Oolite: 

We do not poBSess very good specimens from the Oolite• of Cutch, 
but the fragments do not exhibit any difference from the Himalayan, 
and I believe Sowerby's determination (in Trans. Geol Soc. V. 
pl. XXII, figs. 2-3) was a correct one. 

It is probably for this species, that Prof. Oppel has lately proposed 
the name Bel. (kro.rdi; I cannot at least think what other " Cana
liculate" it could be. Everest's :figure (Asiat. Res. XVIII. pl. I. f 17) 
to which Dr. Oppel refers, represents no doubt this species; the 
originals are in the Asiatic Society's collection. 

Localitie1. The species is to be met with in the Spiti shales, 
wherever they occur. Large alveoli of 6 inches in length are not 

• Many Cut.eh fOllils, which I have lat.ely seen, are identical with species from Bayenx ; 
ll1lCb u Troe/nu duplicatiu, Opil 1imilil, eic. 
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uncommon, and with these, guards the thickness of which exceeds 
sometimes one inch. 

Bel. canaliculahcs can be collected at many places in Spiti on the 
boundary of the shales and the Tagling limestone loose, with the three 
species which I have described from the Lias. I am here at a 1088 to 
determine, whether the species really occurs in the limestone. I do 
not see any impossibility, .that it may have existed previously to the 
deposit of the shales, but I- have no certain evidence, as all my 
endeavors to trace a specimen in the limestone itself failed :More
ovt!r I found South-west of Chikkim, with the three previously de
scribed species, many specimens of true Bel. canaliculahcs. One 
of these had a portion of the alveole preserved. In bTeaking this 
specimen I found the rock to be identical with that of the shales, and 
not with the limestone. This confirmed me in the belief that the 
Bel. canalicMlatu1 is only washed out from the Spiti shales, and the 
species of the lower and upper beds are found together at pre
sent only in consequence of accidental mixture. We must accept; 
this to be the real case, until we can prove the occurrence of the 
Bel. canaliculatru in the limestone itself, of which I do not see, as I 
mentioned before, a~y impossibility. The Spiti shales overlie Tagling 
limestone in most places without any intermediate beds, and this is in 
favor of either of these opinions. 

19. BELEHNITBS CLAVATUB, Blain". (vide D'Orb. Pal. Fran~ Jur. 
I., p. 103). 

One well preserved specimen was found by myself in the Spiti 
shales near Longja. It is the only one I have seen from any part of 
India, and compared with French and German liassic species there is 
no possibility of finding the slightest difference. I will not say that 
more and larger specimens may not show some differences from the 
liassic types; however, Prof. Oppel (Juraf. p. 153) remarks, that 
similar forms extend to the lower oolite, but that they may possibly be 
separated from the true Bel. cla,,atru. On the other hand I wish not 
to assert, that the Belemnite occurs originally in the Spiti ehales, it 
may .have been washed out in the same way as was certainly the case 
with other species. But just at this locality the lower Tagling lime
stone is more than a mile oft'. 
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Stttiora 7 . ....:... Cipper jura1sic lml1.-Gie11.mal Sandstone. 

On the .Spiti shales rests a. sa.mlstone formation, whirh, from its 

usually light colours, forms a great contrast to the lower he< h. It:> 

thickness varies from two to about 600 feet, \vhich it seklom exceedoi. 

The principal mineralogical character of this sandstone is itg sili~~ous 

element, which is in some J>eds so very prevalent that it is not easy 

to distinguish fragtnents of it from the carboniferous quartzites, whlch 

orcur down below in the 8piti valley i11 the same \'ertical seriei! oi 

rorks. In some beds the sandstone formi! a rather loose grit, or it is 

even coarsely conglomcratic. The colour is light yellowish. Some

what darker beds are not uncommon, generally strongly carbonaceous 

and niore· compact. These calcareous beds are especially the seat of 

a great number of fossils, of which an Opis, one species of Oyster 

like the Osfrea gregario, and Avicula ecliinata are very common, 

occurring associated in tl1e same way as they do in the European 

jurassic beds ; for instance at N attheim. The Gieumal sandstone 

retains this character very constantly all through Spiti. Its extension 

is limiLed by the Spiti shnles, and I have not observed it any where 

beyond the jurnssic ellipse. South-west of Gieumal the lowest beds 

lire seen partly interstratifi.ed at contact with the uppermost beds 

of the Spiti shales; this proves distinctly their close connection with 

these shales, although mineralogically they are quite different. The 

interstratification must be explained by undulations of the jurassic 

ground at the close of the deposit of the shales and in the beginning 

of tJ1at of the sandstone deposit. By far the greatest portion of the 
r 
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l!andstone rests conformnbly on the shales, and from the remarkable 

features which it presents it is necel!sary to distinguish it as a 

separate group. This Gieumal sandstone (called after the village 

Gieumal) o~curs in the very same relative position, and of a perfectly 

similar mineralogical character, to the North of the Niti pa88 and in 
N gari Khorsum. There is no doubt, that it has a further geographical 

ext.ension, but subsequent researches have to determine what con
nection these widely separated deposits have with each other. 

]fOSSILS Ofl' TBE GIEUMA.L SANDSTONE. 

-
The following fossils have been ob8erved near Oieumal, the ame 

are to be met with, as has been stated, in several other places where 
the Gieumal sandstone occurs, but they are usually not so well pre
served as to admit of satisfactory determination. 

l. OsTREA, sp., resembling the Ost. gregaria, Sow., of the 
Coral-rag; another species resembles 0. Sowerbii. 

2. GBYPH..EA, 1p., a coarsely ribbed species, with very tl1ick ahell, 
seems to be new ; it is especially common at Chikkim str.tion. 

3. A.\.VICULA ECHINA.TA, Sow. (Min. Conch. pl. 243.) The re
searches of the last few years all agree in the point, that A. echinata 
and Rramburiensi1, Sow., are the same, and identical with A. tegulata 
and decus1ata of GoldfuBB. I may say, that our specimens from the 
Himalayas are certainly identical with the original A. Braml>urieuia, 
Phill. (vide Morris and Lycett). There seems no reason to separate 
the species from A. echinata, Sow., of which Morria and Lycett (p. 16) 
aay, that the vertical range is very considerable. Morria in hie 
Catalogue, p. 163, quote& it even down to the Lias. 

None of our specimens shew the unequal ribbings, as represented 
in Goldfuss' .A. tegulata or decu1Sata, and they agree, therefore, much 
Letter with the English forms. It is evident that aeveral questions 
about this i1,1teresting species are not yet settled. Our Himalayan 
specimens agree best with the Cornbrash species. Mr. Blanford 
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quotes it under the same name in Joum. As. Soc. Beng., 1863, 
p. 137. 

4. MYTILUs MYTILOIDEA, Blanf. (Joum. As. Soc. Beng., 1863, 
p. 137, pl. IV, fig. 8, non M. mytiloides, Lam.) occurs with ..4.tJicula 
schinata. I have not seen any better specimens than that figured by 
Mr. Blanford. The anterior or lunular portion of the shell is somewhat 
concave and elongated-elliptical in shape. The species resembles very 
much Mytilu1 tumidu1, Mor. and Lye., (Great Ool. Foss. pt. II, p. 37, 
pl. IV., fig. 5) of the Great Oolite of Minchinhampton Common, and 
may be probably identical with it. 

5. Lnu, ap., a large species with concen~c, lamellar .strire of 
growth only, much inflated; apparently new. 

6. .AKUSIUM DEMISSUH, Bean, (Pecten id. Geol. Yorksh. I, pl. 6, 
fig. 6). We posee88 only one specimen, this is, however, perfectly 
like Prof. Phillips' or GoldfUBS' figures, and evidently the same which 
Rmmer figures as Peet. vitre?U (Ool. pl. 13, fig. 7). D'Orbigny de
scribes the species from the Russian jurassic deposits in Murchison's 
Russia p. 475, pl. 41, figs. 16-19. An interesting fact has been re• 
corded (Zeitsch. d. Deutsch. Geol. Gesellsch. 1861. XIII, p. 400) by 
Mr. Trautechold as regards the difference in the ornamentation of the 
two valves in some species of Pecten (Amulium), namely, one of the 
valves having only concenirio striae of growth and the other radiating 
ribs. This may serve as a hint how very cautious we ought to be in 
naming new species. 

7. PECTEN BIFBONS, Balter, in parte (Strach. Pal. pl. 22., fig. 5). 
It is hardly necessary to say anything more than has been already 

Btated on page 74. I do not know any European Bpecies which 
could confidently be identified with ours ; but there are many des
cribed by Goldfu11, Que111tedt and Buvignier, which are clos~ly allied. 

8. AN.A.TIN.A. SPITIENSIS, Stol. Pl. X., fig. 4 • 
..411. te1ta elliptice-elougata, transver1a ; 1ubconveza, inmguilaterali, 

antice parum prolongata, rotundata, poatice mazime producta, caudata, 
aubarcuata ; 1uperficie 1trii1 concentrici1 ornata postice radiatim 
obsolete punctata ; musculi impre11ione anteriori rotundata, ad dentem 
margini1 cardinalu appro:rimata; posteriori 011ata, impres4ione auziliari 
multo minore 1uperporita ; pallio inte9ro. 
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Shell ovate elongated, with the greatest elevation along the 
caudate posterior extremity from which the shell slopes very gradu
ally to the lower margin ; the anterior side is very short and rounded. 
'l'he hinge is prominent, and the cardinal process very strong. The 
anterior muscular impression is rounded, the posterior somewhat 
elliptical, with another small impression above it. 'l'he palleal im
pression is entire, except a scarcely marked sinuosity, which it forms 
in crossing the ridge of the greatest convexity near the posterior 
muscle. The surface is covered with strire of growth; only on a 
small portion near the posterior extremity a radiating punctuation is 
visible. 

There is only one speciel!l, which seems to be like the Indian fossil 
An. Bello'Aa, D'Orb. (Prod. I, p. 336) from the Callovien; but nobody 
can imagine what species D'Orbigny means to indicate by the few 
words which he had added to the name . 

.An. Spitiensi1 is a rare fossil, I have observed it only near Gieumal. 
9. ANATINA, nov. sp. Another fnr more elongated species from 

the same locality; the anterior part measures about two-thirds o.f the 
posterior, so that the umbones are nearer to the middle. The surface 
seems to exhibit only strire anu sulci of growth. I am not aware of 
any European ally, but a full description must be deferred until 
better specimens can be procured. 

10. OPis, sp. Judging from a great number of casts the Himalayan 
fossil seems very like to Opi1 lrioreana, Bu"ignier, but it bas been aa 
yet impossible to procure even one good specimen with the shell. 

Section 8.-Cretaceous f"oci.s.-Chilill.im limestone. 

At n. few places within the extent of the jurasaic ellipse there is a 

white limestone to be noticed, the stratigraphical position of which as 

regards the lower strata is very clear; it covers the tops of only a few 

hills. 
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The limestone, although on the weathered surface often purely 

white, is on a fresh fracture either somewhat blueish or greyish white, 

and if perfectly compact not bituminous ; there are, however, strata 

which are somewhat earthy, and these give a strongly bituminous 

ouour if struck with the hammer. I have traced these limestones 

only at three localities in Spiti. 

On the top of the sandstone hill, South-west of Gieumal, there is a 

small portion of it at a height of about 16,500 feet. Its thickness 

hardly exceeds 100 feet, and the whole extent which, no doubt, has 

been once much larger, is only about 1,000 feet in length and about 200 

feet in width. Above the small village T1hi&1i9aon, somewhat near 

16,000 feet, there is another portion of this limestone, it is here com

pact like that at the former locality, and isolated in three or four patches. 

The greatest thickness of this limestone, amounting to about 500 or 

600 feet, rests on the sandstone of the Chikkim hill, near the village 

of the same name. It rises to an elevation above the sea of more than 

16,000 feet. Its mineralogical character is the same as previously 

mentioned. The whitish color of the rock is so characteristic, that it 

can be instantly recognized from the yellowish colored Gieumal sand

stone below it. 

Not a trace of a fossil has been noticed at any of the other 

localities, except on the Chikkim station, where the age of the rock 

has been put beyond doubt. Several fragments of shells of Rudistes 

and numerous Foraminif era have been observed. The latter could be 

traced only on .the weathered surface of the rock, and they belong 

all to genera which are represented in the cretaceous strata. It 

would be useless to undertake to name and describe new species, 

as they are, from their state of preservation, far too imperfect forth~ 

purpose~ I shall, however, refer to some similar forms, from which 

an i~ea. may be formed as to their character. 

1. NoDOSARIA, 2 sp. ; shorter with thicker joints, resembling N. 
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intercostata, Reuss ; and a longer species (up to nnd above 1 inch), 

very much like and, I should say, identical with N. Zippei, Reu&S, 

from the Plamer of Bohemia. 
2. DENTALINA conf. ANNULATA, Reu11. 

3. ROTA.LIA, .,,. 

4. TEXTILARIA, 2 sp. ; a slender one resembling Tezt. ancepB, 

Reuss, and another much broader species. 

5. HAPLOPHRAGMIUM, very like H. irregulare, Romer, sp. 

6. CRISTELLARIA, Bp. 

The most common of these Foraminifera are one or perhaps two 

species of Rotalia, the Teztilarim and the Haplophragmium. 

Section 9.-Cretaceoru.-Chikkim 1hale1. 

Looking towards the Chikkim station from Kibber there is a change 

to be noticed in the colour of the t.op-beds, ·which appear somewhat 

clark yellowish as compared with the rest of the limestone. Oa 

examination of the spot a grey or darkish marly shale is to be found, 

in place• very earthy. The whole thicknP.ss is not more than 200 

feet, and probably even less. I have not been able to discover even 

a trace of any kind of fossil, nor have I seen these beda on any other 

spot in Spiti. . From the great similarity of these shales to the 

limestone, especially at their contact, I am much inclined to believe 

that these marly shales are closely connected with the limestone and 

also of cretaceoru age; but a satisfactory determination of theae 

strata can be obtained only by the discovery of foBSils, as thert' are 

no other beds above them from which their relative age could be 
even guessed. 
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CHAPTER IV.-River and Lacustrine deposits. 

(Karewah de}'osits of Capt. Getlwin Austen.) 

119. 

After the last marine deposits in Spiti-the Chikkim 1hale1-an 

immense period followed during which the atmospherical( meteorological) 

waters have been labouring to change, disfigure, and to destroy what 

a far longer lapse of time bad endeavoured to erect; I mean princi

pally the action of the rivers in the formation of valleys nnd deeply

cut ravines. There can be no doubt, that the present depth of the 

valleys has been attained only in the course of time, and that the 

rivers did flow at a far higher elevation than they do at present. 

I observed opposite Shalkar, on the left bank of the Spiti river, flat and 

roUllded pebbles of the red quartzitic sandstones of the Muth 1erie1, 

and of the greenish sandstones of the Bhabeh 1erie1 at an elevation 

of about 1,500 feet above the present level of the river-bed. It is 
evident that these could come only from the Pin valley, or from any 

of the western ravines further to North. From the Para valley or 

the Gbu stream not a Bingle pebble of this description is brought 

down. This is, so far as I know, the highest point of the occurrence 

of rounded pebbles in Spiti, although they may be possibly traced 

still higher. Above and round Shalkar and near the mouth of the 

Para and Ohu rivers there have to be noticed extensive beds of a fine 

yellowish clay, it is in places hardened by calcareous matter to a 

compact marly stone. Generally no clear stratification is perceptible, 

however sometimes the clay occurs laminated or even at a few 

places, as a little South of Shalkar, in thin beds. These clay 
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deposits are to be foun<l throughout the Spiti valley, but usually 

at a higher level and in those parts of the valley which 11.re much 

broader tl1an others. '\Ve can, from this, justly suppose that these 

places were, by the widening of the waters and in consequence 

their decreasing velocity, more fit for the deposits of the finer materi

als which have been brought down from all sides by the glacier 

streams. I have spent hours in search after any kind of organia 

remains in these clays, and have, to my great distress, not found even a 

trace of a shell either in the neighborhood of Sbalkar, or on the Para 

river, or in any other part of Spiti, as for instance below Drangkhnr. 

Dr. Thomson (Travels, p. 117) mentions from a sandy bed near Kyu1·i 

(Kori) a Lymnea and a P lanorbis. The Lymnea is still Ii ving in 

great quantities in small tanki, near Shalka.r and Tha.bo, and at a 

higher elevation in a stream near Drangkbar, being much smaller at 

this last locality than at the others • 

. I am not aware of any living Planorbis in Spiti, but I procured a 

few small Helices, Pupa and Nanina. All these shells have been pre

viously noticed by \V. Theobald, Esq., Jun., in his notes, etc. (Journ. 

As. Soc. Beng., 1862, pp. 509 and 520,) Great numbers of shells have 

been discovered by Dl'. Thomson on his travels in the North-west 

Himalayas, and also by GenL A. Cunningham, and lately by Capt. 

Godwin Austen. 

The large alluvial plateaux on the river banks, chiefly consisting of 

boulders of different rocks, are generally not more elented than 

about 400 feet above the present level of the river. They are found 

all through the course of the valley, especially along the Spiti river in 

its wider portions. They are either loosely adherent or hardened to 

a kind of conglomerate. These deposits are seen sometimes in several

terraces one above the other; the greatest number which I observed 

was five, and often the second one from above was the most extensive, 

but this differs according to the locality. 
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The large blocks, which occur in the alluvial deposit, are the cause

of peculiar columns, which resemble the glacier tables and erratic 

blocks. The finer materials round a block are consta~tly washed away, 

while those below the block are protected from the direct action of the 

atmospheric waters. In this way all the different fantastic pinna· 

cles of Dr. Gerard and other tranllers have been and are still being 

formed. For more particulars I would refer to Capt. Godwin Austen's 

notes in the Quart. Joor. Geol. Soc. Lond., 1859, XV, p. 224, where a 

few representations of the principal features of similar deposits are

ginn. Besides the direct action of the waters the great accumula

tions of debris must be attributed to large snow beds, which seem to. 

have been, at least partly, the cause of extensive slips of mountain sides.. 

Calcareous waters have occasionally with their solutions cemented these 

accumulations to a perfectly hard rock, as is to be found in places round 

Drangkhar. This town is built on ground which seems to be an 

immense slip of the western portion of the adjoining mountain. It 

1eems to have resulted from the combined action of the flowing watel'9 

below and probably great masses of snows above. 

Q 
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p ART Il . ......:..GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS IN RUPSHU'. 

The section across the province Rupshu is represented in Fig. 3, Pl 

Sections in Bupshu. 
II.' it leads from South to North-east by north, 
from the Spiti boundary on the Parang pasa to 

the village Sungdo on the Indus. The southern part of Rupahu 
belongs stratigraphically to the large secondary basin of Spiti, and 
we find, with very slight alterations, a repetition of all the older 

,formations which have been previously described. The middle 
and northern parts of Rupshu are occupied by metamorphic and 
gneissose rocks, and then follow, after a slight interruption, Serpentine 

:rocks, and unaltered, greenish and reddish, sti:atified rocks. To avoid 

many repetitions of what has been previously stated on the one aide, 
and on the other not knowing this portion of the country to the same 

extent as the southern, I believe it will best •newer all required 
purposes to state briefly the formations in the same order u 
they are followed in the section from South to North. When I 

have been able to obtain more extensive information from the 

northern parts of Ladak, I shall endeavour to give a more satisfactory 
account of the geological features of that country : for the preeent 
the section may give an idea of what is to be expected, and how much 

is still to be done. 

CBA:PTER V.-S~condary formation• in Rupshu. 

Starting from the southern frontier of Rupshu we met the upper 

1. Upper Tagling Tagling limestone on the top of the Parang 
limestone. pass, as previously described, with character-

istic f oBBil.a of the middle liassic strata of the European Alpe. In 
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descending down from the Parang pass not much can be said 

from direct observations. The greatest portion of the descent is 

covered with a large glacier or extensive snow-beds. Besides the 

weather was, as usually, too unfavorable to permit any examina

tion of even the loose blocks which were lying· all round. On the 

Tagling pass the whole ridge of the Bara-Latse range consists of 

the Upper Tagling limestone, and Belemrtite1 are sometimes to be 

met with. 

The Parang glacier descends on the northern side to something less 

than 17,000 feet, and opposite to its termination the secondary lime

stones are seen in great contortions pressed against greenish sandstones 

and white quartzite. probably of carboniferous age. In proceeding 

down the Para valley very extensive accumulations of debris occur 

on both sides of it ; and it is sometimes impoesible to ascertain what 

rock is in situ and what has been brought down by the river, or rolled 

from the sides of the valley. As it is hardly to be expected that a 

traveller could climb up every lateral ravine or mountain side, the 

examination of the rocks is a little doubtful in places,. and I woulcl by 

no means insist upon the boundaries marked in my section, as being 

eb1olutely correct. These have been defined more from the distinc

tion of the strata, as they are represented on the large scale. Due 

attention has "been of course paid to the debris, especially when it 

contained any fossils, and it has always been attempted to ascertain 

the original site of the blocks. As has been previously stated, the 

carboniferous rocks appear in dome-form under the limestones South 

and North of the Parang pass, and with these strata all those above 

have been more or less affected by the disturbance. We passed over 

debris of rocks of very different description, and often met blocks 

of upper Tagling limestone with the characteristic Gastropoda, until 

we reached the camp Tatang-yogma. 
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A few hundred yards North of this camp the lower Tagling lime

stone is found in ritu. It is again chiefly a brown 2. Lower Tagling 
limestone. oolitic or somewhat arenaceous limestone, wea
thering of a rusty brown on the surface, and in some places containing 

numbers of fossils. We met here with a band of the limestone, 
which almost exclusively consisted of Ter1bratula gregaria. Of 
other fossils have been noticed Ttrtbratula pyriformi1, Bl1ynchon.ella 

.Austriaca and variabilis, and besides a few fragments, a little specimen 
of an A.mmonite, resembling .A.. macrocephalus. Bel. bi1ttlcahu, n. sp., 

is not very common, and it is difficult to obtain good specimena. The 
beds in which these fossils occur dip at an angle of only about 20° 

to south-west, and continue so still farther to the north. Taking the 

Tagling limeston~, on the whole, we do not think we under-estimate ita 

thickness at about 2,000 feet, of which somewhat leas than the half . . 
may belong to the lower and the rest to the upper heels. 

A few miles North of the camp Tatang-yogma a considerable 

s.-Para limeetone.
Bhaltic. 

change in the character of the rock takes 

place. We come upon the blue earthy and 
strongly bituminous limestone, which is characterised by Megalodor& 

triqueter and Dicerocardium Himalayen1e, and which I have pre

viously described under the name of Para limestones. Neo1ehizo

du1, I1ocardia, a few small Gastropoda, and occasionally aome 
Lithodendron-liu corals are to be met with, but nothing ia. such a 
1atisfactory state of preservation as to admit of specific determination. 
The Megalotlon and Dicerocardium are very characteristic for thia 

series of limestone, the large cordif orm sections of their thick 
white shells make them very easily perceptible even to an inexperi

enced eye. The dip of the Para limeswne, the thickneu of which I 

would estimate between 1,200 and 1,500 feet, is chiefly to sooth-weat 

varying between 20 and 50 degrees. Disturbances and contortiona 
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occur, but they are not very considerable and are more local. I have 

already mentioned that the thickness of the Para limestone decrease• 

considerably towards the south, and that it seems to thin out alto

gether in the southern and south-western parts of the Spiti valley. 

Its geographical extent is no doubt by far greater in Rupshu than in 

Spiti. 

The Para limest.one, which we have previously referred to the 

Rhaetic formation, extends to the north as far as a few miles south 

of the camping ground "Palang-balda."• Before reaching-on·our 

deecent in the Para valley-the Palang-chu, a large tributary of the 

Para river from the aouth-eaat, we come, below the characteristic Para 

limestone, upon a white band of compact limestone, conforma\>ly 

White band of lime- underlying the fon:q,er, although partly much 

stone. disturbed. I have not observed any other fOBBils 

in it than great numbers of Corals, and occaaionally eome small 

Ga.ltropoda. I can hardly imagine, that we could have anything else · 

than tri&BBic limestone of the Lilang series below the Rhietic formation. 

The question is more doubtful, whether this white band of limest.one 

ought t.o be referred to the former or t.o the next series. The more 

common occurrence of similar Lithodendron-like Corals in the 

limestones below the Rhztic beds proper seema rather to indicate their 

usignation to the lower, or the triassic series. 

Again a great thickness of limest.one follows in proceeding farther ·to 

4.-Lilang limestone. the north. I have not succeeded in tracing 
-Trial. here any fossils in it except Corals. From the 

very great similarity with the triassic limestone in Spiti, and from 

ita stratigraphical position, I have no hesitation in attributing this 

• I mut remark here, that the section in Fig. 3 is taken a little to the West or the Para 
Talley, proper, to which our obeervatiou have been chiefly con6ned. However, there can be, 
no doubt, nch a slight dift'erence iC any, from the section which I am describing in follow

ing the course of the Para river, that it is or no consequence whatever Cor the general idea of 
tlie geologic:a1 •&nu:&al'e, aad a change woald only complicate the repreeen&ation. 
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limestone to the Lilang series. The limestone varies considerably, 
as before described, in its color and composition. It is often grey 

or whitish and compact, or black and dolomitic or even sha.ly. 
These latter beds are very earthy, and exhibit in places a kind 
of bacillar structure, which seems to be the first effect of meta

morphism noticed to the South of the great mass of metamorphio 
rocks which occupy the middle portions of Rupshu. 

CHAPTER VI.-Pal<eozoic deposits in Bup1hu. 

Next below the Trias we have to mention beds, which can only 

5.-Koling seriea.
Carboniferoos. 

correspond with the Kuling or carboniferous 
series. The beds are only a few hundred feet 

thick, and consist of greenish sandstones and shales, and light

colored quartzites. On the whole, these strata seem to be more 

affected by the metamorphosing forces than any of those previously 
· mentioned. They are in places highly altered; the shalea are 

micaceous, and exhibit throughout a distinct bacillar structure. 

I have not observed any fossils in these beds in the Para valley 

itself, but Capt. Godwin Austen tells me that he found some carboni

ferous Spirifers a little farther to North-west; this would be very close 

to the point where our section is drawn. 

CHAPTER VII.-Metamorphic schi1t1, §-c. 

Entering the Tsomoriri valley we come upon quite a dift'erent geo
logical horizon. 

At the mouth of the valley itself we have to the west still the 

sandstones and quartzites, which can be re-
6.-Metamorphic roeb. · • , 

ferred to the Kuhng senes, but on the eastern 

side are distinctly metamorphic rocks. These latter are the only 

ones whic~ become visible on both sides of the vall~y, and extend 
far to North. In the section the width of the band of metamorphic 

rocks, including the gneissose and granitoid beds, amounts to nearly 
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24 miles from south-west to north-east. The strike of all the rocks 
is, u previously stated, from north-west to south-east, and the dip is 

principally to south-west throughout. 

Chloritic and mica 1chiats.-The metamorphic st!ata next below the 
carboniferous rocks consist cbiefty of thin-bedded chloritic and mica

ceous schist.a, t~aversed by a great number of veins of pure white 

quartz. A abort range of snow-covered mountains, which rise to about 

21,000 feet, extends some distance to the north-west and terminates 

aomewhat to north of the eouthem end of the Tsomoriri lake. This 

Gneiu. 
range consists of granitoid gneiSB, coarsely 

stratified, in fragment.a representing good typical 

granite. The rock is peculiar from having the greater quantity of 

felspar of a pink Orthoclas, which we met here only for the secend time 

on all our joumey. The felspar and quartz are present nearly in equal 

quantities, and the mica is a dark brown or black Biotite. I have not 

observed any veins of Albite-granite in this gneiss, neither any 

other accessory minerals worthy of particular attention. To the 

Qaartzoee echiats. 
North of this granitoid ridge we have again a 

series of thinner stratified beds. They are 

principally quartzose schists, containing some felspar and laminated 

Biotite of a grey graphitic colour; .Muscovite is very subordinate 
and often wanting altogether. Through the f elspar these schist.a, when 
occurring in somewhat thicker beds, pass very easily into gneiss. 

True gneiss is again to be found in the neighbourhood of the small 

Gyagar lake (to the north of Tsomoriri). It is apparently very 

different from the former, South of Korzok. The quartz is white 

but more impure and sandy, the mica is the same Biotite, and besides 

smaller pieces of pure Felspar, there occur large crystals of Orthoclas 

which are very impure by admi.xture of white Albite and Mica. 

Veins of Albite-granite have equally not been observed here, but black 

Tour.malin is to be met with in quantities and often in large lumps. 
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Being rather thinly stratified, the gneiss passes on the other aide with 

very gradual changes again into q uartzose beds, which are only devoid 

of the large crystals of felspar, but still contain schorl in abundance. 

These quartzose sohists form both sides of the Puga valley and become 

towards the Epidote rooks somewhat chloritic, and even garnetiferoua, 

they dip against these Epidote rocks, where they are visible in the 

eastern part of the Puga valley. 
The axis of Cunningham's Traru-Himalaya or Taomoriri rang~ 

consists here of a aeries of Epidote, Diallage and Serpmtiu rock& 
From their dark colours these rocks have sometimes been referred to 
ba1alt1, but they have certainly nothing to do with these more recent 

volcanic rocks. .At first coming to the camp on Puga stream we met 

Epidote rock. 
with an epidote rock, consisting of crystallized 

or granular masses of Epidote, Qu(lf'tz and 

.A.lbite. The epidote when crystallized occurs in abort prisms of 

yellowish or bright green colour. 
It ia often replaced by Diallage occurring in the wne manner in 

Diallage rock. 
abort laminar prisms and forming a beautiful 

8yenite-liA.e rock. Somewhat farther to North 

the Epidote disappears altogether, and the Diallage is often found 

Gabbro. 
disseminated through a dark green. eerpentine 

masa, and in this way forming a very peculiar 
rock which by many geologists, especially in the Apenninea and 

Southern Alps, would be called Gabbro ; the Himalayan agrees 

e:uctly with the Alpine rock. Diallage occurs besides in largelumpe, 

and very seldom is any Bronzite to be seen here. The Serpentine 

rock contains also sometimes sparingly zeolitic and felspathic minerall, 
and varies greatly in colour. Farther to East it ia occaaionally to be 

found aa Serpentine-schist and purer in thin veins. In the Puga valley 

itself no stratification whatever is perceptible in the whole aeries 
of these last-mentioned rocks ; they have a trul1 masaive structure. 
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What is still remarkable and perhaps worthy of notice are large 
spheroidal masses of quartz, which, in addition to numerous quartz 

veins, occur throughout the Serpentine rock. 

CHAPTER VIII.-Sanutoae• and .Zate1 in the lndu1 Valley. 

In the Indus valley itself the last described series of rocks is fol· 

Beddish and greenillh lowed at firet by reddish elates, and underlying 
alatel and 1a11datone1. these greenish sandstones and slates are visible 

farther on. These are 1he only rocks which are to be noticed all 

through the Indus valley along the northem border of Ropshu as far 
aa Ronggo (properly spelt rang, narrow gorge, and s'go the door). At 
the mouth or the Puga stream the Indue flows in an anticlinal, the 
eandstones and slates dipping on the southern side to south·west, and 
on the northem slightly to north•eaet. The green and reddish sand
stone have an immense thicknese here, some of the hills on the 

northern side are seen riaing 3,000 and 4,000 feet, and consisting appa· 

rently of these rocks only. It is impossible to imagine, even approxi

Age doubtlul. 
mately, of what age these rocks may be, although 
they probably belong to a palreozoic series. No 

foesila whatever have been observed in them; neither during our 
survey, nor have I heard that anybody else has noticed any traces 
or organic remains in them. I have seen a few fragments of a white 
crystalline limestone, which has been brought from the Pangkong 

lakes by Capt. Godwin Austen, who informed me that the reddish and 
greenish rocks are there overlaid by limestone. 

CBAPTEB IX.-River and Lacultrine depo.tit.t. 

Daring the 

Bmr deposit1. 

previous remarks I have omitted to mention anything 
regarding the more recent deposits ; there is 

however, very little to be said. In the Indus 
valley itself deposits, hardened sometime• to a compact conglomerate, 

B 
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are tO be observed several hundred feet above the present level of the 

river, and large alluvial plains exist in places on both sides, which 

must have been laid dry only at a recent period. There can be no 

question that the lake system in Rupshu was iµ former times, as noticed 

by Genl. A Cunningham, a more extensive one, and that the 

waters have decreased constantly in their extent over the surface. 

Indeed they are constantly disappearing, and not only very consider

ably, but even very rapidly. There are but few glaciers in middle 

and n~rthern Rupshu, and these nourish only a few streams, which do 

not become dry during the whole year. Most of them do so, but the 

few, which flow throughout the whole year, carry a great quantity of 

debris and sand into the stfLo<>'Dant water reservoirs ; the lakes reduce 

their depth, cause the water to evaporate more quickly, and at the same 

time to become more brackish, unfit for animal life, and at laat they 

disappear altogether and give rise to a large plain, covered with Cari~• 

and inhabited by Kyangs. Where this proceeding will terminate is 

quite clear, and the time cannot be very far distant when all the lakes 

will cease to exist. At present large plains of accumulated s~nd are 

attached to every lake, and show distinctly it.a previous larger extent. 

Some of the lakes have disappeared in the very recent per;od, and 

even in the last years. As one instance I need only recall the fact 

that in 1847, when Genl. A. Cunningham visited Rupsbu, a por

tion of the Hanle lake was still in existence, and GenL A. Cunning

ham says, that ·it was once the largest sheet of water in Ladak. 

When we spent a few days of the middle of August round Hanle 

last year not a trace of the Hanle-t.ao was visible, and the plain, 

although marshy, was richly covered with Gramine<B and Caricu. 

With regard to a second question relating to the borax and sulphur 

of Puga, which I may probably be supposed to notice, it is scarcely 

necessary to add to what has been already and repeatedly communi

cated in the" Selections, etc., of the Punjab Administration, Lahore. 
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1855,'' Vol. II, No. XII. The borax occurs, ae known, all through 

the middle portion of the Puga valley, and owes, no doubt, its existence 

to the numerous hot springs, some of which have a temperature very 

near the boiling point of water of the same locality (178° F.) Except 

these hot springs, the country has nothing in common with a volcanic 

district, which name Cunningham gives to it. 

The aulphur is obtained from a few holes on the northern edge of 

the valley• it occurs with many other minerals, ae .A.lum, common 

Opal and 8ati• gyp1um. The sulphur is disseminated, chiefly in 

small crystals, through the decomposed quartz schist. The whole must 

have been formed and crystallized out evidently at a much higher tem

perature than at present exists. 

The official of the Kashmir Maharajah informed us, that the greatest 

amount of Borax which is carried away yearly, never exceeds 4,000 

maunds, and that of Sulphur 500 maunds. This would be hardly as 

much as it was several years ago. The Government could not wisely 

do anything more than it has done, namely improve the road and leave 

that little trade in the hands of the boiparis, who are mostly inha

bitant.a of Kulu. 
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PART IIl.-GENERAL REMARKS ON THE RELATIVE AGES 01' 

THE DIFFERENT FORMATIONS, 

After our detailed examination of each of the formations in the 

preceding pages, two important questions present themselves, to give 

a definite answer to which would be very desirable : llt.-What is ihe 

geographical extent, and what is the geological connection of the 

different stratified groups on the Northem side of the Himalaya t 
And, 2nd.-Do these give any evidence bearing on the age of the 

stratified series which occur on the Southern aide of the aame 

mountain ranges? 
We regret to say that as yet neither of these questions can be 

answered with full satisfaction; we shall briefly summarize in the 

following pages, what may be stated with a certain amount of oonfi .. 

dence, on these points. 
As regards that part of the first question which refers to the geo

graphical extent of the several series, we have already bad occasion to 

state, that only a small portion of the area to the North of the main 

geological axis has been as yet examined, the survey of the adjoining 

districts being still in progress. The districts lying to the N orth-weat; 

of the area examined during laat year will be visited during the 

present season (1865). All the portions of Bi88ahir and Ngari, which 
are adjacent on the South-east, will be examined subsequently. When 

this has been done, we shall be able to present a geological map of 

the country between the Pir-Panjal range and the Indus on the one 
hand, and between Skardo and South-westem Ngari-Khorsum, on the 

other. It is equally certain that, only after such an examination, should 

we feel justified in discussing the geological development of the North-
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weatem Bimalaya, a point requiring very careful investigation owing 

to it.a intimate relationship to that of some European ranges of moun

t.aim. A knowledge of the geological structure of the Himalaya 

may, very probably, again raise questions on some theoretical views of 

mountains, and mountain-range theories, which have long attracted so 

much attention from many most able observers, and for the discus

sion of which materials have been carefully collected, in Europe and 

in America, for many years past. 

The second part of our first question relates to the Geological, or 

the stratigraphical connection of the several groups. To answer this, 

it may be well to give here a short review of what has been already 

stated in greater detail. 

Looking at the continued sections of that portion of the North

western Himalayas, to which we have specially referred, i* would 

aeem to be formed of five different zones of rocks, parallel to each 

other, and with their main strike from North-west to South-east. As 

already pointed out by Genl. Cunningham, not one of these geological 

zones is e11entially connected with the Geographical or orographical 

ranges. Whether it may be pouible, after further investigation, to 

trace out any connection o( this kind is still an interesting question. 

1.-The first zone, geologically speaking, extends, I believe, from 

near the plains of India to the Central Gneiss; and has a breadth of 

about 84 miles, in a direction from South-west to North-east. 

Scarcely more than one-third of the entire breadth is composed of 

on-metamorphic, or at least of not highly metamorphic stratified rooka, 

comprising those groups of which Mr. Medlicott treats, with much 

detail, in his paper already more than once referred to. The Sivalik, 

Nahun and Subathoo groups belong to the Tertiary period; the age 

of the Krol, Infra-Krol, Blini, and Infra-Blini groups is not yet 

defined. These groups contain locally some truly metamorphic 

strata, but the greater part of these latter extends farther to the 
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North, and consists of micaceous, chloritic, and gneissose schists and 

thin-bedded gneiss. Quartzose rocks are very common through all the 

series. 

II.-The second zone is to be regarded as the principal Geological 

axis of the North-west Himalaya. It consists chiefly of a porphyritic 

gneiss (with Biotite) coarsely stratified, and traversed by veins of 

porphyritic Albite-granite. The breadth of this zone is about U. 

miles. South of the Pin valley this central gneiss forms only the 

Southern branches of the Pir-Panjal range. To the South-east it 

seems to unite with this main range, while in its North-western ex

tension it (the gneiss) crosses the same range, joining with the Bara.. 

latse range, North of Lahoul. 

Ill-The third zone comprises the rocks lying to the North of the 

Central Gneiss, its breadth being about 55 miles. The rocks of thia 

zone are only very slightly, or locally, altered by metamorphoeing 

agencies. They represent European formations belonging to the 

Palieozoic, Mesozoic, and Tertiary periods. The greatest elevationa 

in the North-western Himalaya lie within this zone, the rocks of which 

form a kind of basin extending fNm the North-west to the South-eui 

along the northern ranges of the Himalaya. Whether these basins 

have been originally connected, and separated after the lapse of geo

logical periods, or whether the different formations have been deI>C" 

sited in already isolated areas, is a question the solution of which can 

only be looked for from subsequent researches. 

The centre of that portion of the basin which we have described 

lies in Spiti, and is indicated on the little map (PL I) by the extent of 

the Spiti shales, which are of oolitic age. To the North and South of 

the jurassic ellipse we have, therefore, a repetition, more. or leas, of 

the same formations; of which we have recorded the following, 

1. Bliabeh aerie&, probably Lower SilNria11, consisting of sandstonea_ 

alatee, and quartzites, with species of Ortkis and Chmtetes yak, Salter • 

• 
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2. Muth 1erie1, probably of Silurian age also, and consisting of 

three different groups of rocks, the lowest of which are purple 

quartzites, the middle arenaceous limestones, and the upper white 

quartzites. In the middle series C>rthia, Btrophomen<B and Tentaculite1 

have been observed. 

Both these series are not to be traced in Rupshu, unless they have 

their equivalents in the fourth zone, the metamorphic rocks. 

3. K uling .'erie1, consisting of white quartzites, shales, limestones 

and sandstones, characterized as carboniferous rocks by the abundance 

of Productua aemireticulatu1, Spirifer KeilhatJii and Mooaakhailen1is, 

eW. The strata of this series can be traced through all Spiti and 

Southern Rupshu, towards the middle of the basin, in dome-form 

upheavements. The thickness is not considerable. 

4. Lilang aerie1, representing the Upper Tria1 (the Hallstadt and 

St. Cassian beds) by dark colored limestones and calcareous slates and 

ehales. This series rests immediately above the carboniferous beds, and 

we have, therefore, the wholePermian (Dyas) and lower Trias (Muschel

kalk and Bunter Sandstein) wanting in this part of the Himalayas. 

Their existence is not yet proved even in any other districts of these 

mountains • 

.As characteristic fossils may be quoted .Ammonite1 1ubumbilicatus, 

.A 'tU1eanua,fialico1tatu1, jloridua and Studeri, Hallobia Lomeli, .Athyri1 

Strohmegeri, and De1longchamp1i. Considerable disturbances took 

place after the Trias. 

5. Para lime.tone, black dolomitic, strongly bituminous and 

ofien earthy limestones, containing Megalodon triqueter and Dicerocar

dium Himalagen1e (n. sp.) I have restrictell these beds, being quite 

different, mineralogically, stratigraphically, and palaiontologically, from 

the previous, under the name Rhaitic-formation, and would exclude 

the .Avicula contorta beds. It need hardly be remarked, that the 

beda with Megalodon triqueter form in the Alps a mo$t prominent 
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feature, and that they ought to be separated under a special name. as 

proposed by Giimbel and supported by Soeaa. A denomination, 

abstracted from the mineralogical. character of the rock, may be locally 

of great service, but it cannot be universally accepted. And what 

advantage is gained by the compound names of Upper Tria1, Mwclael

Aeuper, Oberluuper, etc., if we have not got the proper equivalents 

of the strata with Megalodon triqueter in any of these form .. 
tiona? 

The Para limestone is chiefly developed on the northern aide of 
the basin, and seems to be wanting on the southern aide. It thins out; 

already in the northern part.a of Spiti. This seems to correspond 

very well with the great dislocations which, after the depositions or 
the Trias, seem to have taken place over extensive areas. 

6. LOUJer Tagling lime.tone, a dark brown or black, often oolitic 

and bituminous, limestone. It rests on the southern aide above the 

Triu, on the nortbem above the Rh<.etic, and extends over the greater 

part of Spiti and Southern Rupahu, in more or leas horizontal strata 

towards the tops of hills and rangea. Ite entire thicknesa ia above 

one thousand feet. 

The characteristic fossils are Ammonites Gwmani, D'Orb. (?) Be· 

lemnitt11 6uulcatu1, libeticu1, and Budhaicu1 (n. ap.) .A1'icula i•06f••'

"alf1il1 Pectm Valonimm, Terebratula !J'f'egaria, pyrif<>rmi1 and 

punctata, Waldheimia Sclaafhautli, Rhynchonella "ariahili1, ..4u1triaca, 

ji1sico1tata, etc. Moat of these f088ila are known to characterize 

the Ko.,m strata, which are often quoted as belonging to the Rbetio 

formation. 

The' Ko11ner-ackicht1n', or the beda with Af1icula contorta, attracted 

special attention long ~ince in the Alps, and have been traced eince 

through all Europe. The later researches and even those of the laeli 
year, some of which I am sorry to say I have not yet had an opportu

nity of studying in detail, show that the questions relating to the 
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l;o-called ' Kossner-schichten' are far from being settled. The strati

graphical position is in most cases determined, but the difference of 

opinion is ae to the series to which they ought to be assigned, or 

whether they ought not to be kept as a distinct formation altogether· 

under a separate name. The general result, up to the present time, 

is that the Italian and French Geologists are chie:fl.y in favor of 

referring the beds in question to the Lias, and the North Alpine 

Geologists are more of opinion that they have a stronger relation to 

the Trias. The separation under a special denomination is generally 

regarded as unneceseary. 

I cannot entirely agree with the views of those Geologists who 

have devoted years oo the study of the North Alpine formations 

And it may be of interest to state the results, which I deduce from my 

Himalayan Survey. The beds with Megalodon triqueter rest on 

the Upper Trias(" Hallstadter Schichten"), and seem to form a distint 

aeries to which the name Rh<Btia may probably be well restricted. 

The beds with the Brachiopoda of the 'Kosener-schichten'. contain, 
(besides the characteristic species of Terebratula and Rhynchontlla) 

Belemnitea and Ammonitea of lower liassic character, and some other 

species identical with lower liaseic fossils, as already mentioned. There 

is certainly no accidental mixture of those fossils which I have quoted 

from these lower beds. I am, therefore, inclined to the opinion of 

the French and Italian Geologists, that the Avicula contorta beds . 
represent the lower lias. Stoppani says, that those strata of the so-called 

Dachstein-Kalk which rest above the Kossner-schichten do not con

tain Megalodnn triqueter (M. Giimbelii !) but a liassic Oonchodon. 

Although I have myself seen these strata at several places, I would not 

entirely trust to my own observations. The question will doubtless 

be settled with all needful care by our Alpine friends. In any case 

there seems to exist a good deal of local difference among these strata 
8 
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7. Upper Tagling limestone. This is a dark earthy and bitumin

ous limestone, which may be taken to represent the " Hierlatz-echich

ten" of the Alpine formations. I have met it only along the top of 

the Baralatse-range to the North of Spiti, forming the boundary towards 

Rupshu. To the South of the basin these beds are certainly wanting, 

at least locally. It is very difficult to trace mineralogically theboundary 

between the lower and upper Tagling limestone, although the beds 

with the characteristic fossils of the upper series are perfectly different. 

I have to mention particularly Chemnitzia undulata, Trochu1 epulru, 

latilabrus, Terebratula Sinemuriensis. 

When I wrote the monograph on the Gastropoda and .AcepAala of 

the Hierlatz strata in 1861, I expressed the opinion, that these strata 

corresponded with those of the middle Lias of Normandy. Prof. Oppel 

subsequently urged the view that the ' Hierlatz-schichten' represented 
the lower and not the middle Lias (Bronn'• Jabrb. 1862), and even 

threw doubt on some of my identifications of the fossils. I did not 

reply at that time to Prof. Oppel's opinion, because I thought it merely 

a trifling matter, and it was evident from my paper, that I declsred 
the " Hierlatz-schichten ,, to be middle Lias only on the ground of 

identity of some fossils with others from Normandy, where the repre

sentative strata are believed to be of middle liassic age. or those 
supposed identical fossils, which I quoted in my paper, I fully think 

still, as I did then, and would not recall even a single one ; on the con

trary I would rather increase their number. Having treated the pre

vious group as loroer Lias, I must of course still persist in my previously 
expressed opinion, that the Hierlatz-schicliten of the Alps, or the 

Upper Tagling limestone of the Himalayas represent the Middle Lias. 

8. Jurruaic earthy slates, with Belemnites and a species of Posido
nomya very like Pos. Am. ornati have been noticed South of Gieumal 

above the lower Tagling limestone. They seem to be only very 
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locally developed, and may prove to be only a local alteration· of the 

next aeries. 
9. Bpiti shale1. A black crumbling rock full of calcareous con

cretions. Its extent is limited, with the following secondary formations 

to Spiti only, and is indicated on our sketch map (Plate I). The cha

racteristic fossils are .A.m. macrocephalu1, Parkimoni, curvicoata, li

paru•, triplicatus, and biplez, .A.starte major and unilaterali1, Nucula 

cuneiformis, Trigonia coatata, etc. 

Without entering at present on the questions of separate zones, I 

believe the best equivalent of these beds is Quenstedt's Brown Jura, 

or now usually called Dogger, comprising a great number of so-called 

formations, clays, Jimestones, sandstones, shales, etc., which have in 

England, France, Germany, etc., only local value. The Himalayan 

Jara approaches in many respects in the character of its fossils to the 

Russian. It is a mistaken opinion to regard certain beds, which 

contain Planulati-~mmonites as upper Jura. The Spiti shales have 

been treated in this manner, because they abound in " Planulati." But 

all those we do :find .A.m. curDicoata, Braikenridgii, triplicatus and the 

Kimmeridgien form of Am. biple:i:, all these species are not upper but 

middle jurassic ; even if we could abstract all the rest of the fossils. 

Trigonia costata proves nothing, as it goes through many strata without 

el!Sential alteration, similarly the .A.Dicula inmquivaluis. The Cutch 

deposits are equally not of upper bat of middle jurassic age, and have 

a great number of species identical with the oolite inferieur of Ba9eu:i: 

and Montreuil Bell9. 

10. Gieumal sand1t011e; yellowish or white quartzitio and calcareous 

sandstones characterized by the occurrence of Opia, Anatina, Avicula 

echiaata and Amusium demi11um. From their stratigraphical position 

I believe these strata to represent the upper Jura or Malm; the fossils 

found do not afford quite satisfactory evidence. 

11. Chiklnm limeatone, by its white or bluish colour very much 

recalling the Rudisten limestones of the Alps, and being an equivalent 
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of one or the other of those beds. From the character of the 

Foraminifera and the fragments of Rudistes they probably corres

pond best with the middle series of·these limestones. There0 seems 
to be no N eocomian developed. 

12. Chikkim shales form the uppermost, probably secondary, strata 

and seem to be closely connected with the previous limestones. No 

fossils have been traced in them. 

13. Karewah deposits. The extensive river and lacustrine accumula

tions of debris, conglomerate and deposits of clRys and sand, have been 

so called. They are of very great thickness, to be observed nearly 

along all the principal rivers, and are no doubt, equally as those in the 

Alps, of different ages. But scarcely any of them will, I believe, be 

proved to be of real marine origin, as these parts of the country must 

have been at this time already very highly elevated above the level 

of the sea. 
IV. The fourth zone occupies middle and northern Rupshu. It 

extends from the termination of the Tsomoriri in the Para valley to a 

little beyond Puga, a distance of about 35 miles. The chief rock is 

a quartzose and micaceous schist, with a few interruptions from grani

toid gneiss. There is black Tourmalin present, but no veins of Albite 

granite are to be observed, and the gneiss does not seem to have caused 

any particular dislocations or disturbances in the metamorphic series. 

To the North of this zone I have previously remarked the Epidou, 

Diallage and Serpentine rocks, the latter of which ~ntain often Chromic 

iron. The last strata which have been noticed, and which represent 

the next or fifth zone, are slates and sandstones of doubtful age, but 

probably very old. 
We come now to our second question, whether the examination of 

the rocks on the northern side of the Himalayas has afforded any 

materials, from which the age of the strata on the southern declivities 

can be traced. I shall restrict my remarks to the Simla section 

only. 
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Referring to Mr. Medlicott'a aection (Mem. III. part. 2, p. 32) from 

below Simla to Hatu near Narkanda, we leave, proceeding to South, 

the metamorphic strata a few 0 miles South• of Muttiani. The 

metamorphic strata I would identify with the lower and middle beds 

of the Bhaht!h 1erie1. The lnfra-Blini sandstones and Simla slates, 

which extend from Sooth of Muttiani to Simla, I think represent 

the greenish sandstones and slates of the upper beds of the Bhabeh 

mi.ta. 
The Bliai eonglomeraie and purple sandstone is mineralogically 

nearly identical with the lowest beds of the Muth series; the Blini 

limeatone seems to be represented to the North by the arenaceous lime

stone of the middle beds; and the upper quartzite of the Muth aeries 

by a small tbickne88 of a whitish, quartzose schist, which is to be seen 

above the Blini limeatone all round Simla. The quartzoae beds on 

the Boi\eaugunj hill and the Garnttifwou• mica.-achist on J ako may 

have their representatives in the Killing or Carboniferous aerie•. 

For the Infra-Krol beds, on the Krol mountain itself, I have 

nothing to compare with on the North of the Himalayas, but I 

would not like to identify them with the beds on J ako at Simla. 

When I first saw the Infra-Krol beds near Maauri in 1863, I 

believed them to be mineralogically so very identical with the "Bunter 

Sandstein" of the lower Ti;ias, that I felt very much distr8888d not to 

find a poaiJonomya <Jlar<B or Myacites fa11amais. I have not been 

able t.o find any support for this opinion, neither was my impression 

during the visit of last year dift'erent from that previously produced~ 

The Krol lirM•tone, especially those characteristically oolitic beds of 
black limestone, I would incline very much to identify with the similar 

limestones at Muth, belonging to our Lilang nriea, and representing 

the Alpine upper Triaa. But there ie here equally no palaaontological 

• A& die point where, OD Jlr, :lrlecllicoU'I HCtion, an indication ii given of clOHr striation. 
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support whatever, and until fossils have been found at least in one or the 

other of the southern Himalayan ro~k.s nothing else can give full 11&tie

faction. The Tertiary rocks are not represented, in that portion of the 

Northern Himalayas which has been examined last year, but they are 

known to exist farther to North-West. Should the foregoing identifica

tion prove only approximately to be correct, it is strange to think we 

have all the liassic, jurassic and cretaceous strata wanting on this side 

of the Himalayas, and still they are known to exist, at least ~ally. 

in the Punjab and further to the South in Cutch. Large is still the 

field for geologists in India ! 
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Anatina Spitienaia, St.ol. ... x. 4 115 .. .. . . .. .. .. .. • .. . . 
" 

.,, .... ... ... .... 116 .. .. .. .. . . .. • .. .. .. 
Arca, (vide llacrodon) ... 

Lycetti, Moon. .... 76 .. .. .. . . 
I 

• .. .. .. . . .. " " 
Astart. hiemalis, Stol. ... IX. 2, 3 · 91 .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. 

major, Sot11. .... 91 .. • .. ,, ... .. .. . . .. .. .. . . 
" 

Spitienaia, Stol. ... IX, 9 91 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. 
unilateralia, S010 • ••• .... 90 .. .. • .. 

" 
.. .. .. .. .. .. 

Aucella Blanfordiana, Stol. I .... 88 .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. 
• ,, leguminoaa, Stal.... VIII. 8 88 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 

A Tienla echinata, SO'lll. ... .... 114 .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . • . . 
,, inequivalril, So111. .... 75 .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . . .. 
" 

punctata, Stol. ... VI. 2 76 .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. -
II 

.,,. ... ... .... 29 • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 
A Tienlo·peet.en, •P· ... .... 29 .. • .. .. .. .. .. . . .. ... 
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hLscTPOD.a.,-(Co11ti11'"4.)1 

Uirdiomorpha, q . ... 

trizs""&lis, lJla,,J'. 

lii~""'rdium Him~!aye"z", 
1Jtol. 

{lg~.,. 

Gryp~q, 

Halobia Lommeli, WW.. 

TI"momya TiJ.ztica, SIDI.". 

IEoce?5mus fic·zker,, Sale. 

Li-, tt!<l!tj. Ram11&11eri, 
,fi/Jnt&&1 

J'1nskcata, Q~g, 

,, 11. q.,(liie scrobicu-
fita, ,,£,,1.) ... 

111 .,. 

,, q. (liie rigida,.Duh.) 

" .,. ... 
E!§mro,'10'1 E:'Jrton£,,&1um1 

Vyoconcha ·Lombardiea, 
Ham1'1 ... 

V'Itilul! mitJ loidee1 Bia{: 

Beoacbbodu, q. ... 

liucala cuneifonnit, To111, ••• 
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PELBCTl'OD..&..-( C<onti11ued.) 

Opi<, <P· 

Ostrea eonf. mttiminat<, Sow. 

con/: 'tn<'mala, 
'J~eT:fi"ZJJfiY?Zr .. ,, 

,, fiabelloides, ( P) Lanr. 

greg<<'9 Sow. ty) ••• 

Pecten (in part) see Amuaium 

bifroa<,Salt. (ggtim) 

II 

" 

" 

" ,, ,, ... 
coag: S«l. ••• 

lens, S0111. .. • .,. 

monilifar, S««. 

sabal, Salt. ••• 

V al«nf«<sis, 

Poaidonomya Ornati, Q.eut. 

GASTROPODA. 

Afil«xtnina 
Gold f. 

Qhamnitzia 

" 
.. 

"!!"/. Phidias, 
«<·Orb. 

nndulata, ..flea4, 

:pieeohela:, sp. 
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• . . . 14 { DEllCBIPTION . a·ia.i ~ 
.um FIGURE ,,...., 
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~; Jl g 
GENERA AND Sl'ECIES. P.il'EB. ·~:ski :l d ~:§)I 'ii Gil~ "3·. 

·! :1J _g • 8 "D • ~ • c.> ..c bi>!-..§ 8 
bi) :a bll.i ;:::: 6l I~ ~ '"' ~ ·;; rn. ~: ~ ., ]s 

I Plate. lz~~ ~oij~ S~ II<~·.~ f :E~,.,::9 ;a5 
Figure. !:a~ .s ~::so.·~· :i.., '":I rn. ICJ 0 

G UTBOPOD..L.-( Conti111uid.) 

Encyclua, .,,. ... ... .... 82 .. . . . . .. • . . .. . . . . .. 
Natiea, conf. pelops, D'Orb. ' ... 77 .. . . .. . . • .. .. .. . . .. 
Nerioea. sp., conf. N. Good- 77 

ballii, Sow. ... ... . ... 82 .. . . . . . . • • . . .. .. . . 
Nerita, BJ'· nov. ... . .. .... 76 .. .. . . .. • .. .. .. . . . . 
Nerit.opsis conf. elegaotissi- • ma, Riirnu ... ... .... 81 .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 
l"leurotomaria conf. Buchi, .... 46 .. .. • .. .. ~· . . . . . . .. 

" sp. BJ'· ... .. . . 92· . . .. .. .. .. . . .. • .. .. 
" 

sterilis, Stol. IV. 1 46 .. .. • .. .. .. .. . . . . ... 
Trochus atteouatus, Stol . ... ···~ 82 . . . . . . .. • . . . . .. .. .. 

" 
epulus, D'Orb. ... . .. 82 . . . . .. • .. .. .. .. . . . . 

.. Iatilabms, Stol. ... .... 81 . . . . .. .. • .. .. . . .. .. 
CEPHALOPODA. 

~mmonites acucinctus, 
Stracla, ... . . . . 92 .. .. . . .. • • .. . . • .. .. 

,, .Atlolphi, Opp. 
= acucinctus ... I 

" 
alatus, Btraclt. .... 110 .. . . .. . . .. .. . . • .. . . 

.. All88e&Dus, 
Hauer, ... . . . . 53 . . .. • . . .. .. . . .. .. .. 

" 
Batteni, Straeh. V.2:VI.l 59 .. . . • .. . . . . .. .. .. .. 

" hip lex, Smo. • •• .... 109 . . . . . . • . . . . .. .. . . . . 
" 

Blanfordi,Salt.er, 
= thuillieri, Opp. 

,, Braikenridgii, 
Sow. ... • •• . . . . 106 .. . . . . .. .. .. • . . . . .. 

.. Cautkyi, Opp • 
= Spitiensis •• , 
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De cn!'l'T10N 
.lNll FmuRB 

IN THU 

G&NEllA AND SPECJ1'.S. PA..PEn. 

Plntc. I ~ 
Figure. p.., 

CEPllALOPODA.- ( Contd.) I 
A ·t . . I minon1 ea ctrcum•pinonu, 1 

. , 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
,, 

" 

" 

,, 
,, 

" ,, 

" 

Opp. = infiatUM : 
macrocqiltalu., 
Queost. . . . 

= lipe.rus, Opp. 

curvicosta, Opp. 

difi us, Hauer, V. 4 

iloridns, Wulf. 

funatua, Opp.= 
triplicatus, Sow. 

Gaytani, Klipat. 

Gerardi, Blan/. 

co11.f. Germanii, 
D'Orb. • •• 

G'it!!_thii, Strach . 
= Theodorii, 
Opp •••• 

Groteamu, Opp. 
= Spitiensls, 
Blan f. 

Hoolteri, Strach. 
-= octagonus, 
Strach. 

Bypbasis, Blan/. X. 2 

i11.ttrntphu, Ziel 
"'"Germanii, 
Opp •.•. 

Jollyanus, Opp. 

Jvbar, Strach. 
-= 8abineanU8, 
Opp. 

Kb.anikofi, Opp. .... 

107 

105 
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51 

53 

54 

77 

97 

61 
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CEPJLU.OPOD.1..-( C01ltd .) 

Ammonit 5 K immtri.dien1ia, 
S eb11ch, = bi
plcx, Sooo. 

" 

liparus, Opp .... 

Lt!f111anrti, Opp. 
= 11cucinctu , 
Strach. 

M nlletianns, 

( 151 ) 

107 

Swl. ..• . .. V. 1 58 

" 
.. 
,, 

.. 

" 
n 

" 

" 

.. 
" 

Medleyanos, 
8101 • ••• 

m11rrocepballl.8, 
Scl1lot. .. . 

conf. mncroce
phalns, Sc/llot. 

lllotn'ltwnu1, 
0 p. = Pnrkin
eoni, 8010. 

N tpalm.u, 
Gray = mncro
oopbnln.e, clllot. 

IV. 6 

} .... {. 
95 

8:i l 
18 r · 

nivalis, Stal. ... X. l 106 

octagoons, 
S1racl1. 

Parkinsooi, 
s""' . ... 
Pichlcri, Opp. 
= acucinccm, 
Stracla. • •• 

Sabineanm, 
Opp •••• 

•criptiu, Blanf. 
= 8pitienlis, 
Blan f. 

96 

98 

101 

..1 • 

• 

.. 

.. . . . .. 

• • 

• 

• 

• 
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GENI!ll.A .urn SPECIES. 

CBPHALOPODA.-( Contd.) 

.ERmmonites 5eideli, Opp . 
..• H.J.phYYiY, 
TYZO'llj. 

" 

,, 
,, 

,, 

" 
" 

.§4ameringii, Opp. 
oc2.00gonua, 

Strac/i, 

Spitiensis,B/anf. 

Staraleyi, Opp. 
scriptm, 

Blan f. 
. S30i tlenY70f, 
Blaraf. 

atrigilis, Blan/. 

Studeri, Hauer, 

nb•tria"';',Opp. 
? J0.J0012C!Ildm, 

Strach. 

~ui1t1iatu1 
!Yray &20mn· 
anu, Opp. 

52 ) 
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102 .. •• I .. I .. I .. I .. ..j • I .. 

I : I : I 
95 • • • • I . . I . . I . . I . . . ·I • I .. 

B i l I i l 
5:1 •• •• I • I .. I ·• I •· .. 1 •• I · · I I . . 

I . 

I I I I ' . I 
Theodorii, Opp. IX. 5 99 • • .. I .. I .. I .. I .. · I I .. 

56 • • . • I • I .. I . . I .. ..1 ! . · " 
" 
,, 

" 

Thnillieri, Opp. 

torqva~u, ~lanf. 
lir-20.ilteYmdg-n, 

80111. 

triplicatas, S0111. 

u111bo, Strach. 
v Z?iti, 5ppe7, 

= Hyphaaia, 
Blan.5 

Wall±Z?hii. (±rap, 
= Parkineoni, 
.BR:w. 

I I I I 
108 .. .. I .. I .. I .. I .. ..1 .. I .. 

5§~~~,m 5±Y0rru·0%ian00m, X. 3 llO .. .. 1 . . 1 
. • 

1 
. • . . .. j • I .. 
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GENERAL SUllMAaY. 

~ 
.: .!a 

I 
"' II: "" -0 "" ..: .. .. ~ =a "' -.E .!!li .. 

~ _g ·~ 
.; !:J) § ·a ,g .~ ... -~ ·- t:.lJ 

~ I 
,,, 0 "'. ·c 0 i lll -~ 

.. g; A ~~ s a ~ E'.; • :! :; . E ..= 
~ " UI 0 ~ ,_;i I ~ I; ~ t.> 

Plantlll ... ... l . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . 
Forruninifera ... .. .. 2 .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 
Polyparia .•• ... 3 .. 1 1 .. .. .. .. .. . . 
Echinodermata ... l 1 l 1 .. .. .. l .. . . 
Brachiopoda ... 6 7 11 .. 10 l . . 2 .. . . 
Rudis ta ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • 
Pelccno•fa 

··· 1 .. 3 .. 3 14 2 l 17 8 .. 
••• 1 

Gastropoda 
I 

3 6 7 1 ••• I .. .. .. .. . . . . 
Cephalopoda 

I 
18 5 

I 

l l 18 ... .. .. .. .. . . 
.Annelida ... I 1 "'I .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 

I 

... \~l-11 --
Total 40 

--·--i---
I s I as \ 11 a 39 J 8 I I 
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FO:R.MATIONS. 

CeI1tral Gnei~s. 

Carboniferous, . 

Rba.tic, . 

Lower Liassic, 

Middle Liassic, 

Jurassic, 

Jurassic, 
"Braun Jm·a 

Jurassic, 
Upper Jura 

Cretaceous, 

Cretaceo\18 i 

Metamorphic 
Scbists. 

HIMALAYAN GROUPS. 

Bhabeh Seriea 

. . . . Muth Seriea . 

Kuling Series 

Para limestone 

Lower Tagling limestone . 

Upper Tagling limestone .. 

'Slates with . ... 

.Spiti Shales ... 

Oieumal Sandstone .. 

.. Clnkkllll hw.estone 

Chikkim Shale•. 

Gneiss ( slaty and Granitoid J of Jtupsbu. 

Epidote, Diallage and Serpentine Rocks. 

Sandstones and Slates of Upper Indus valley . 

River and lacuatrmc Strata; Karewah deposits, 

CHARACTERISTIC FOSRI!.S. 

..Orthis-• 

.. Tentaculites, Orthis , etc . 

.Productue semireticulatus 
Spirlfer Keilhavri, etc. 

Halobia Lo=eli. Ammomtes 
ftorid us etc. 

.Megalodon triqueter and 
Dicerocardmm Himalayense. 

Terebratula f{_regana and 1)ynformis 
Rhynconella Anstriaca: Belemmte•. 

.. Trocb\18 epulus, Cbemnitz1a 
undulata. Terebratula smemur1en'1s. 

Posidonomya Ornati. 

J1.mmonites macrocephalus ; Parkmsom; 
triphcutus. etc. 

. A vicula echinata. 

.. Rudista and Foraminifera. 

.. ( no fossils found). 

Pl. II 



PLATE Illi 

Kuling Series. 

F1as. 1, 2.. S1muEEB TmEncus, Stuliczka, p. 28. Fig. l, Specimen with smaller and· 
more incurved beak, and a narrower area ; Fig. 2 

Specimen with less incurved beak, end a larger area ; 
from the Carboniferous rocks of Spiti. 

Fio. 3. SPIRIFER ALTIVAGUS, Stoliczka, p. 28. The only specimen yet known, found 
with the former. 

• Lilang Series.. 

FIG. 4. SPIRIFEB L1LANGENs111, Stoliczka, p. 38, from Lilang on the Lingti River; 
Lilang series. 

FIG. 5. SPIRIFER SPITIENSIB, Stoliczka, p. 39, from Lilang on the Lingti River. 
lfms. 6-9, RHYNCHONELLA MUTABILI~, Stoliczka, p. 40. Fig 6 is the most regular and'. 

common form; Fig. 7, specimen with only two une9ual 
plaits .in the sinus ; 8, rather depressed specimen with 
only one plait; 9, inflated specimen with slightly 
prolonged fold, and with only two lateral plaits. All 
from Lilang, on the Lingti. 

FIG 10. R1~YNCHONELLA TBEOBALDIANA, Stoliczka, p. 41, from Muth. 
FIGS, 11-12. RHYNCHONELLA SALTERIANA, Stoliczka, p, 41, Fig. 11, Specimen from 

Lilang ; Fig. 12, specimen from the neighbourhood of. 
Hallstadt in the Austrian Alps. 

FIG. 13. RBYNCHONELLA. BETROCITA, (Suess) var. ANGUSTA, Stoliczka, p. 42, ~m .. 
Lilang. Lilang series. 

All the specimens figured are in the Geological Survey collection •. 



Geol: Surv: of fndi~. Sroliox.ka- N. lVest£rn, Hinul~a,. l'/,: .UJ. 

1. 1 . IL. 1. b.· 1 . c. 

3. d.. 

Z. 3. b. 3. c . 

• ' 
, 

I/•. 4 . C. 4 .rl. 

6. 
li. 11.. /; . b. 

7. 

8. 8.a.. 

9. a.·. IJ. b. 

10. C 

11 . b. 
11 Jl . Q, 

l~. 12 . 12 .a .. 

T Oldham nit-ex~- Cal~uth. 



PLATE IV. 

Lilang Series. 

FIG. 1. PLEUROTOMARU. STERILIS, Stoliczka, p. 46. The last whorl is devoid of 
the shell ; Fig. lb shows the striation on the whole 
breadth of one whorl ; from Lilang, on the Lingti. 

FIG. 2. NAUTILUS SPITIENBIS, Stoliczka, p. 49. Fig. 2b the concave, 2c the convex 
view of one septum ; 2d shows a portion of the reti
culate striation of the shell surface. From Lilang. 

FIG. 3. CLYDONITES HAUERINus, Stoliczka, p. 50, 3b shows the outline of a septum 
from another specimen not so perfect. From Lilang. 

FIG. 4. CLYDONITES OLDHAMIANUS, Stoliczka, p. 50, 4b shows the outline of a septum 
of the same specimen : Lilang. 

F10. 5. AMMONITES MEDLEYANus, Stoliczka, p. 54, probab1y from Kuling in the 
Pin valley. 

All the specimens are in the Geological Survey colleetion. 



Geol: Surv of lndia. Swli£'Zko, Sect.ion, a.cross the Him.olaija,. PL: IV 

~ - , .·, -".::;.:> 

3.'b. 

1 .a. 

3. a. . 

z .a.. i; .c. 

2. 
Z.IL. 

5 . b 

5. 
r,.a.. 

H.L. Fra.zer Lith · T. Oldham direx ~ 
Calcutt.a. 



PLATE V. 

Lilang Series. 

FIG. I. AMMONITES MALLETIANus, Stoliczka, p. 58, the only specimen yet known; 
fro~ Lilang. 

FIG. 2. AMMONITES BATTENI, Strachey, p. 59, variety with narrow but thick whorls ; 
from Lilang. 

FIG. 3. AMMONITES BATTENI. Outline of a septum from 'specimen figured on Pl. VI· 
fig. I. 

F10. 4. AMMONITES !llFISsus, Hauer, p. 53, outline of a septum of a large specimen. 

All belong to the Lilang Series, and are in the Geological Survey collection. 



Geol: Surv: of India . Stolicxko., Se1:lion a•ross the llym...tluy.i. 

1. a . 

J h. 

2. 

R .L.Frazer Lith: T. Old.ham dirf'X ~ Calcutt.a.. 



PLATE VI. 

Lilang Series. 

F10. 1. Alol:ONITES BATTENI, Strachey, p. 59, variety with compressed and high 
whorls, from Lilang. 

Lower Tagli,,g Limestone. 

FIG. 2. A VICULA PUNCTATA, Stoliczka, p. 76. Fig 2a, shows the convexity of the 
shell ; from the north of the Manirang pass. 

FIGS. 3-6. BELEKNITES BUDHAicos, Stoliczka, p. 78, views of different fragments of the 
same species ; from the South of Gieumal. 

All the specimens are in the Geological Survey collection. 

w 



l'l: V1. 

H. L . Frazer Lith. 
T. Oldh.a.in direx ~ Calcutta. . 



PLATE VIL 

Para Limestone. 

FIG. I. J?ICEBOCARDIUM HnliLAYE:SBE, Stoliczka, p. 62, the apex of the right umbo 
has been restored from another specimen : from 

East of Hansi in North-Westem Spiti. 
Geological Survey collection. 
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PLA.TE VIll. 

LoVJer T agling Limeatone. 

Fl:o!J. 1-4. BELEDITBB BISULCA.Tus, Stoliczka., p. 78, specimens of different size aod 
variable sections ; from the Sooth-west of Gieumal. 

FIGS. 6-6. BELE11MTES TmETicus, Stoliczka., p. 79. Figs. 5 and 6a., are front and back 
views of a large specimen; Fig. 6a., side view of a 

moch thinner specimen without any trace of a furrow ; 
from GieumaL 

Spiti Sha.le,. 

Flo. 7. MACRODON EGEB.TONIANml, Stoliczlia, p. 89. From Gieumal. 
FIG, 8. AUCELLA. LEOUJIINOBA, Stoliczka., p. 88. Fig. 8 ventral, 8a. back, Sb front, 

view ; from the neighbourhood of Kibber. 
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PLATE IX. 

Spiti Shales. 

FIG. 1. AsTARTE SPITIENSIB, Stoliczka, p. 91, outer, side, and inner, "Yiews of the same 

shell; from the neighbourhood of Kibber. 

Fxa. 2. AsTARTE HIBM.ALis, Stoliczka, p. 91, Fig. 2, 2a, side and front views of a 

small but perfect specimen : Fig. 3, inner view of 

another specimen ; both are from the neighbourhood 

ofKibber. 

FIG, 4, HoMOlllYA · TIBETICA, Stoliczka, p. 92, Fig. 4 side, 4a upper, and 4b 

frontal, view of a tolerably complete cast ; from near 

Gieumal. 

FIG. 5. AMMONITES THEODORII, Oppel, p. 99, Fig. 5, side view of a cast; Fig. 5a 

front.view of a portion of it, a piece of the outer whorl 

having been broken away, to show the ornamentation 

on the inner voiutions better. From Spiti, collected by 
Capt. Hutton. 

N. B.-This figure is erroneously quoted on pqge 99 as Pl. 1x. Fig. 4, instead of 
J.ll, IX. Fig. 5. 
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PLATE X. 

Spiti Shu/ea. 

F10. 1. A:M..MOXITES NIV ALis, St.oliczlt.a, p. 106. Side and front views and outline 

of a septmD of a specimen from Kibber. 
F10. 2. AK110NITE8 HrPH.A.Bis, Blanford, p. 97, from near Gieumal. 
FIG. 3. A1111soc~us GB&AJU>U.Nux, St.oliczka, p. uo, from Spiti, collected by 

Capt. Hutton. 

Gieu11uil Sandstone. 

F10. f. ANil'INA SPITIENSIS, Stoliczlt.a, p. 115, inner view, and cast impression 

of the sumc specimen ~ from near Gieomal 

x 
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